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THE MINNESOTA LAND MANAGEMENT 
INFORMATION SYSTEM STUDY 
The Minnesota Land Management Information System project is an 
endeavor of the Center for Urban and Regional Affairs (CURA) of the 
University of Minnesota and the State Planning Agency. Important 
contributions to the project have been made by other executive and 
legislative branches of state government, numerous University depart-
ments, and other institutions. 
The primary goal of this project is to improve the quality of 
public-private sector land use decisions. The project is doing this by 
building a data bank containing information on physical resources, 
relative accessibility to market of these resources, and information 
on current land use, zoning, and ownership patterns. 
Concurrent with the data collection effort is a research program 
that is using the collected data to simulate land use decisions and 
conflicts. 
The present study was funded by Rockefeller Foundation Grant 
Number RF 72075, as part of the Lake Superior Project, Institute for 
Environmental Studies, University of Wisconsin. 
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PART ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
Public participation in natural resources management has expanded 
rapidly in recent years in answer to the increased demand for effective 
land use controls. New public agents have been created and the 
responsibilities of old agents broadened, often in response to narrowly 
defined problems, and often without corresponding adjustments in the 
authority of other public agents. The result is an amazingly complex and 
rapidly changing pattern of institutional arrangements composed of many 
public agents with widely varying policies, management responsibilities, 
funding, and geographical boundaries. The management provided by such a 
pattern is often inadequate. 
The seven county Arrowhead Region (Development Region #3) in 
northeastern Minnesota has a pattern more complex than other development 
regions in the state because of a number of site and locational 
peculiarities. Among these is its relative location at the head of Great 
Lakes inland navigation and bordering Canada. The region's site 
characteristics include its wealth of high quality mineral and biotic 
resources and amenity attractions. And finally, Region 3 has a complex 
pattern of institutional arrangements in part because of the magnitude 
of public ownership of land. Yet the need for adequate natural resources 
management is particularly acute in the Arrowhead Region, which is a major 
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source of extractable mineral, timber, and water resources as well as 
aesthetic resources important for recreation-based tourism. Unfortunately, 
extraction is not easily compatible with sustaining aesthetic resources. 
As a result, numerous land use conflicts occur in the many areas where the 
locations of extractive and aesthetic resources overlap. Management decisions 
will affect those outside the Region who are dependent upon the Region's 
resources as well as those living in the Region who earn their livings in 
the resource extraction and tourist industries. 
Assessment of the adequacy of current institutional arrangements 
requires a thorough understanding of the pattern of public participation. 
Accordingly, this study seeks to develop an easily comprehensible framework 
for the description of public agent involvement, to identify those 
participating public agents, and to show the extent of the involvement of 
each in the broad spectrum of natural resources management in the Arrowhead 
Region. "Public agent" has been broadly defined to include government 
agencies, departments, department divisions and coordinating mechanisms; 
legal subdivisions of the State of Minnesota; special purpose districts; 
and other public bodies involved in natural resource management. Any 
informed revision of the current pattern must be based on the answer to 
the elementary question: "Who does what?" This answer will indicate what, 
if any, change is needed and what interrelationships will be affected if 
change occurs. 
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ANALYSIS OF MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 
The analysis of natural resources management in the Arrowhead 
Region requires a framework that accurately describes the diverse involve-
ment of many public agents. The description framework that evolved from 
this analysis is a categorization of the subjects "natural resource 
programs" and "management" into their component parts. 
The subject "natural resource programs" is differentiated into 
functional programs rather than agency defined, topical programs. This 
approach avoids the difficulties of comparing arbitrarily defined programs. 
Current agent programs when defined by their functions can be assessed 
for their contribution to the management of the total functional resource 
program. These functional program categories are listed below (explanatory 
notes are given as needed): 
FUNCTIONAL NATURAL RESOURCE PROGRAMS 
1. GENERAL LAND USE. This category consists primarily of land not 
owned by public agents. Transportation, tourism, land use controls, 
and conservation are among the current agent programs placed in 
this category. 
2. PUBLIC LAND USE. This category consists of land owned by public 
agents. Public recreation is placed here. 
3. WATER USE. This category consists of general management of water 
resources. Navigation, shipping, and water supplies are examples 
of current agent programs placed here. 
4. WATER QUALITY. This category includes management activities that 
relate to water quality, including the current agent programs of 
pollution control, sanitary codes, etc. 
5. LAND-WATER INTERFACE. This category includes the boundary area of 
land and water. Shoreland and floodplain management programs are 
placed here. 
6. MINERAL RESOURCES . 
7. TIMBER RESOURCES. 
8. ANIMAL RESOURCES. 
9 . AIR QUALITY • 
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Similarly, the subject "management" is divided into categories that 
reflect the types of activities employed by the managing agency to achieve 
program goals. These activities include a wide range of statutory 
responsibilities and/or agency initiated procedures. These categories are 
listed below with appropriate explanations: 
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 
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1. POLICY: setting consistent general guidelines that show how the I 
agent will manage the natural resources in its programs. 
Subcategory: Written. Agent has administrative rules and 
regulations, written priorities or guidelines that 
are used in agent decision making. 
Subcategory: Adjudicatory. Agent decides general policy for other 
agents, settles policy disputes, etc. 
2. ADMINISTRATION: carrying out designated responsibilities. 
Subcategory: Area. Agent oversees land holdings. 
Subcategory: Program. Agent conducts procedures for achieving 
topical goals and objectives. 
Subcategory: Funds. Agent provides financial assistance to other 
agents. 
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3. RESEARCH, INFORMATION: conducting research or collecting informa- 1 tion to guide proper management of the natural resources. 
Subcategory: Studies. Agent conducts ongoing basic research (other 
than background reports) and short term studies needed 
for establishing plans, policies, procedures, etc. 
Subcategory: Data. Agent continuously collects certain information 
necessary to maintaining plans, policies, etc. 
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4. REGULATION: controlling certain activities to ensure fulfillment 
of policy objectives. 
Subcategory: Permits. Agent issues permits that.must be obtained 
by participants in the functional program. 
Subcategory: Enforcement. Agent has powers to enforce permit 
conditions or laws. 
5. PLANNING: identifying future needs, problems, conflicts, etc. to 
assess the impact on long-range programs, policies, etc. 
6. COORDINATION: cooperating with other agencies concerned with the 
same functional resource program. 
Subcategory: Formal. Agent has legal requirements or formal 
agreements to cooperate with other agents. 
Subcategory: Informal. Agent maintains casual relations with other 
agents. 
7. REVIEW: examining the programs or other agents. 
Subcategory: Authorization. Agent has the right of approval over 
the activities of another agent. 
Subcategory: Connnentary. Agent examines the activities of another 
agent, giving only advisory connnents. 
Certain assumptions are implicit in this classification. It is assumed 
that all agents have, at least, short-range program plans or goals; that agents 
with enforcement powers are also responsible for detecting violations; and that 
the guiding policy of many agent activities is embedded in the agency's enabling 
legislation. 
Although placed into separate categories, strong ties exist between 
coordination and review and planning and policy. The review procedure is one 
method of coordination, just as a long-range plan is a statement of policy. 
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METHOD 
Interstate, federal, state, regional, and local public agents are 
considered in this study because of their salient responsibility for most 
of the public management of natural resources in Region 3. 1 Although 
economic activities substantially affect the management of natural resources, 
it was decided to omit most economic development agents from the study for 
reasons of analytical neatness and brevity. The importance of economic 
development agents should not, however, be overlooked. 
Nation-wide and state-wide activities are considered along with 
programs centered primarily in the Arrowhead Region. However, those 
federal or state activities not active in the Arrowhead Region are omitted 
from the analysis. For example, the entire drainage program is omitted 
because it is not a significant factor in natural resource management in 
the Arrowhead Region. While it is apparent that all agencies participate 
to a certain extent in all seven major management activities, only ongoing 
programs occupying a significant amount of agent time or resources are 
considered in the analysis. 
Some public agents with extremely broad powers have the potential 
to affect several or all of the natural resource functional programs. The 
policy-setting powers of the Environmental Quality Council, the coordination 
and review powers of the State Planning Agency, and the administrative 
involvement of the soil and water conservation districts are examples. 
linternational public agents are not included in the scope of this 
study, although three major ones should be mentioned: the International Joint 
Commission, Great Lakes Water Quality Board, and the Great Lakes Fisheries 
Commission. 
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Information on the activities of public agents was obtained from 
annual reports, pamphlets, previous studies, and personal interviews with 
staff members or others knowledgeable about an agent's activities. Each 
activity was identified by the functional natural resource program(s) it 
affected (Table 1). These activities were further analyzed using the 
framework discussed above and assigned to management categories (Tables 
2-10). The resulting matrices show the scope of the agent's involvement 
in each program. Numbers in the matrices refer to a description of the 
actual activity of the agent in the appropriate section of Part Two. 
The matrices in Tables 2-10 attempt to identify those functional 
programs that are directly affected by each agent's activities. However, 
the matrices may not reveal, to the full extent, all possible indirect 
effects of one program upon another. 
PRESENTATION OF AGENT INVOLVEMENT 
Fifty-four public agents are identified as participating in 
natural resources management in the Arrowhead Region. Among them are four 
interstate agents, seventeen federal agents, eighteen state agents, two 
regional agents, and thirteen local agents. The number of local agents 
is understated, since one entry each is given to the seven counties, forty-
one townships, the large amount of unorganized territory, eight soil and 
water conservation districts and numerous municipalities. 
The involvement of the 54 public agents in the nine natural resources 
programs is shown in Table 1. It ranges from eight public agents in the air 
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quality program to 35 in both the water quality and general land use 
programs. 
Agent Involvement by Program Area 
General Land Use (Table 2) 
Although 35 public agents participate in general land use management, 
major power rests with the local subdivisions of the state. The counties, 
townships, and municipalities, through their land use controls, can 
determine which activities are permitted on the privately owned land inside 
their boundaries and what standards must be met for the activities. Other 
significant involvement occurs through collection and analysis of land use 
planning data by the Minnesota State Planning Agency and the University of 
Minnesota's MI.MIS, the policy-setting powers of the state Environmental 
Quality Council, and the funding activities of the federal Economic 
Development Administration and the interstate Upper Great Lakes Regional 
Commission. Because there is relatively little agricultural activity in 
the Region, the agricultural conservation agencies play relatively minor 
roles. 
Public Land Use (Table 3) 
Since public agents own over half of the land in the Arrowhead 
Region, their use of this land significantly affects natural resource 
management. 2 The major landowners are the U.S. Forest Service (see Timber 
Resources), the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, and the counties. 3 
Much public land is devoted to timber and mineral resources production. 
2unpublished data of Minnesota Land Management Information System. 
3op.Cit. 
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Numerous parks and campgrounds maintained by the U.S. Forest Service and 
the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources also attract tourism. The 
new Voyageurs National Park operated by the National Park Service will 
undoubtedly stimulate more visits to the area. Because recreational 
opportunities are an important and growing source of revenue for the area's 
economy, the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation's LAWCON funding program is also 
noteworthy. 
Water Use (Table 4) 
Twenty-seven public agents are involved in the management of the 
Region's water resources. The most important are the Minnesota Department 
of Natural Resources, responsible for regulation of public waters capable 
of beneficial public use, and the Army Corps of Engineers, which regulates 
navigable waters. Many agents are responsible for long-range water resources 
management in the Region. Some of the most important are river basin 
commissions, the Army Corps of Engineers, and the Minnesota Department of 
Natural Resources. Nineteen of the 27 agents collect water information. 
Water Quality (Table 5) 
Because the numerous, clear lakes of the Arrowhead Region are a major 
attraction for tourists, water quality management is vital. Thirty-five 
public agents are involved: nine dispense funds for water pollution 
prevention or wastewater treatment, eighteen collect information related to 
water quality, and seven enforce and monitor various water quality related 
laws and permits. The Federal Environmental Protection Agency, state 
Pollution Control Agency, counties, municipalities, and the Western Lake 
Superior Sanitary District have the major programs. 
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Land Water Interface (Table 6) 
Thirty-one public agents are involved in managing the land-water 
interface, a prime location for recreation and tourist related activities. 
Counties and municipalities are required to zone these areas, using minimum 
state standards established by the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. 
The Department's shoreland management program is limited to technical 
assistance and some review powers, but its floodplain management program 
includes enforcement, coordination, and major review powers. Local agents, 
responsible for administration and enforcement, retain the major powers. 
The activities of the Army Corps of Engineers are also important. The 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's new grant program for 
coastal zone management planning could have a substantial effect on the 
North Shore of Lake Superior. 
Mineral Resources (Table 7) 
The taconite ores mined in the Arrowhead Region contribute a major 
portion of the Region's economy. Future mining of the Region's copper-
nickel ores could conceivably do the same. Public agents determine the 
rate and location of mining on the lands they own. Except for the new 
mineland reclamation powers of the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, 
private mining is largely at the discretion of the local agents with land 
use controls. The State Planning Agency is coordinating a study of the 
impact of any future copper-nickel mining in northern Minnesota. 
Timber Resources (Table 8) 
Over 70% of the Region is forested. Like the mining industry, the 
timber industry represents a significant portion of the Region's economy. 
Also, like the mineral resources program, private timber resources are 
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primarily the responsibility of the local public agents with the land use 
controls. Timber on public lands is managed by the public landlord. Such 
public ownership is quite substantial. The U.S. Forest Service alone owns 
over 50% of Lake and Cook Counties, over 15% of Itasca County, and almost 
20% of St. Louis County. County memorial forests and the state forests 
of the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources also comprise considerable 
portions of the seven counties.4 Twenty-one public agents are involved 
in this prognam. 
Animal Resources (Table 9) 
The state Department of Natural Resources is responsible for resident 
game and fish species, while the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is 
responsible for migrant species. Twenty-one other public agents have more 
limited involvement. 
Air Quality (Table 10) 
Eight public agents participate in air quality management (only five 
of these actively). The Arrowhead Regional Development Commission and the 
State Planning Agency give reconnnendations on certain Pollution Control 
Agency permits. Major involvement is limited to St. Louis County, which 
has its own air quality program,. the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 
(PCA), which regulates the remainder of the state and reviews the St. Louis 
County program, and the federal Environmental Protection Agency, which 
reviews and assists the PCA's program. 
4unpublished Minnesota Land Management Information System data. 
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Implications and Discussion 
Although the purpose of this study is clarification rather than 
evaluation of the roles of public agents in natural resources management 
in the Arrowhead Region, some comments can be made about the institutional 
framework. The presence of 54 public agents, each with involvement varying 
widely in scope and geographic area, suggests the difficulties of achieving 
efficiency in management. Indeed, coordination appears to be mostly 
informal, often primarily for the purposes of technical assistance and 
exchange of information. There is no operating mechanism to resolve 
inconsistencies among the policies and programs of the public agents. 
Major power rests with the local public agents through their land 
use control powers. However, the extensive land ownership of certain public 
agents reduces the area subject to the local land use controls and gives 
these agents a significant voice in the total management of the Region's 
resources. Two state agents, the Department of Natural Resources and the 
Pollution Control Agency are quite actively involved in the nine resource 
programs. 
There do exist encouraging signs, among them the recent decentralization 
of the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources and the extensive cooperation 
on peripheral area planning for the Voyageurs National Park. The 1973 
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Department of Natural Resources reorganization established regional offices 
throughout the state to administer all departmental programs and manage all 
Department lands in that Region, leaving the small St. Paul staff to set 
overall policy, plan new programs, and oversee regional performance. 
Hopefully, this will result in increased integration of Divisional programs 
at both the operational and policy and planning levels. The Voyageurs 
National Park periphery management effort has involved an amazingly large 
number of local, state, regional, and federal agencies, primarily under the 
direction of the Governor's Voyageurs National Park Management Connnittee and 
the State Planning Agency, but such widespread cooperation is not typical. 
The wide involvement of the Arrowhead Regional Development Commission, 
an agent that represents the local subdivisions of the State and the public. 
interests in the Arrowhead Region, is also important, for it may permit 
region-wide cooperation and coordination in resource issues. But, currently 
dependent upon categorical grants, the Arrowhead Regional Development 
Commission often cannot implement those projects it feels are needed most. 
Finally, the recently established Environmental Quality Council will assume 
importance as it begins to use its policy-setting, coordination, and review 
powers. 
Many separate decisions made in the past have resulted in the current 
institutional arrangement for natural resource management in the Arrowhead 
Region. If the arrangement does not permit adequate management of the natural 
resources, it can be changed by new decisions. The following questions may 
facilitate such consideration: 
* Can current institutional arrangements be directed to achieve 
consistent regional managementZ 
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* Does the current arrangement allow adequate evaluation and 
review of both the management of the total resource and each 
agent's activities? 
* What would be the impact of changing the current arrangements? 
Would change complicate coordination or essentially duplicate 
existing powers? Would change be best handled by giving new 
responsibilities to existing agents or establishing new agents? 
* Which public agents should, by dint of expertise or experience, 
be responsible for which management activities? 
* How responsive 1s the current arrangement to changing trends, 
such as increasing demands for recreation or deteriorating water 
quality conditions? 
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HOW TO USE THIS STUDY MATERIAL 
This presentation is designed to show the involvement of public 
agents in the management of the natural resources in the Arrowhead Region 
in three ways: by public agent, by natural resource functional program, 
and by type of management activity. Certain parts are essential to the 
presentation. Table 1 shows the participation of the 54 public agents 
in each of the nine functional natural resources programs, while Tables 
2-10 show the management activities undertaken by the public agents 
participat:lng in each program. Part Two of the study contains descriptions 
of the actual activities of the public agents, arranged and numbered to 
serve as footnotes to Tables 2-10. It also includes the background 
information on the public agents needed to assess their activities. 
Use of Tables 
1. To find the involvement of a particular public agent, use Table 1 
to index its participation in the nine programs. Then refer to Tables 2-10 
to find the management activities the agent employs in each program. For a 
more complete description of the ~ture and extent of the agent's management 
activities, cross-reference the numbers in Tables 2-10 to the footnotes in 
the agent's section in Part Two (these pages are filed alphabetically by 
agent abbreviation). 
2. To find the public agents involved in managing each natural 
resource program or the agents responsible for each management activity in 
the program, consult the appropriate table from Tables 2-10. The numbers on 
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the table can be used to locate a description of the nature and extent of 
the agent's activity. 
3. To find those public agents responsible for certain management 
activities in all natural resources programs, consult the management 
activity in each of the Tables 2-10. Again, the numbers in the Tables can 
be used to find descriptions of the agent's activities. 
4. To find important background information and a sunnnary of the 
activities of each public agent, turn to the agent's page in Part II. The 
background information generally includes complete name, origin, authority, 
major responsibilities, membership, staff budget and budget source; thus 
it tells the size of the agent's program in budget and staff, how long the 
agent has been a factor in resource management, etc. Table 11 shows the 
location of the entry for each public agent. 
For example, suppose that one wants to know the public agents with 
policy setting powers. By scanning the Policy: Adjudicatory column in Tables 
2-10, one finds that the Connnission on Minnesota's Future, Environmental 
Quality Council, Water Resources Board, Arrowhead Regional Development 
Connnission, and others have such activities. The Environmental Quality 
Council's activity is described in Part Two under EQC-3: 
EQC can take on interdepartmental environmental issues and set 
a unified policy on them as well as settle conflicts between 
rules and regulations of different agencies; the latter power 
has not been used. 
Similarly, one can refer to CMnF-1, WRB-1, ARDC-3, and any other applicable 
footnote to learn the status of policy-setting activities. 
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As another.example, suppose that one wants to know the activities 
of the National Oceanic and Atmosphere Administration (NOAA) that relate 
to the land-water interface. By scanning its row in Table 6, one finds 
that NOAA has activities in the Policy: Written, Administration: Funds, 
and Review: Approval subcategories. Footnotes 1, 2, and 5 on the NOAA 
page in Part Two explain its grant program for coastal zone management 
planning. 
The study can thus be used to answer questions like: a) What part 
does the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency play in the Arrowhead? b) What 
agencies must be coordinated to achieve consistent water quality management? 
and c) How active are the agents that set broad policy? It also serves as 
a starting point for further investigations of specific points, an important 
advantage given the complexities of public agent involvement in natural 
resources management. 
Public Agent 
Interstate 
Great Lakes Basin Commission 
Great Lakes Commission 
Upper Great Lakes Regional 
Commission 
Upper Mississippi River Basin 
Commission 
Federal 
Agricultural Stabilization and 
Conservation Service 
Armv Coros of Emdneers 
Economic Development Adminis-
tration 
Environmental Protection 
Aizencv 
Farmers Home Administration 
Federal Hiizhwav Administration 
U, S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
u. S. Forest Service 
U, S, Geological Survey 
Department of Housing and Urban 
Development 
Bureau of Land Management 
Bureau of Mines 
Mining Enforcement and Safety 
Administration 
National Oceanic and Atmos-
oheric Administration 
National Park Service 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
Soil Conservation Service 
~ 
Deoartment of Administration 
Deoartment of A1triculture 
Deoartment of Commerce 
Commission on Minnesota's 
Future 
Environmental Oualitv Council 
Minnesota Geolo1tical Survev 
Governor's Voyageurs National 
Park Mana1tement Committee 
Department of Health 
Highwav Deoartment 
Department of Iron Range 
Resources and Rehabilitation 
Minnesota Resources Commission 
Deoartment of Natural Resources 
Pollution Control A1tencv 
State Plannin2 A2encv 
State Soil and Water Conserva-
tion Commission 
Universitv of Minnesota 
Water Resources Board 
Water Resources Council 
Re1tional 
Arrowhead Regional Development 
Commission 
Head of the Lakes Council of 
Governments 
Local 
Aitkin Drainage and Conservancy 
District 
Carev Lake Recreation District 
Countv 
Interstate Policv Committee 
Municioalitv 
Onanegozie Resource Conserva-
tion and Develooment Pro1ect 
Red Lake Watershed District 
Seaway Port Authority of 
Duluth 
Soil and Water Conservation 
District 
Township 
Unorganized Territory 
Water Qualitv Mana1tement Team 
Western Lake Superior Sanitary ___ 
District 
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TABLE 1, NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 
IN THE ARROWHEAD REGION BY PUBLIC AGENT 
Program Involvement 
Land Use Water· Land-Water Mineral 
General Public Use !Quality Interface Resources 
X X y y 
X y y 
y y y y y y 
y y y y 
y y 
X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X X X X 
X X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X X 
X 
X 
X X X X 
. 
---X 'X 
X 
X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X 
X 
X X X 
X 
X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X 
X 
X X X X X X 
X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X 
X X X X 
X 
X X X 
X X X X X 
X 
X 
-
.•. 
X X X 
I 
I 
Timber Animal Air 
Resources Resources Qualit1 I 
y 
X X I 
V y I 
X X 
X X I 
X 
X I 
I 
X 
X X I 
I 
X X X 
X X X I 
X I 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X X 
X X I 
X X 
X X 
I 
X X X 
X X I 
X X X I 
X X 
X 
X X I 
X X 
X X I 
I 
- - - - - - - --------
TABLE 2. GENERAL LAND USE MANAGEMENT IN ARROWHEAD REGION 
- -
Management Activities 
Policv Administration Research, Re1 ulation Plannin2 Co-ordination 
Look ~ritten IAdjudi Area Program Funds Techni Information Permits Enforcement Formal Informal 
Public A2ent Under1 lcatory cal Aid Studies Data 
Great Lakes Basin Commission GLBC 1 2 1 3 2 3 
Upper Great Lakes Regional UGLRC 1 2 3 
Commission 
Upper Mississippi River UMRBC 2 3 4 
Basin Commission 
Agricultural Stabilization & ASCS 1 2 
Conservation Service 
Economic Development Admin- EDA 1 2 3 
istration 
Environmental Protection EPA-wq 
A2encv 
Farmers Home Administration FHA 1 2 3 
Federal Hi2hwav Administration FHWA 1 2 3 
hr. S. Geolo2ical Survev USGS 3 6 
!Department of Housing and HUD 1 3 4 
Urban Develonment 
Soil Conservation Service scs 1 2 2 3 3 4 6 7 
lneoartment of Administration DAd 1 3 4 
Deoartment of A<>riculture DA2 1 2 3 4 
Deoartment of Commerce Comm 1 2 3 3 4 5 
Commission on Minnesota's CMnf 1 2 3 
Future 
Environmental Oualitv Council EOC 1-2 3 4 5 6 8 7 9.10 11 
Hi2hwav Deoartment DOHi 1 2 3 4 5 6 6 7 8 9.10 
Iron Range Resources and IRRR 1 2 3 4 5 
Rehabilitation Deoartment 
Minnesota Resources Commission MRC 1 2 3 4 
Department of Natural Resources DNR 10 
DNR-fish 
DNR-wild 
DNR-bnl 1 4 10 
DNR-w 
State Planning Agency SPA 2 3 4 5.6 
SPA-dtil 3 3 
SPA-eol 1 2 6 3 5-6 7 
,oil and Water Conservation swcc 1 2 3 4 5,6 
Commission 
University of Minnesota - MLMIS 1 2 3,4 3 5 
MLMIS 
later Resources Board WRB 1 2 
~rrowhead Regional Develop- ARDC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
ment Commission 
Head of the Lakes - Council HOTL- 1 2 3 4 4 5 6,7 
of Governments COG 
Carey Lake.Recreation CLRecD 1 2 
District 
countv ctv 1 2 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
mnnicioalitv munic 1 2 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Onanegozie Resource Conser-
vation and Development ORCD 1 1 2 3,4 
Proiect 
Red Lake Watershed District RLWD 1 2 3 
Soil and Water Conservation SWcd 1 2 3 4 5-7 
District 
townshio t= 1 3 5 5 
unor2anized territory unorcr 1 
Western Lake Superior Sani- WLSSD 2 9 
tarv District 
1The numbers refer to footnoted detailing agent activities; they are filed in Part II alphabetically by these abbreviations. 
- -
Review . 
IAuthonz 
ation 
4 
4 
4 
8 
12 
11 
8 
5 
4 
2 
10 
Commer 
11 
9 
4 
13 14 
5 
6 
6 
11 
10 
7 8 
7 
7 
3 4 
9,10 
8 
,_. 
"' 
-
-Policv 
Look Adiud-Public A2ent Underl Written ca ~r:! Area 
Upper Great Lakes Regional UGLRC 
Commission 
Economic Development Admin- EDA 1 
istration 
Forest Service FS 1 2 
!Bureau of Land Mana2ement BLM 1 
!National Park Service Nat'lPS 1 2 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation BOR 1 
' 
!Deoartment of Administration DAd 
!Commission on Minnesota's CMnf 1 
' 
Future 
,Environmental Duality Council EOC 3 
;Governor's Voyageurs National Gov 1 
Park Mana2ement Committee VNP 
:Iron Range Resources and Reha- IRRR 
: bilitation Deoartment 
!Minnesota Resources Commission MRC 1 I 
!Department of Natural Resources DNR 1 I 2.3 
; DNR-wild 1 2 
DNR f 1 2 
; DNR-1 I 1 
I DNR-bol 
! DNR-M 1 
:state Planning Agency SPA 
SPA-dol ! SPA-enl 2 I 
IUniveristy of Minnesota -
!Lake Superior Basin Study Center LSCen 
!MLMIS MLMIS 
;Water Resources Board WRB 1 
I 
Arrowhead Regional Develop- ARDC 1 
ment Commission 
Head of the Lakes - Council HOTL-
of Governments COG 
ountv ctv 1 
municinalitv munic 1 
townshin two 1 
TABLE 3. PUBLIC LAND USE MANAGEMENT IN ARROWHEAD REGION 
Management Activities 
Research, 
Administration Information Rernlation 
Techni-
Pro2ram Funds cal Aid Studies Data Permits Enforcement 
1 
2 3 
I 
3 7 8 9 
2 3 4 
3 4 
2 3 
1 2 
2 3 
4 6 8 
2 
1,2 2 4 
2 3 
8 
3 
4 7 8 
2 3 4 
1 2 3 
2 3 4 5 6 7.8 
1 
I 3 
6 
I 
3 
2 
2 
2.3 5 7 8 
2 3 6 8.9 
3 5 
Plannin2 Co-ordination 
Formal Informal 
2 3 
10 12 
5 
5 6 7 
4 
4.5 
9 11 
3,4 
5 
4 
10 
4 
5 
6 7.8 10 
9 
4 5 
'3 
5.6 7 
3 
6 7 8 
7 
9 11 
11 
Review 
i¥rlmriz~ Comment 
4 
4 
4 
12 13 
5 
9 
11 
11 
7 8 
8 
I 
3.4 
9,10 
8 
i 
; 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
i 
N 
0 
I 
lThe numbers refer to footnoted detailing agent activities; they are filed in Part II alphabetically by these abbreviations. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -TABLE 4, WATER USE MANAGEMENT IN ARROWHEAD REGION 
Management Activities 
I Research, Policv Administration Information Re,ulation Planning Co-ordination Review 
Look k,\djudii Techni- Authoriz-Public Agent Underl ~ritten ., .. ~~ .. ·Area Program Funds cal Aid Studies Data Permits Enforcement Formal Informal ati_on Com=-ent 
Great Lakes Basin Commission GLBC 1,2 1.3 2,3 4 5 
Great Lakes Commission GLC 1 2 3 
Upper Great Lakes Regional UGLRC 1 2 3 4 
Commission 
Upper Mississippi River UMRBC 1 3 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Basin Commission I 
Army Corps of Engineers COE 1 2 3 3 4 9 5 i 8,9 10.11 12 I 
Economic Development Admin- EDA 1, 2 3 I 4 
istration i 
Environmental Protection Agency EPA-w, 3 5 6 ! 9 11 
U.S. Geological Survey USGS 1 2 3.5 6 
National Oceanic and Atmos- NOAA I 4 i I ! pheric Administrations 
Soil Conservation Service scs 5 
Commission on Minnesota's CMnF 1 2 3 I 4 Future I i 
Environmental Qualitv Council EOC 3 4 6 8 i 9 10 11 12 13 
Department of Health DOH 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
' 
9 10 11 12 
Minnesota Resources Commission MRC 1 2 3 I 4 I 5 
Department of Natural Resources DNR 1 2 5 7 8 ' 9 10 
DNR-fish I 4 I i 6 
DNR-bnl 1 5 6 3.9 10 I 11 
DNR-fn I 8 I / 10 I 
DNR-M 5 
DNR-sm I 4 6 8 
DNR-w 1 2.3 3 4 5 6 7 I 8 9 10 
State Planning Agency SPA 4 5 7.8 
SPA dpl 3 3 
SPA-enl 6 / 6 7 
' University of Minnesota - Lake LSCen 1 2 3 4 5 Superior Basin Study Center I 
MLMIS MLMIS 2 4 5 i 
-
!water Resources Board WRB 1 2 3 4 !water Resources Council WRC 1,2 3 4 5 
!Arrowhead Regional Devel- ARDC 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9,10 
opment Commission 
~ead of the Lakes - Council HOTL- 1 6,7 8,9 
of Governments COG 
countY ctY 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 
Interstate Policy Committee IPC 2 lmuniciPali ties munic 1 2.4 6 7 8,9 10 11 
Red Lake Watershed District RLWD 1 2 3 Seaway Port Authority of Port 1 2 3 
Duluth 
Western Lake Superior Sani- WLSSD 4 
tary District 
1The numbers refer to footnoted detailing agent activities; they are filed in Part II alphabetically.by these abbreviations. 
- - -
Look 
Public A2ent Underl 
Great Lakes Basin Commission GLBC 
Great Lakes Commission GLC 
Upper Great Lakes Regional UGI.RC 
Commission 
Upper Mississippi River UMRBC 
· Basin Commission 
Agricultural Stabilization ASCS 
and Conservation Service 
~rmv Corns of En2ineers COE 
. _Economic Development Admin- EDA 
I istration 
Environmental Protection 
A2encv 
EPA-wq 
Farmers Home Administration FHA 
·U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service USFW 
U.S. Geolo2ical Survev 
'Department of Housing and 
Urban Develooment 
National Oceanic and Atmos-
oheric Administration 
Soil Conservation Service 
USGS 
HUD 
NOM 
scs 
Commission on Minnesota's CMnf 
1 Future 
1Environmental Oualitv Council EOC 
'Deoartment of Health 
,Department of Natural 
j Resources 
i 
'Pollution Control Aoencv 
!State Planning Agency 
; 
DOH 
DNR-fish 
DNR-bol 
DNR-w 
DNR-M 
PCA-wn 
SPA 
SPA-dnl 
SPA-eol 
Soil and Water Conservation SWCC 
Commission 
University of Minnesota - LSCen 
ake Suoerior Basin Studv Center 
Water Resources Board WRB 
~ater Resources Council WRC 
~rrowhead Regional Develop- ARDC 
ment Commission 
Head of the Lakes - Council HOTL-
of Governments 
ountv 
nterstate--Policv Committee 
municioalitv 
Oranegozie Resource Conser-
vation and Development 
Proiect 
COG 
ctv 
IPC 
munic 
ORDC 
~ed Lake Watershed District RLWD 
Soil and Water Conservation SWCD 
District 
townshio 
~ater Quality Management 
Team 
two 
WQMan 
~estern Lake Superior Sani- WLSSD 
tarv District 
TABLE 5. WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT IN ARROWHEAD REGION 
Policv Administration 
~djudi- frechni-
Written ~atorv Area "rooram Funds cal Aid 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1,2 
1 
1 
1 
1 I 
3 T 
1 
1.2 
1 
1 
1-2 
1,2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2.4 
1 
1 
2 
4 
1 
I 
l 
I 2 
4 
2 3 
3 4 
2 
3 
2 2 
2 
4 
4 5 
3 
6 
3 4 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
Management Activities 
Research, 
Information 
Studies 
1 2 
4 9 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
2 
4 
4 
2 
3 
Data 
1 3 
2 
6 
6 
5 
4 
3 
6 
4 
4 
5 
4 
6 
3 
3 
5 
i 
6 I 
3 
2 
4 
Rei ulation Plannin2 
Permits Enforcement 
7,8 
9 
8 
6 7 
7 8 9 
6 7 8 
7 8 9 
5 6 
2 3 
2 
3 
8 9 
5 
10 
4 
4 
6 
9 
10 
. 2 
2 
4 
3 
Co-ordination Review 
IA.uthoriz-
Formal Informal lation Cocn:ent 
4 5 
3 
3 
4 5 
10 11 12 
9 
3 
6 
6 7 
9 11 
8.9 10 
10 
11 12 
5 
3 
_6 7 
6 
3,4 
5-7 
8 
5,6 
5 
5 
8 
7 
11 
2 
11 
3 
9 
4-
6 7 
4 
10 11 
9 
4 
12 13 
11 12 
6 
13 14 
7.8 
7 
3 4 
9,10 
8,9 
3 
5 
2 
11 
1The numbers refer to footnoted.detailing agent activities; they are filed in Part II alphabetically by these abbreviations. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
N 
N 
I 
-
- - - - - - - - - - -Management Activities 
Research, 
Policy Administration Information Re,ulation Planning Co-crdina tion Review 
Look 
.Adjudi- Techni- Authoriz 
Public A2ent Under1 Written Area Pro«ram Funds cal Aid Studies Data Permits Enforcement Formal Informal ation toi;-r.ent 
Great Lakes Basin Commission GLBC 1 2 1.3 2.3 4 5 
Great Lakes Commission GLC 1 2 I 3 
Upper Great Lakes Regional UGLRC 1 I I 2 3 4 
Commission i I I 
Upper Mississippi River UMRBC 1 i 2 I I 3 4 5 6 7 Basin Commission ! I ! 
I I I Army Corps of Engineers COE 1 2 3 3 4 6 I 7 8.9 10 11 12 
Economic Development Admin- EDA 1 2 3 I I I 4 I istration 
Environmental Protection EPA-wq 3 9 11 
Agency I I 
Farmers Home Administration FHA 1 I 2 3 
U.S. Geological Survev USGS 2 
Department of Housing and HUD 2 I I 5 
I 
I 
Urban Development I 
National Oceanic and Atmos- NOAA 1 2 I 5 oheric Administration i 
Soil Conservation Service scs 1 2 2 3 4 : 5 6 7 8 9 
I 
I I ' I Commission on Minnesota's CMnf 1 i I 2 3 ' 4 I Future I I 
Environmental Oualitv Council EOC 3 4 6 8 9 11 12 13 
Department of Health DOH 1 
' 
5 6 7 9 10 11 12 
!Minnesota Resources Commission MRC 1 2 3 4 5 
Department of Natural DNR 2 4 I 8 10 
Resources DNR-fish 2 I 6 
DNR-bol 1 I 6 8 11 
DNR-fo 1 2 3 3 4 5 i 6 7 8 9 10 
DNR-sm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
DNR-w 5 6 7 8 9 10 
State Planning Agency SPA I I 4 5 7.8 
SPA-dpl 3 ' I 3 
SPA-epl 6 I 4 6 7 
Soil and Water Conservation swcc 1 2 3 4 5,6 7 
Commission 
University of Minnesota - MLMIS 1 2 3,4 5 
MLMIS 
Water Resources Board WRB 1 2 3.4 
Arrowhead Regional Develop- ARDC 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9,10 
ment Commission 
Head of the Lakes - Council HOTL- 1 7 8 
of Governments COG 
Aitkin Drainage and Conser- AD&DC 1 2 
vancv District 
countv cty 1 4 2 5 6 7,8 9 11 
Interstate Policy Committee IPC 2 
rnunicioalitv munic 1 3 2 6 7 8.9 10 11 
Onanegozie Resource Conser-
2 ! 3,4 5 vation and Development ORCD 1 1 
I 
Proiect 
Red Lake Watershed District RLWD 1 2 3 
Soil and Water Conservation SWCd 1 2 3 4 5-7 2 
districts 
township twn 1 5 
1rhe numbers refer to footnoted detailing agent activities; they are filed in Part II alphabetically by these abbreviations. 
-
I 
N 
w 
TABLE 7. MINERAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT IN ARROWHEAD REGION 
Management Activities 
Research, 
Policy Administration Information Re,.,ulation Planning Co-ordin& tior:. ~~~v _:_.:_;~.; 
Look Adjudi- Techni- I 
Public Agent Underl Written Area Prol!'.ram Authoriz atory Funds cal Aid Studies Data Permits Enforcement Formal Info::m~l . at1on Cc::-:;:er1t 
Upper Great Lakes Regional UGLRC 1 1 2 3 4 
Commission 
i 
Economic Development Admin- EDA 1 2 3 I 4 i 
istration I I I I 
Forest Servicr FS 3 7 8 9 I i 
U.S. Geolol!'.ical Survev USGS 2 3.4 I I 6 T 
Bureau of Land Management BLM 4 I I I 
Bureau of Mines BOM 1 2 3 I 4 
Mining Enforcement and Safety MESA 1 I l 2 Administration ! i 
' 
I I 
' 
I 
Commission on Minnesota's CMnf 1 2 3 ' 4 ! 
' Future 
• 
I I 
Environmental Oualitv Council E6c 3 4 6 I : 8 I 9 11 ' 12 13 
Minnesota Geolol!'.ical Survev MGS 1 I 
' 
2 ! I 
Iron Range Resources and Reha-IRRR 1 <1> I I I 5 I bilitation Deoartment i i ' I 
Minnesota Resources Commission MRC 1 2 3 I 4 1 5 i 
Department of Natural DNR i 8 10 ' 
Resources DNR-bol 1 : 8 I i 11 i 
DNR-M 1 2 3 4 5 6 7,8 I 9 10 11 I 
Pollution Control Agencv PCA-wa 6 
' 
! 12 l 
State Planning Agency SPA i 4 5 I I ! 7 8 ! 
SPA-do I 3 1 ' I 2,3 I I : 
SPA-eol 6 I 6 I 7 I 
University of Minnesota - I i ! 
; ! I ! ' Lake Superior Basin Study LSCen 2 j : I i I I 
Center. MLMIS MLMIS 3,4 3 I i 5 ' 
I I ! ! ' 
Arrawhead Regional Devel- ARDC 1 2 3 I I I 8 9,10 : I 
ooment Commission I I i I 
countv ctv 1 2 I 5 i I i I I i 6 7.8 9 11 
municioalitv munic 1 2 I 6 7 I 8 9 10 I 11 I 
townshio two 1 I I 5 I I I l I 
1The numbers refer to footnoted detailing agent activities; they are filed in Part II alphabetically by these abbreviations. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
N ,,. 
-
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TABLE 8, TIMBER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT IN ARROWHEAD REGION 
Management Activities 
Research, 
Policv Administration Information Re•ulation Plannin<> Co-ordin,i tion Ro..:,_.i c· .. .-
Look Mjudi- Techni- Authoriz-
Public A<>ent Under1 Written catory Area Program Funds cal Aid Studies Data Permits Enforcement Fo:r1"al Informal·ation Cc::-_- 2~. ~ 
!Upper Great Lakes Regional UGLRC 1 2 3 4 
I Commission 
I i 
! 
iAgricul tural Stabilization ASCS 1 I 2 
i 
I I : and Conservation Service ! I 
iEconomic Development Admin- EDA 1 i 2 3 i i I 4 istration ! : I 
,Forest Service FS 1 2 i ! 4 5 6 7 ! 9 11 
!Soil Conservation Service SGS 1 ! I 2 3 4 ! i 5 
' 
6 7 . I 9 
I I i I ! I i I 
I I 
·commission on Minnesota's CMnf 1 I ! 2 3 4 i I i ' I Future I I 
:Environmental Oualitv Council EOG 3 4 i : 6 l 8 I 9 11 12 13 
'Iron Range Resources and Re- IRRR I 2 l 2 I ' 4 I i 5 I I ' i habilitation Department i 
' I l i 
:Minnesota Resources Commission MRC 1 I 2 3 ' i I l 4 ! 5 ; 
IDepartment of Natural DNR 2 I : : i 8 I 10 
' Resources DNR-wild ; I i I 5 i 
DNR-f 1 2 i 3 4 5 ; 6 7 i 8 : 9 I 
DNR-bol 1 r : I 8 11 
State Planning Agency SPA 
' 
i : 4 5 7,8 I 
SPA-dol 
' 
! I 3 i I 3 : 
SPA-epl i I : 6 : ! 6 I : 
' 
: 
Soil and Water Conserva- swcc 1 I 2 3 ' 4 : I I 5,6 7 I I i I tion Commission I I I i i 
' 
:university of Minnesota - I : ! I ' ! I I ! ; 3 I I I i MLMIS MLMIS ! : ' 5 I 
Water Resources Board WRB 1 : 2 j I ' I 3,4 
; I I ' ! i ! :Arrowhead Regional Devel- ARDC 1 2 I 3 4 I I 7 : 8 I 9,10 i I : : ooment Commission 
' I I I i countv ctv 1 3' 2 ! 5 6 7,8 9 ! 12 : 11 
municipality munic 1 5 2 I 6 7 8,9 10 11 
Onanegozie Resource- Conser-
vation and Development ORCD 1 1 2 3,4 5 
Proi ect 
Red Lake Watershed District RCWD 1 2 3 
Soil and Water Conserva- SWCd 1 2 3 4 5-7 2 
tion districts 
townshios two 1 2 5 
lThe numbers refer to footnoted detailing agent activities; they are filed in Part II alphabetically by these abbreviations. 
-
! 
I 
I 
I 
! 
N 
\Jl 
TABLE 9, ANIMAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT IN ARROWHEAD REGION 
Management Activities 
Research, 
Policy Administration Information Reeulation Planning Co-ordin;:;t.:.0:1 ?.ev~ :.·.t: 
--Look I Adjud Techni- Authoriz 
Public Agent Underl Written·-~~,----' Area Program Funds cal Aid Studies Data Permits Enforcement Formal lnforrr:c1l i ation C-::,::-.r:ent 
Great Lakes Commission GLC 1 2 3 
:Upper Great Lakes Regional UGLRC 1 2 3 I 4 Commission I 
! i i 
Agricultural Stabilization ASCS 1 2 ! I I 
and Conservation Service I i i I 
Economic Development Admin- EDA 1 2 3 I 4 T istration I 
Environmental Protection EPA-wq 3 5 I 9 I 
AgencY 
! I i : I 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife USFW 1 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8,9 10 11 12 I 13 14 
' Service I 
National Oceanic and Atmos- NOAA 3 4 ! 
uheric Administration i 
Soil Conservation Service scs 1 2 3 4 6 7 i 8 9 
: f 
I 
iCommission on Minnesota's CMnf 1 2 3 ! ! 4 
Future i I i ! 
Environmental OualitY Council EOC 3 4 6 8 9 11 I 12 7 13 
Minnesota Resources Commission MRC 1 2 3 4 5 
Department of Natural DNR I 2 8 10 ; ! 
Resources DNR-fish 1 I 2 2 3 4 5 i I 6 
DNR-wild 1 2 3 4 5 i 6 i 
DNR-bnl 1 ! 8 I I 11 
DNR-w I I ! 
' 
9 I ' I 
State Planning Agency SPA I 4 5 7,8 
SPA-dnl ! 3 3 ! I 
SPA-eul I 6 : 6 I 7 i 
Soil and Water Conserva- swcc I 1 i 2 3 4 r 5,6 i 7 i ! tion Commission i I ! 
University of Minnesota - I I ! I MLMIS MLMIS i 2 I 5 ! 
' Water Resources Board WRB I 1 2 ! 3,4 
' 
I 
~rrowhead Regional Devel- ARDC ! 9 
I onment Commission 
Head of the Lakes - Council HOTL- 8 
of Governments COG 
county ctv 1 2 6 7,8 9 11 
municipality munic 1 2 7 8 9 10 
Red Lake Watershed District RLWD 1 2 3 
Soil and Water Conserva- SWCd 1 2 4 5-7 2 
tion districts 
township two 1 5 
lThe numbers refer to footnoted detailing agent activities; they are filed in Part II alphabetically by these abbreviations. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TABLE 10. AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT IN ARROWHEAD REGION 
Management Activities 
Research, 
Policy Administration Information Re ulation Planning Co-ordinc:tion F.cvi('.w 
Look Adjudif Techni- Authord-
Public Agent Underl Written catory · Area Program Funds cal Aid Studies Data Permits Enforcement Forr.:al l:nfor..,al a tion ' Cor;-;;-,:ent 
Environmental Protection EPA-aq 1 ' 2 3 4 5 '6 7 8 i Agency I 
! 
Commission on Minnesota's CMnf i 1 2 3 4 
Future I I ' 
.Environmental Quality EQC ' 3 4 i 6 8 9 11 12 13 i Council I 
Pollution Control Agencv PCA-aa 1 2 I 3 4 5.6 7 8-10 11.12 
State Planning Agency SPA I 4 5 7.8 
SPA-dpl 3 3 
SPA-eol" 6 6 
Arrowhead Regional Develop- ARDC 9,11 
ment Commission 
Head of the Lakes C,1uncil HOTL- 8 
of Governments COG 
county cty 1 2 5 6 7,8 9 11 
1The numbers refer to footnoted detailing agent activities; they are filed in Part II alphabetically by these abbreviations. 
- 28 -
TABLE 11. LOCATION OF PUBLIC AGENT 
PAGES IN PART TWO 
Public agent pages in Part Two are filed alphabetically by the abbreviatio~ of 
the public agent; hyphenated abbreviations refer to divisions within the 
public agent. 
Public Agent 
interstate 
Great Lakes Basin Commission ••.•• 
Great Lakes Commission • • • • • • • • 
Upper Great Lakes Regional Commission 
Upper Mississippi River Basin Connnission 
federal 
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service 
Army Corps of Engineers •••••• 
Economic Development Administration 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Farmers Home Administration 
Federal Highway Administration 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
U.S. Forest Service ••••. 
U.S. Geological Survey •••• 
Department of Housing and Urban Development 
Bureau of Land Management ••••••••• 
Bureau of Mines ••.••••••••••• 
Mining Enforcement and Safety Administration 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
National Park Service 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 
Soil Conservation Service 
state 
Department of Administration 
Department of Agriculture 
Department of Commerce •.• 
Commission on Minnesota's Future 
Environmental Quality Council 
Minnesota Geological Survey 
Governor's Voyageurs National Park Management Committee 
Department of Health • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Highway Department • • • • • • • • • ••••••• 
Department of Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation 
Minnesota Resources Commission . 
Department of Natural Resources 
Pollution Control Agency •••• 
State Planning Agency ••••• 
State Soil and Water Conservation Connnission 
University of Minnesota 
Water Resources Board 
Water Resources Council 
regional 
Arrowhead Regional Development Commission 
Head of the Lakes Council of Governments • 
local 
Aitkin Drainage and Conservancy District 
Carey Lake Recreation District 
county • • • • • • • • • • • 
Interstate Policy Committee 
municipality • • • • • • • • 
Onanegozie Resource Conservation and Development Project 
Red Lake Watershed District 
Seaway Port Authority of Duluth 
Soil and water conservation districts 
township •••••••• 
unorganized territory 
Water Quality Management Team 
Western Lake Superior Sanitary District 
Abbreviation 
GLBC 
GLC 
UGLRC 
UMRBC 
ASCS 
COE 
EDA 
EPA 
FHA 
FHWA 
USFW 
FS 
USGS 
HUD 
BLM 
BOM 
MESA 
NOAA 
Nat'l 
BOR 
scs 
DAd 
DAg 
Comm 
CMnF 
EQC 
MGS 
GovVNP 
DOH 
DOHi 
IRRR 
MRC 
DNR 
PCA 
SPA 
swcc 
MUHS, 
WRB 
WRC 
ARDC 
PS 
LSCen 
HOTL-COG 
AD&DC 
CLRecD 
cty 
IPC 
munic 
ORCD 
RLWD 
Port 
SWCd 
twp 
unorg 
WQTeam 
WLSSD 
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MAJOR SOURCES CONSULTED 
Reports 
Arnold, Victor L., et. al. Environmental Decision-Making in Minnesota, Summary 
and Alternatives. Center for the Study of the Physical Environment, University 
of Minnesota. Contract #E-9771 for the Minnesota State Planning Agency, April, 
1973. 39 p. 
Unpublished Appendices to Environmental Decision-Making 
in Minnesota. Center for the Study of the Physical Environment, University of 
Minnesota. Contract #E-9971 for the Minnesota State Planning Agency. N.d. 
Arrowhead Regional Development Commission. Annual Report, 1973. Duluth, 
Minnesota. N.d. 
Avery, Eugene. An Appraisal of Organization and Procedures. A Joint Report of 
the Arrowhead Regional Development Commission, Northwestern Wisconsin Regional 
Planning and Development Commission and the Western Lake Superior Sanitary 
District for the Water Quality Management Plan for the Western Lake Superior 
Drainage Basin. Duluth, Minnesota. April, 1974. 
Center for Urban and Regional Affairs, University of Minnesota, and the Urban 
Institute, Mankato State College. Public Programs and the Role of the Regional 
Connnission. Minneapolis, Minnesota, March, 1973. 
Walton, William C., and Hills, David L. International, Federal-State, Interstate 
and Federal Organizations with Water and Related Land Resources Programs in 
Minnesota, 1971. Minneapolis, Minnesota: Water Resources Research Center, 
University of Minnesota Graduate School, September, 1971. 
Walton, William C., and Hills, David L. Water and Related Resources, State 
Administration, Legislative Process and Policies in Minnesota, 1970. Minneapolis, 
Minnesota: Water Resources Research Center, University of Minnesota Graduate 
School, 1971. 
Whiteford, Cynthia M. "State Agency Permits, Leases, Licenses, Plans, Certifi-
cations." Unpublished paper for the Minnesota Environmental Quality Council. 
St. Paul, Minnesota, 1973. 
Minnesota Statistical Abstract, 1973. St. Paul, Minnesota: Office of Local and 
Urban Affairs, State Planning Agency, 1973. 
Public Documents 
Minnesota. Department of Administration. A Second Edition of the Functional 
Analysis of State Activities Performed by the Executive Branch. St. Paul, 
Minnesota: Department of Administration, 1973. 
Minnesota. Minnesota Statutes, 1971. 
Minnesota. 1973 Laws of Minnesota. 
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Minnesota. 1974 Laws of Minnesota. 
U.S. Office of the Federal Register, National Archives and Records Service, 
General Services Administration. United States Government Organization Manual, 
1973-74. Washington, D. C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973. 
Articles and Periodicals 
Arrowhead Regional Development Connnission. The Arrowhead Regional Reporter. 
Newsletter issued monthly by the Arrowhead Regional Development Commission. 
Duluth, Minnesota: June, 1971 to date. 
Runge, Carlisle P., and Church, W. L. "New Directions in Regionalism: A Case 
Study of Intergovernmental Relations in Northwestern Wisconsin;" Wisconsin 
Law Review. 1971, 449-519. 
Personal Interviews 
Jack Arnold. Economic Development Representative, Economic Development Adminis-
tration, U.S. Department of Connnerce. Duluth, Minnesota, telephone interview. 
July 3, 1974. 
Victor Arnold. Director, Development Planning Division, Minnesota State Planning 
Agency. St. Paul, Minnesota. June 18, 1974. 
Charles Burrows. Assistant Chief, Fish Section, Division of Fish and Wildlife, 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. St. Paul, Minnesota. June 7, 1974. 
. . 
Galen Buterbaugh. Associate Regional Manager, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
U.S. Department of the Interior. St. Paul, Minnesota. June 14, 1974. 
Richard Carlson. Staff, Wildlife Section, Division of Fish and Wildlife, Minne-
sota Department of Natural Resources. St. Paul, Minnesota. June 7, 1974. 
Maurice D. Chandler. Staff member working with Voyageurs National Park activi-
ties, Division of Environmental Planning, Minnesota State Planning Agency. 
St. Paul, Minnesota. April 23, 1974. 
Thomas Clauson. Parks and Recreation Grants Co-ordinator, Office of Local and 
Urban Affairs, Minnesota State Planning Agency. St. Paul, Minnesota, telephone 
interview. June 19, 1974. 
Cliff Crosby. Division Chief; Soils, Watersheds, Minerals, Fire and Air Opera-
tions Division, Superior National Forest, U.S. Forest Service, U.S. Department 
of Agriculture. Duluth, Minnesota. May 10, 1974. 
Alan Cunnnings. President, Board of Directors, Aitkin Drainage and Conservancy 
District. Aitkin, Minnesota, telephone interview. July 2, 1974. 
Les Darling. Planning Director, Arrowhead Regional Development Commission. 
Duluth, Minnesota. July 2, 1974. 
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Richard Dick. Staff Engineer, Mining Research Center, Bureau of Mines, U.S. 
Department of the Interior. St. Paul, Minnesota, telephone interview. April 
3, 1974. 
F. Robert Edman. Consultant, Minnesota Resources Connnission. St. Paul, 
Minnesota. July 12, 1974. 
James Forsyth. Water Resources Planner, Bureau of Planning and Environmental 
Protection, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. St. Paul, Minnesota, 
telephone interview. May 28, 1974. 
Donald Fronnner. Research Supervisor, Metallurgy Research Center, Bureau of 
Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior. St. Paul, Minnesota, telephone inter-
view. April 3, 1974. 
Peter Gillen. Air Quality Staff, District Office, Environmental Protection 
Agency. Richfield, Minnesota. June 14, 1974. 
Ms. Harlee Goldstein. Real Estate Investigator, Real Estate Section, Securities 
Division, Minnesota Department of Commerce. St. Paul, Minnesota, telephone 
interview. May 30, 1974. 
Howard Grant. Soil Conservation Service Representative, State Soil and Water 
Conservation Commission. St. Paul, Minnesota. March 1, 1974. 
Ms. Janet Green. Public Interest Representative for Environmental Quality on 
the Arrowhead Regional Development Connnission. Duluth, Minnesota. October 4, 
1973. 
Wesley Grosh. Liason Officer, Bureau of Mines, U. S. Department of the Interior. 
St. Paul, Minnesota, telephone interview. April 3, 1974. 
Michael Hambrock. Head, Shoreland Management Unit, Division of Waters, Soils 
and Minerals, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. St. Paul, Minnesota. 
July 5, 1973. 
Lyle Hansen. Director, Office of Systems Planning, Division of Transportation 
and Transit Planning and Programming, Minnesota Highway Department. St. Paul, 
Minnesota. June 19, 1974. 
John Hedman. Staff, District Offi~e, Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation 
Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture. Duluth, Minnesota, telephone interview. 
May 9, 1974. 
Gene Hollenstein. Former Head, Waters Section, Division of Waters, Soils and 
Minerals, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. St. Paul, Minnesota. 
June 10, 1974. 
Richard Isles. Staff Planner, Head of the Lakes Council of Governments. Duluth, 
Minnesota. May 9, 1974. 
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James Johnson. Manager of Engineering and Operations, Western Lake Superior 
Sanitary District. Duluth, Minnesota. July 12, 1974. 
Robert Knepper. Recreation Planner, Bureau of Planning and Environmental Pro-
tection, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. St. Paul, Minnesota, 
telephone interview. June 6, 1974. 
Jerome Kuehn. Director, Bureau of Planning and Environmental Protection. 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. St. Paul, Minnesota. April 30, 1974. 
Erick E. Kurki. Head, State Forest Management Section, Division of Forestry, 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. St. Paul, Minnesota. April 20, 1974. 
Gary Lamppa. Assistant Commissioner, Minnesota Department of Iron Range 
Resources and Rehabilitation. St. Paul, Minnesota. April 17, 1974. 
Les Maki. Information Systems Planner, Division of Environmental Planning, 
Minnesota State Planning Agency. St. Paul, Minnesota, telephone interview. 
June 4, 1974. 
John Mohr. Executive Secretary, Environmental Quality Council. St. Paul, 
Minnesota. May 3, 1974. 
Robert L. Moore. Subdistrict Manager, Mining Enforcement and Safety Administra-
tion, Bureau of Mines, U. S •. Department of the Interior. Duluth, Minnesota. 
May 8, 1974. 
Cortland Mueller. Chief, Maintenance and Survey Section, Duluth Office, St. 
Paul District, Army Corps of Engineers, U. S. Department of the Army. Duluth, 
Minnesota. May 10, 1974. 
Keith Nelson. Staff, Duluth Office, Farmers Home Administration, U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture. Duluth, Minnesota. May 8, 1974. 
Ralph Norvitch. Chief, Aerial Studies Section, Minnesota Office, Water 
Resources Division, United States Geological Survey, U.S. Department of the 
Interior. St. Paul, Minnesota. April 8, 1974. 
William P. Oemichen. Assistant State Conservationist, Special Programs, State 
Office, Soil Conservation Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture. St. Paul, 
Minnesota. March 21, 1974. 
George Orning. Director, Minnesota Land Management Information System Study, 
Center for Urban and Regional Affairs, University of Minnesota. July 11, 1974. 
Clarence Oster. Director, District Office, Environmental Protection Agency. 
Richfield, Minnesota. July 9, 1974. 
Michael Pintar. Governor's Representative, Upper Great Lakes Regional Commis-
sion. Duluth, Minnesota. July 2, 1974. 
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Robert Peura. Staff, Forest Resources and Products, Division of Forestry, 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. St. Paul, Minnesota. April 22, 
1974. 
Elwood Rafn. Chief, Minerals Section, Division of Waters, Soils and Minerals, 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. St. Paul, Minnesota. April 22, 1974. 
Lovell Ritchie. Assistant Section Chief, Water Quality Division, Minnesota 
Pollution Control Agency. Roseville, Minnesota. June 10, 1974. 
Thomas Roessler. Office Manager, Lake States Office, Bureau of Land Management, 
U.S. Department of the Interior. Duluth, Minnesota. May 8, 1974. 
Rodney Rowe. Records Supervisor, Bureau of Lands, Minnesota Department of 
Natural Resources. St. Paul, Minnesota. June 6, 1974. 
F. J. Ryder. Chief, Permits and Statistics Branch, St. Paul District, Army 
Corps of Engineers, U.S. Department of the Army. St. Paul, Minnesota, 
telephone interview. February 22, 1974. 
Don Rye. Head, Water Resources Planning, Bureau of Planning and Environmental 
Protection, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. St. Paul, Minnesota. 
June 13, 1974. 
Ernest Schober. Area Conservationist, Area Office, Soil Conservation Service, 
. U.S. Department of Agriculture. Duluth, Minnesota. May 9; 1974. 
Robert Scott. Vice-Chairman, Great Lakes Connnission. Duluth, Minnesota. 
July 3, 1974. 
Joseph Sizer, Director, Division of Environmental Planning, Minnesota State 
Planning Agency. St. Paul, Minnesota. June 19, 1974. 
George Skene. Chief, General Investigations Section, St. Paul District, Army 
Corps of Engineers, U.S. Department of the Army. St. Paul, Minnesota, 
telephone interview. June 28, 1974.· 
Paul Solstad. Director of Technical Services, Upper Mississippi River Basin 
Commission. St. Paul, Minnesota. June 13, 1974. 
Les Steeple. Price Support Sepcialist, State Office, Agricultural Stabilization 
and Conservation Service. St. Paul, Minnesota. May 2, 1974. 
Erling A. Torgerson. Secretary, Board of Managers, Red Lake Watershed District. 
Thief River Falls, Minnesota, letter. March 25, 1974. 
Earl Typstra. Assistant State Conservationist, Watersheds and River Basins, 
State Office, Soil Conservation Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture. 
St. Paul, Minnesota, telephone interview. February 22, 1974. 
Frank Usenik. Staff, Auxilliary and Private Forest Management, Division of 
Forestry, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. St. Paul, Minnesota. 
April 29, 1974. 
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Matt Walton. Director, Minnesota Geological Survey. Lauderdale, Minnesota. 
April 17, 1974. 
Erling Weiberg. Administrative Secretary, Water Resources Board. St. Paul, 
Minnesota. March 4, 1974. 
Edward Wiik. Section Chief, Air Quality Division, Minnesota Pollution Control 
Agency. Roseville, Minnesota. June 5, 1974. 
Roger Williams. Director, Land Use Planning Section, Division of Environmental 
Planning, Minnesota State Planning Agency. St. Paul, Minnesota. May 2, 1974. 
James Wright. Head, Floodplain Management Unit, Waters Section, Division of 
Waters, Soils and Minerals, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. St. 
Paul, Minnesota. February 28, 1974. 
Staff, Land Acquisition Office, National Park Service, U. S. Department of the 
Interior. Duluth, Minnesota, telephone interview. May 8, 1974. 
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PART TWO 
Summary of Activities and Information 
for Each Participating Public Agent 
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AD&CD 
NAME: Aitkin Drainage and Conservancy District (AD&CD) 
TYPE: local subdivision of state; special purpose district 
ORIGIN: established December 19, 1951 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes Chapter 111 (The Drainage and Conservancy Act) 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: maintenance of 1950 1 s Corps of Engineers flood control 
project 
Adminis.tration 
Membership of board: The board of directors has five members; they are appointed 
by the district court for four year terms or until they resign or are replaced. 
They receive per diem salaries and expenses. 
Budget: approximately $600 in 1974 
Budget Source: residue of original tax levy 
AD&CD-1 
AD&CD-2 
Activities 
Administration 
AD&CD exists primarily to maintain a COE project, a diversion channel 
on the Mississippi River. (The few remaining drainage and conser-
vancy districts ar~ largely inactive; most have been converted to 
watershed districts. No more conservancy districts can be formed.) 
Co-ordination 
AD&CD and COE make an annual joint inspection of the diversion 
channel. AD&CD submits semi-annual reports to COE. 
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ARDC 
NAME: Arrowhead Regional Development Commission (ARDC) 1 
TYPE: regional; inter-county commission 
ORIGIN: established on November 20, 1969; organized on September 30, 1970. 
ARDC originally comprised the six counties of the Arrowhead Economic Develop-
ment District (U.S. Department of Commerce, designated on April 23, 1968); 
Aitkin petitioned to be admitted in 1971. 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes 462.381-462.396 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: formulation of regional and subregional plans, review 
of local plans and requests of federal funding, provision of technical assistance 
to members 
Administration 
Membership of Commission: The 46-member Commission consists of 28 members of 
governmental units (counties, municipalities and townships), 17 representatives 
of public interests and a chairmen elected from the membership of the commission. 
Staff: 37 full-time plus 9 interns 
Budget: for fiscal year 1974: $783,000 
Budget Source: mill levy on counties, grants and contracts for research and 
planning (COE, EPA/PCA, SPA, HUD, EDA, etc.) 
ARDC-1 
ARDC-2 
ARDC-3 
ARDC-4 
1 
Activities 
Policy 
ARDC has approved a Regional Policies Plan that sets broad policy 
in many areas; it also approved the Policies Plan for the Voyageurs 
National Park periphery area. 
ARDC acts as a forum for policy discussion, although decisions must 
be ratified by the local .members to be binding. The Forestry 
Committee, with public and private members, will set policy for 
forest management in the Voyageurs National Park periphery area. 
Administration 
ARDC gives technical assistance to its members by recommending 
uniform procedures (sanitary code, land use permit applications, etc.), 
assisting them in updating and implementing land use controls and 
comprehensive plans, and giving other assistance (planning Nemadji 
River Project, fiscal information, etc.) It will help them with 
Critical Areas planning, if requested. 
Research, Information 
ARDC does mostly contract research, as in the COE Urban Studies 
Program and the economic development work funded by EDA. It is also 
doing research on forest resources. 
The Arrowhead Development Region includes Aitkin, Carlton, Cook, 
Koochiching, Itasca, Lake and St. Louis counties. ARDC is the 
regional commission. 
ARDC-5 
ARDC-6 
ARDC-7 
ARDC-8 
ARDC-9 
ARDC-10 
ARDC-11 
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ARDC-2 
ARDC is developing an information system that can use the MI.MIS and 
EPPL data systems. With this, it has updated the 1970 Lakeshore 
Development Study and computerized the St. Louis County zoning 
program. 
Regulation 
ARDC, in its review powers, can bring about changes in local plans. 
Planning 
ARDC does planning (mostly contract) that includes the Regional 
Policies Plan, a regional alternate futures land use plan that will 
be updated to include new MI.MIS analyses, the Voyageurs National 
Park Periphery Area Plan (SPA contract), the Western Lake Superior 
Water Quality Management Plan (EPA/PCA contract) and an economic 
development plan that is being revised. It completed an FHA-funded 
Water and Sewer Needs Plan for communities under 5000 in 1972. 
Co-ordination 
ARDC co-operates with its contract partners. It also has a FS 
employee stationed in its office. 
ARDC works with many agencies in its activities. Some co-ordination 
of members' activities results from ARDC activities. 
Review 
ARDC reviews the plans of cities, counties, watershed districts, and 
swc districts; it can mediate differences in the plans. It also 
reviews local applications for certain federal grants/programs as 
the A-95 regional clearing house. It oversees its contracts. 
ARDC reviews rules and regulations and plans of state and federal 
agencies, as it feels necessary. 
The federal and state agencies funding ARDC research and planning 
review these activities. 
ARDC reviews and advisee PCA-aq on installation permits. 
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NAME: Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS) 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
TYPE: federal; executive department division 
ORIGIN: established June 5, 1961 
AUTHORITY: federal laws 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: administers Rural Environmental Assistance Program 
(REAP - prior to fiscal year 1974) and Rural Environmental Conservation Program 
(RECP - fiscal year 1974) 
Administration Duluth Office (Cook, Lake, 
Carlton, South St. Louis counties) 
Membership of ASCS Committee for this district: The farmer-members are elected 
for staggered three-year terms at an annual federal ASCS election. 
Staff: three 
Budget Source: federal allocations 
ASCS-1 
ASCS-2 
Activities 
Policy 
ASCS' state office sets priorities and county-district quotas for REAP 
and RECP funds (both programs are running concurrently this year) based 
on conservation needs and previous allocations in the district. Current 
figures are: 
Administration 
Cook 
Lake 
Carlton 
So. St. Louis 
REAP (1973) 
$ 5,776 
13,547 
45,767 
40,375 
RECP (1974) 
$ 2,245 
6,883 
25,270 
22,073 
ASCS administers RECP and REAP funds. REAP grants go for cost-sharing 
with farmers for conservation, forestry, wild life and pollution abate-
ment projects. RECP grants are restricted to forestry practices 
(Forestry Improvement Program), seeding and other long term management 
programs. District use of the funds (approximate amounts): 
Carlton, So. St. Louis: REAP: 2/3 soil treatment and miscel-
laneous, 1/3 pollution abatement 
RECP: Carlton: $8,000 FIP, $12,000 
wild life habitat, $6,000 erosion 
control structures; So. St. Louis: 
$8,000 FIP, rema~nder wild life 
habitats 
Cook, Lake: REAP: Use unknown 
RECP: FIP: Lake $5,000 and Cook $50; remainder 
wild life habitats 
Review DNR--forester must approve FIP procedures, PCA the pollution 
control works and SCS all other RECP practices. 
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BLM 
NAME: Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
U.S. Interior Department 
TYPE: federal; executive department division 
ORIGIN: established on July 16, 1946, when two federal services were consolidated 
AUTHORITY: federal laws 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: inventory of federal lands, management of federal lands 
not assigned to other agencies, administration of mineral resources of most 
federal lands 
Staff: 
Budget: 
$100,000 
Administration (Lake States Office, Duluth: 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan) 
five 
fiscal year 1974, approximately $60,000; fiscal year 1975, approximately 
Budget Source: federal allocations 
BLM-1 
BLM-2 
BLM-3 
BLM-4 
BLM-5 
Activities 
Administration 
BLM will begin management of its lands soon. BLM land holdings in the 
Arrowhead Region comprise almost 35,000 acres: Aitkin (128), Carlton 
(200), Cook (80), Itasca (1,017), Koochiching (33,188), Lake (0) and 
St. Louis (707). 
BLM will prepare EIS's as needed for management activities on its 
lands. 
Research, Information 
BLM has completed an inventory of the location and use potential of 
federal lands and islands in the area. 
BLM's Eastern States Office handles the mineral leasing program for all 
federal lands. 
Regulation 
BLM will soon begin to enforce public land laws on its land (trespass, 
etc.) 
Planning 
BLM will soon prepare management plans for its state lands. 
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BOM 
NAME: Bureau of Mines (BOM) 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
TYPE: federal; executive department division 
ORIGIN: established July 1, 1910 
AUTHORITY: federal laws 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: conduct mining and metallurgy research and collect 
connnercial statistics on mining 
Administration 
Staff: research centers: 180 full time employees; liason office: 2 
Budget: research centers: for fiscal year 1973, more than $3.5 million 
Budget Source: Congressional allocations from federal revenue 
Field Offices: in St. Paul: Mining Research Center, Metallurgy Research 
Center, liason office 
BOM-1 
BOM-2 
BOM-3 
BOM-4 
Activities 
.Administration 
BOM gives technical assistance as requested, generally in regard to 
its research. 
Research, Information 
BOM conducts research on mining and metallurgy questions, including 
underground and open pit mining use of low-grade ores, and copper-
nickel mining. 
BOM collects information on connnercial mining from the mining companies. 
Co-ordination 
BOM has worked closely with DNR, USGS and the University of Minnesota 
on various projects; a full-time liason officer is available for such 
program co-ordination, although he has no power over the BOM research 
centers. BOM exchanges information with various other agencies. 
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BOR 
NAME: Bureau of Outdoor Recreation (BOR) 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
TYPE: federal; executive department division 
ORIGIN: created on April 2, 1962 
AUTHORITY: federal laws 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: provides financial assistance for state and local 
outdoor recreation programs; inventories, classifies and maintains a nation-
wide plan for outdoor recreation resources 
Administration 
Field Office: The regional office concerned with Minnesota is in Ann Arbor, 
Michigan. 
BOR-1 
BOR-2 
BOR-3 
BOR-4 
Activities 
Policy 
BOR has general guidelines for distribution of its Land and Water Con-
servation Funds (LAWCON). 
Administration 
BOR provides grants from federal LAWCON funds for local and state out-
door recreation programs; it sets the yearly state quotas and approves 
the state and local applications. DNR-BPl and SPA-lua handle local 
administration. LAWCON allocations were $1.6 million for 1973, are 
$400,000 for 1974 and will be about $1.6 million in 1975. 
(LAWCON funds can also be used to acquire federal recreation areas) 
Research, Information 
BOR provides for the identification and classification of outdoor 
recreation needs and resources in the states; the DNR-BPl inventory 
is included in this. 
Planning 
BOR provides for a nationwide outdoor recreation plan; the DNR-BPl 
Outdoor Recreation Plan is included in this. 
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CLRecD 
NAME: Carey Lake Recreation District (CLRecD) 
TYPE: local; subdivision of the state; special purpose district 
ORIGIN: created by the 1969 Legislature upon approval of the city of 
Chisholm, the villages of Buhl and Hibbing and the township of Stuntz 
AUTHORITY: 1969 Laws of Minnesota, Chapter 821 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: develop and operate recreational facilities 
Administration 
Membership of district governing board of trustees: Two representatives each 
will be approved by the governing bodies of the city of Chisholm, the villages 
of Buhl and Hibbing and the township of Stuntz. 
Budget: unknown. In 1973, the township of Stuntz applied for an $80,000 grant 
from the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation to begin recreational development. 
CLRecD-1 
CLRecD-2 
Activities 
Administration 
CLRecD is organizing its development efforts with IRRR assistance; 
an initial BOR grant has been requested. 
Co-ordination 
CLRecD has been assisted by IRRR in arranging its Joint Powers 
Agreement and other activities. 
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CMnF 
NAME: Commission on Minnesota's Future (CMnF) 
TYPE: state; advisory commission 
ORIGIN: created by the 1973 legislature; to expire on June 30, 1977 
AUTHORITY: 1973 Laws of Minnesota, Chapter 741 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: review long-range plans of state agencies, report on 
the development, implications of major state decisions, prepare a proposed 
state growth and development strategy 
Administration 
Membership of the Connnission: The Commission is composed of 40 members 
appointed by the governor, the membership to be apportioned among the develop-
ment regions according to population; each region will have at least two 
members. They receive per diem salaries and expenses. 
Staff: provided by the State Planning Agency 
Budget: $140,000 for the biennium (for commission salaries and expenses) 
Budger Source: state general revenues 
CMnF-1 
CMnF-2 
CMnF-3 
CMnF-4 
Activities 
Policy 
CMnF will determine a proposed state growth and development strategy 
for the Legislature's consideration in the future. 
Administration 
CMnF has been educating itself in four areas: efect of major settle-
ment patterns on the natural environment, the man-made environment, 
human environment and governance. 
CMnF shall report on the developmental implications of major state 
decisions to the governor and the legislature; the copper-nickel 
mining question could be one such decision. 
Research, Information 
CMnF will identify land use problems and conflicts. It is now assessing 
current trends and effects of policy change in the four areas. 
Review 
CMnF will review the long-range plans of state agencies as these are 
developed. 
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COE 
NAME: Army Corps of Engineers (COE) 
U.S. Department of the Army 
TYPE: federal; executive department division 
ORIGIN: first given civil responsibilities in 1824 
AUTHORITY: federal laws 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: construction of flood control and soil erosion and 
navigation measures; regulation of work in or adjoining navigable waters 
Administration 
Staff: Duluth district: 75, including 8 at the Duluth office 
Budget Source: federal general revenue 
Field Office: The St. Paul District office is in St. Paul; there is a sub-
district office in Duluth. 
COE-1 
COE-2 
COE-3 
COE-4 
COE-5 
COE-6 
Activities 
Policy 
COE has rules and regulations for permit issuance, etc. 
Administration 
COE undertakes projects to control floods, enhance navigation and 
recreation, and prevent beach erosion. Congress must authorize 
large projects, but COE has discretionary powers for small projects. 
It is currently supplying filtered water for Duluth and operating 
the control structures that regulate Lake Superior water levels at the 
direction of International Joint Commission. Duluth office activities 
are mostly navigation-related. 
Many COE studies, projects and plans are actually technical assistance 
to the local communities (see COE-4, COE-9); it partially funds and 
builds public beaches, too. 
Research, Information 
COE undertakes special studies, including floodplain designation 
studies (one being done for the City of Aitkin); the now-complete 
National Shoreline Study; erosion problems on Lake Superior; dredge 
spoils study; harbor studies (Duluth - underway, Silver Bay and 
Beaver Bay - planning stage); and other level B or C plans done 
prior to initiating COE projects. It did an alternate water source 
study in Duluth for EPA. 
COE classifies waters as to navigability and collects commercial 
statistics on shipping. 
Regulation 
COE gives permits for work in and adjoining navigable waters--
approximately 50 each year for the St. Paul district. 
COE-7 
COE-8 
COE-9 
COE-1O 
COE-11 
COE-12 
COE has enforcement powers for its permits. 
USFW monitors permits and investigates permit violations. 
Planning 
COE participated in the River Basin Commission framework study/ 
plans and co-ordinated the one for the Upper Mississippi Basin. 
COE-2 
COE has begun an Urban Studies Program in the Lake Superior Basin 
area. Phase 1 has identified 73 water-related problems in the area 
and Phase 2 will develop advisory alternate regional plans to 
resolve selected problems. WLSSD, ARDC and ROTC-COG were contracted 
to participate. 
Co-ordination 
COE has worked with other agencies on task forces and committees, 
etc. It belongs to the UMRBC and GLBC. 
EPA, USFW, DNR and PCA review and comment on permit applications. 
USFW generally monitors shoreline activity and the permits. 
COE maintains informal relationships with other agencies. 
Review 
The governor must approve certain types of COE projects. 
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NAME: Real Estate Section, Securities Division, Department of Commerce (Comm) 
TYPE: state; executive department division 
AUTHORITY: 1973 Laws of Minnesota, Chapter 413 (Subdivided Lands Act) 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: administer and enforce registration of certain sub-
divided lands, including compliance with environmental standards; other 
unrelated activities 
Administration 
Staff: seven: six investigators/staff, one clerical; additional staff and 
budget were not authorized in 1973 for administration of Subdivided Lands Act. 
Comm-1 
Comm-2 
Comm-3 
Comm-4 
Comm-5 
Activities 
Policy 
Comm rules and regulations for registration of subdivided land, pro-
mulgated in 1974, list environmental permits that may be needed. 
Environmental standards that must be met are merttioned briefly; the 
existing preliminary standards will be revised and included later. 
Administration 
Registration of these lands has begun; Comm reports that no requests 
in Arrowhead Region have been received. 
Regulation 
Comm has enforcement powers for noncompliance with registration 
requirements. 
Coordination 
Counties must certify to Comm that subdivision meets environmental 
requirements. Comm can request review and comment from state agencies 
--DNR, DOHealth and EQC have been so contacted. 
EQC gave Comm the preliminary environmental standards list, and will 
present a final one later. 
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cty 
NAME: counties (cty) 
TYPE OF AGENCY: local; subdivision of the State 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes, Chapters 370-400 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: provision of public services to residents, management 
of tax-forfeit and county memorial forest lands, etc. 
Administration 
Membership of Board: Each county board has five commissioners elected in the 
general election for four year terms; but, counties larger than 5000 square 
miles with a population greater than 75,000 shall have seven commissioners. 
County commissioners receive salaries and per diem expenses. Other officers 
elected in the general election are the county auditor, treasurer, attorney and 
superintendent of schools; sheriff, register of deeds and coroner. 1973 Laws 
of Minnesota, Chapter 542, allows optional forms of county government. 
Budget Source: tax levy on county property; fees; special assessment of 
property benefitted by county improvements, state aids, etc. 
cty-1 
cty-2 
cty-3 
Activities 
Policy 
Counties can adopt zoning ordinances; sanitary, building and subdi-
vision regulations and other public controls for the purposes of 
flood control, shoreland management, recreation, forestry, residence, 
water surface use, conservation, etc. Counties are required to 
adopt shoreland ordinances (all seven Arrowhead counties have done 
so, most developing individual programs suited to their particular 
needs from the standard state-set minimum standards and criteria) 
and floodplain management ordinances when sufficient information 
exists; these ordinances must include standards and criteria set by 
DNR-sm and DNR-fp. 
Administration 
Counties administer the zoning ordinances and other regulations; 
each county has a "planning and zoning" office. Koochiching and 
St. Louis counties received Natural Resources Fund moneys to update 
and implement land use controls. St. Louis County administers its 
own air quality program. 
Counties administer their tax-forfeit lands, in 1973 including 
these areas: Aitkin (228,300 acres), Carlton (86,800 acres), Cook 
(5,568 acres), Koochiching (287,500 acres), Itasca (297,375 acres), 
Lake (157,371 acres) and St. Louis (939,338 acres) (DNR-1 files). 
They can lease this land for any purpose, sell timber from it if 
DNR-f approves, sell land suited for forestry purposes to private 
citizens and set aside and manage such lands for forestry purposes 
(they can also buy or accept land and manage it for forestry purposes). 
In 1973, these county memorial forests included: Aitkin (115,394 
acres), Carlton (1,600 acres), Koochiching (24 acres), Itasca (243,280 
acres), Lake (28,503 acres) and St. Louis (520,960 acres) (DNR-1 files). 
(Counties can't sell mineral rights on tax-forfeit lands; these are 
reserved to the state.) 
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cty-2 
Counties can construct and maintain works to improve navigation 
(dams, etc.) and undertake flood control projects and improvements. 
Counties named by DNR-fp as being subject to flood hazards must apply 
for HUD's National Flood Insurance Program within a certain time; 
all seven Arrowhead counties have been named and Itasca is currently 
enrolled. 
Research, Information 
Counties conduct research as needed, including contracting for 
studies on floodplain delineation, soil surveys, hydrologic studies, 
etc. 
County records contain information on land use, value and ownership; 
shoreland and floodplain management programs, etc. 
Regulation 
Counties give out permits involved in their land use control programs, 
generally permits for land use variances and conditional uses, 
individual sanitary systems, wells, construction, zoning changes, etc. 
St. Louis County gives out permits for small air emitters. 
Counties provide enforcement for zoning ordinances, including those 
enacted by DNR, other land use controls, county land, auxiliary 
forest rules, trespass on state trust-fund land, etc. 
Counties undertake special investigations to detect violations. 
Planning 
County zoning ordinances and land use controls must be based on a 
comprehensive, long-range plan; each Arrowhead county has such a 
plan, most of them funded by HUD "701" funds. Emergency floodplain 
structures must be included in a comprehensive plan for flood 
control. Counties will prepare management plans for unincorporated 
areas declared Critical Areas or ask ARDC or EQC help. 
Co-ordination 
The county has certain powers in the unorganized territory inside its 
boundaries; see unorg-1. All Arrowhead counties contain unorganized 
territory. 
Counties can be contracted by municipalities and townships to provide 
municipal or township services for them. 
The counties request technical assistance from DNR, particularly for 
shoreland, floodplain and forest management assistance, PCA for 
pollution assistance, DOHi for road information, etc •. 
Counties co-operate with IRRR on long-term forest management programs; 
IRRR funds forestors to work with certain county land departments and 
other technical assistance. 
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cty-3 
Review 
Counties submit tax forfeit lands to be sold to DNR-M for mineral 
appraisal. Other county programs are reviewed, including road 
construction (DOHi), shoreland and floodplain ordinances and 
information (DNR-sm, DNR-fp), etc. 
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DAd 
NAME: Minnesota Department of Administration (DAd) 
TYPE: state; executive department 
AUTHORITY: major powers are listed in Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 16 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: acquisition of certain state lands; provision of 
central computer and data services; administration of funds for information 
systems development 
DAd-1 
DAd-2 
DAd-3 
DAd-4 
DAd-5 
Activities 
Administration 
DAd appraises and acquires various state lands. The 1973 Legislature 
gave it Natural Resources Fund moneys for land acquisition for state 
recreation lands and trails ($2 million), memorial hardwood forests, 
spawning grounds, key deer yards and scenic easements on the St. Croix 
River. It received funds for recreation facility grants-in-aid to local 
governments and $1.6 million to match USGS funds for topographic mapping; 
SPA was delegated these responsibilities. 
DAd provides central computer and data services for many state agencies, 
including DNR. 
DAd's Information Resources Development Fund moneys are given to 
promote information system development; MLMIS and ARDC have received 
such funds. One representative each from DAd, SPA and the University 
of Minnesota computer services determine the distribution. 
Co-ordination 
SPA was delegated administration of local recreation facility grants 
and topographic mapping funds. 
DAd is a member of the Governor's Voyageurs National Park Management 
Connnittee (GovVNP Comm). 
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DAg 
NAME: Minnesota Department of Agriculture (DAg) 
TYPE: state; executive department 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes, Chapters 17-22, 24, 25, 27-34 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: conduction of programs relating to agriculture 
production and food processing; enforcement of related rules and regulations 
DAg-1 
DAg-2 
DAg-3 
DAg-4 
Activities 
Policy 
DAg has rules and regulations for its activities. 
Administration 
DAg conducts programs relating to agriculture production and food 
processing (economic poisons, feeds, dairy products, marketing, meat 
and plant industries, food and beverages, etc.). 
DAg gives technical assistance to other agencies needing its expertise. 
Regulation 
DAg enforces permit conditions, rules and regulations, etc. 
Co-ordination 
DAg is represented on EQC and other task forces and work groups. 
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DNR 
NAME: Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
TYPE: state; executive department 
ORIGIN: separate departments were combined as the Department of Conservation 
in 1931 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes, Chapters 84-105. Authority is delegated to the 
Commissioner; individual statutes are listed with the divisions delegated the 
specific responsibilities. 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: management and regulation of state resources and de-
partment land 
Administration 
Field Offices: The Department of Natural Resources adopted new regional 
boundaries in April, 1974. The regional offices are responsible for adminis-
tration, co-ordination and management of most departmental programs. For 
example, the regional offices will prepare management plans for the region's 
lands and make the initial decisions on land exchanges. 
DNR-1 
DNR-2 
DNR-3 
DNR-4 
DNR-5 
DNR-6 
DNR-7 
Activities of Other DNR Divisions 
Policy 
Division of Parks and Recreation sets rules and regulations governing 
use of state park and other recreational areas; it has also promul-
gated minimum statewide requirements for selection, classification, 
management and control of Wild, Scenic and Recreational Rivers. 
Administration 
The regional offices will administer, co-ordinate and manage most 
department programs in the region. 
Division of Parks and Recreation manages the state park system, 
including state parks, scenic or historic monuments and waysides; 
it also is developing a statewide recreational trail system. 
Division of Enforcement acquires, develops and maintains public 
accesses on lakes. 
Research, Information 
Division of Parks and Recreation is studying rivers for inclusion in 
the Wild and Scenic Rivers system. 
Division of Fish and Wildlife's Environment Section (Technical Services) 
conducts special censuses and investigations to provide background 
data on fish and wildlife and investigate pollution and kill incidents. 
Regulation 
Division of Fish and Wildlife's Environment Section gives permits 
for aquatic nuisances. 
DNR-8 
DNR-9 
DNR-10 
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DNR-2 
Division of Enforcement and Field Service enforces the hunting and 
fishing regulations and other natural resources laws. 
Planning 
Division of Parks and Recreation will develop management plans for 
each river included in the Wild and Scenic Rivers System. 
Under the new reorganization, the entire St. Paul office is the 
Planning and Research Branch, charged with planning, developing and 
evaluating divisional programs; more co-ordinated planning is the 
goal. Two inter-divisional planning and review teams, the Director's 
Cabinet and the Planning and Review Team, will direct this effort. 
Co-ordination 
The new reorganization, with the regional offices and the Planning and 
Research Branch1 should integrate DNR programs. 
DNR is represented on EQC, the Governor's Voyageurs National Park 
Planning Committee and numerous interagency task forces and work 
groups. 
Review 
The Planning and Review Team, one from each division, will review 
environmental issues on impact statements needing interdisciplinary, 
consolidated comment. 
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DNR-BPl 
NAME: Bureau of Environmental Planning and Protection (DNR-BPl) 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
TYPE: state; executive department division 
ORIGIN: established in 1964 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: long-range water resources and recreation planning; 
environmental review and co-ordination 
Administration 
Staff: 17 
Budget: for fiscal year 1974, approximately $200,000 
Budget Source: federal grants (including Water Resources Act of 1965, Land and 
Water Conservation Fund), Upper Great Lakes Regional Commission grants, state 
Natural Resources Funds (for remote sensing study and environmental review), and 
state general revenues 
DNR-bpl-1 
DNR-bpl-2 
DNR-bpl-3 
DNR-bpl-4 
DNR-bpl-5 
DNR-bpl-6 
Activities 
Administration 
BP! assists the Assistant Commissioner of Planning in developing 
new DNR legislation. 
BP! administers BOR Land and Water Conservation Fund grants to 
state agencies for outdoor recreation facilities; the fund ranges 
from $800,000 - $3.4 million yearly. 
BPl gives recreational advice and direction to local governmental 
units and citizens. 
Research, Information 
BPl has completed a study on the feasibility of using remote 
sensing for land use classification; other research projects are 
undertaken as needed. 
BPl is developing a centralized water resources information system; 
data collection systems currently used by state agencies are being 
studied as Phase I of the undertaking. 
Planning 
BPl is currently developing a long-range water resources~alternative 
futures framework plan (describing three levels of economic growth 
and effect on wate~ resources and programs needed for each level.) 
It has just completed the 1974 revision of the Minnesota Outdoor 
Recreation Plan; the Outdoor Recreation Technical Advisory 
Committee assisted with this. 
BPl is currently assigning planning responsibility for the DNR land 
management plans that will be written by the regional offices. 
DNR-bpl-7 
DNR-bpl-8 
DNR-bpl-9 
DNR-bpl-10 
DNR-bpl-11 
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DNR-BPI-2 
Co-ordination 
BPl contracted SPA to administer LAWCON funds and grants to local 
agencies. 
BPl will co-ordinate the land use management plans for DNR land 
to be done by the regional DNR offices; one of these plans included 
the Voyageurs Park Periphery Area. 
BPl works closely with the WRC to co-ordinate its activities. 
BPl participates in various environmental organizations, 
including the GovVNP Comm, EQC's Critical Areas Task Force, 
UGLRC, river basin commissions (studies and plans), etc. 
The governor adopts the new State Outdoor Recreation Plan. 
Review 
BPl reviews and assessed the environmental impact of various 
projects (1 full-time person). 
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DNR-f 
NAME: Division of Forestry 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
TYPE: state; executive department division 
ORIGIN: included in the original Department of Conservation in 1931 
AUTHORITY: (Minnesota Statutes, Chapters 88, 89, 90, 94) 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: management of 2.9 million acres of state forests, 
provision of technical assistance to private owners and local agencies 
Administration 
Staff: 15 in St. Paul; approximately 300 including field people 
Budget: for fiscal year 1974, $6,424,733 
Budget Source: state allocations; some Forest Service federal funding for fire 
and pest control, and assistance to ASCS' FIP program 
Field Offices: throughout the Arrowhead Region 
DNR-f-1 
DNR-f-2 
DNR-f-3 
DNR-f-4 
DNR-f-5 
DNR-f-6 
Activities 
Policy 
DNR-f has various rules and regulations. 
Administration 
DNR-f manages 2.9 million acres in state forests, constructing 
forest roads, maintaining campgrounds under DNR-parks direction, 
undertaking timber development, etc. It appraises timber and 
conducts timber sales on all state lands. It maintains three tree 
nurseries for public and private forests and has a program of 
insect and disease control. 
For auxiliary forests, DNR-f writes the contract with the private 
owners, appraises the timber and sets sales conditions, enforces 
pertinent requirements and approves harvesting and contract changes. 
No new auxilliary forests can be established. Of the 267,000 acres 
in such forests, Boise-Cascade owns 261,000 in the Arrowhead Region. 
DNR-f provides technical assistance for county, municipal, school 
district and private forests; for the school district and private 
forests, DNR-f will prepare management plans, mark timber for 
cutting, etc. DNR also assists participants in ASCS' FIP program. 
Research, Information 
DNR-f conducts some market research to determine potential for and 
attract forest industries. 
DNR-f is currently inventorying forest resources to determine allowable 
timber cuts (done every 10 years) and pest and disease location. 
DNR-f-7 
DNR-f-8 
DNR-f-9 
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DNR-f-2 
Regulation 
DNR regulates the cutting and sale of decorative trees. It gives 
permits for timber harvests (sold) on state lands and in auxilliary 
forests, decorative tree transport, etc. 
DNR-f enforces pertinent requirements on state forest lands and 
auxilliary forests. 
Planning 
Short range timber management plans and road development are made for 
the state forest lands. 
Review 
DNR-f approves contracts and contract changes for auxilliary forests 
(no more may be established after July 1, 1974), removal of land 
from county and municipal forests and roads through state forests. 
It also approves applications for ASCS' Forest Incentive Program. 
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NAME: Fish Section (DNR-fish) 
Division of Fish and Wildlife 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
TYPE: state; executive department division 
ORIGIN: included in the original Department of Conservation in 1931 
AUTHORITY: (Minnesota Statutes 97-102 for Division) 
DNR-fish 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: management of state fish, including habitat improvement, 
fish production and stocking, research and rough fish control 
Administration 
Staff: 13 in St. Paul, 41 in 7 areas in the Arrowhead Region 
Budget: $4.6 million for fiscal year 1974, which includes a $1.6 million non-
recurring capital cost 
Budget Source: state license fees, state Natural Resources fund, federal 
surcharge on fishing equipment (administered by U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service) 
Field Offices: throughout the Arrowhead Region 
Activities 
Policy 
DNR-fish-1 DNR-fish has rules and regulations for commercial fish harvesting 
and sport fishing; it sets the seasons and limits. 
Administration 
DNR-fish-2 DNR-fish manages the state fish population; its activities include 
fish habitat improvement (in lakes as well as stream stabilization 
and channel modification of North Shore trout streams), maintenance 
of fish hatcheries and rearing ponds, stocking and emergency 
transfer of fish in state lakes (like the many lakes managed for 
trout in the Arrowhead), and rough fish control. It also oversees 
commercial fishing. 
DNR-fish gives limited technical assistance to private hatchery 
people and private citizens. 
Research, Information 
DNR-fish-3 DNR-fish does extensive research on basic fish characteristics. and 
needs, fish-related problems and new fisheries methods; it has 15 
people involved in research. 
DNR-fish-4 DNR-fish does extensive surveys for lakes involved in its research 
projects, lake and stream surveys (about 200 annually - physical, 
chemical and biological data used in determining the lake's ecolo-
gical class; 4500 lakes and most big streams have been studied) 
and fish censuses and collects commercial fishing statistics. 
Regulation 
DNR-fish-5 DNR-fish does give permits for live game fish handling, special 
permits, etc. 
DNR-fish-6 
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DNR-fish-2 
Planning 
DNR-fish has biennial plans with very detailed annual management 
plans. 
Review 
DNR-fish reviews, for comment, DNR permit applications, environ-
mental impact statements, all federal-aid highway plans as 
required, COE project plans and permits, other plans (projects 
affecting state fish), etc.; the Environment Section handles 
routine reviews, sending on those needing more specific comment. 
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DNR-fp 
NAME: Floodplain Management Unit (DNR-fp) 
Division of Waters, Soils and Minerals 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
TYPE: state; executive department division 
ORIGIN: created in 1969; originally combined with the Shoreland Management Unit 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes, Sections 105.01-.07 (1969 Floodplain Management 
Act), as amended by Laws of 1973, Chapter 351. · 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: technical assistance to and review of county and 
municipal floodplain management programs 
Administration 
Staff: four: one supervisor and three professionals; DNR-fp shares a secretary 
Budget: approximately $150,000 in fiscal year 1973. (The 1973 legislature 
allocated $50,000 for identification of flooded areas for the 1974-1975 
biennium.) 
Budget Source: state general revenue 
DNR-fp-1 
DNR-fp-2 
DNR-fp-3 
DNR-fp-4 
DNR-fp-5 
Activities 
Policy 
DNR-fp has rules and regulations for floodplain development 
standards that must be included in local floodplain ordinances. 
DNR-fp has set priorities for floodplain designation studies done 
by federal agencies and for technical assistance to local units in 
ordinance adoption. DNR-fp is concentrating on incorporated areas 
with rapid floodplain development, particularly the seven-county 
Twin Cities Metropolitan Area. 
Administration 
DNR-fp notifies counties and municipalities when sufficient 
technical information exists to require ordinance adoption. It 
then assists them in ordinance adoption and management activities, 
an activity taking 75% of DNR-fp's time. It has prepared four 
technical reports to aid the local units. 
DNR-fp was chosen by the governor to co-ordinate the floodplain 
management aspects of the HUD National Flood Insurance Program. 
Research, Information 
DNR-fp has delineated some floodplain areas (none yet in the 
Arrowhead). 
DNR-fp has identified counties and municipalities with areas subject 
to recurrent flooding; it is basically a list of those units with 
lakes and watercourses. All seven Arrowhead counties and many 
municipalities were included. It collects information on local 
programs as described in DNR-fp-11. 
DNR-fp-6 
DNR-fp-7 
DNR-fp-8 
DNR-fp-9 
DNR-fp-10 
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DNR-fp-2 
Regulation 
DNR-fp can enact ordinances for local units that do not meet 
the specified time table and charge them for so doing; order 
the removal of emergency flood protection measures not covered 
by an acceptable local plan; and bring action to enjoin and abate 
the maintenance of lans uses violating local, DNR-approved flood-
plain ordinances. These powers have not been used. 
DNR-fp is to conduct periodic inspections to determine the 
effectiveness of local programs. It has not done so, but it is 
contemplating aerial surveillance over certain areas. 
Co-ordination 
DNR-fp is to co-ordinate federal, state and local floodplain 
management activities. As state co-ordinator of the HUD Flood 
Insurance Program, DNR-fp works closely with HUD and enrolls local 
flood-prone units in the program. DNR-fp has co-operative 
agreements with USGS and SCS for floodplain delineation studies. 
DNR-fp has assisted DOHi and other federal and state agencies; 
informal meetings are the source for information exchange. 
Review 
DNR-fp must approve floodplain ordinances passed by local govern-
mental units with sufficient technical information for accurate 
floodplain delineation; it has not yet reviewed those ordinances 
adopted before the DNR-fp rules were adopted. It is to review 
local plans for emergency flood control structures; DNR-fp has 
notified local units to submit these plans, but it has not reviewed 
them. DNR-fp is to receive, from the local units with floodplain 
ordinances, copies of applications for and decision on variances 
and conditional use permits; no formal review of the local programs 
has begun, due to haphazard submission and lack of staff time. 
DNR-fp reviews, for comment, COE and SCS structural flood-control 
projects. It also looks at local requests for federal assistance 
in flood control projects forwarded by SPA, inhouse permit appli-
cations, and other projects as requested. 
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DNR-1 
NAME: Bureau of Lands (DNR-1) 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
TYPE: state; executive department division 
ORIGIN: The Bureau of Lands was separated from the former Division of Lands 
and Forestry in DNR reorganization, effective July 1, 1973. 
AUTHORITY: various DNR responsibilities 
·MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: maintain records of DNR land ownership, administer land 
acquisition, leasing and sale and the land exchange program 
Administration 
Staff: 16 in St. Paul 
DNR-1-1 
DNR-1-2 
DNR-1-3 
DNR-1-4 
DNR-1-5 
Activities 
Administration 
DNR-1 administers DNR land outside divisional management units (state 
forests, etc.); these lands are primarily U. S. grant land and county 
tax forfeit land that defaluted to DNR (including lands from Aitkin 
and Koochiching counties). Other divisions can carry out activities 
on them. 
DNR-1 acquires and sells land for DNR (as does DAdmin) at the direction 
of the other divisions. It also administers the leases for summer-
homes, agricultural use, utility right of ways, peat and gravel 
excavation and roads on DNR land. It administers the Land Exchange 
Program, which permits exchange of state land for federal or private 
land; regional staff and the Land Exchange Commission determine which 
land exchanges are permitted. 
DNR-1 maintains records of all DNR-ownership; it therefore reviews 
notices of timber sales, minerals leasing, etc, from other divisions 
to ensure that DNR does own the land or mineral rights. 
Research, Information 
DNR-1 records are computerized, one system containing ownership and 
status (eg. leased? sold?) information and the other system management 
information (water orientation, access, etc.). The latter system 
includes the "highest and best use" classification of each DNR parcel 
conducted by the old Division of Lands and Forestry; the management 
plans for DNR lands to be done by the regional staff will be based on 
this classification. 
DNR-1 is responsible for bringing non-DNR state ownership into its 
system. It is currently organizing this effort. 
Co-ordination 
DAdmin also acquires land for DNR, and DOHi often assists DAdmin con-
demnation proceedings; DNR-1 works with them during these instances. 
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DNR-M 
NAME: Minerals Section (DNR-M) 
Division of Waters, Soils and Minerals 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
TYPE: state; executive department division 
ORIGIN: included in the original Department of Conservation in 1931 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 93 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: regulate development and evaluate resource potential 
of state-owned or administered minerals 
Administration 
Staff: 48, including 33 in Hibbing and Iron field offices 
Budget: approximately $784,000, fiscal year 1974 
Budget Source: state general revenues 
Field Offices: Hibbing, Iron (responsible for: a. mineral operations and lease 
administration, b. exploration and development, c. metallurgy and applied 
research, and d. mineral ownership determination). DNR-M was not included in 
the 1973 DNR regional reorganization. 
DNR-M-1 
DNR-M-2 
DNR-M-3 
DNR-M-4 
DNR-M-5 
Activities 
Policy 
DNR-M has rules and regulations for mine land reclamation for all 
mines on private or public lands (to be ready July 1, 1974) and for 
copper~nickel leases. (Taconite and iron ore leases are spelled out 
in the law.) 
Decisions on leases and permits for prospecting and mining are made 
by the State Executive Council. 
Administration 
DNR-M negotiates and ·administers leases and permits for iron ore, 
taconite and copper-nickel mining; this involves setting up sales, 
recording leases, distributing royalty payments, etc. 
DNR-M gives technical assistance as requested; for counties it helps 
with administration of tax forfeit land .• 
Research, Information 
DNR-M conducts metallurgy and applied research regularly. It is cur-
rently participating in SPA's copper-nickel study (using computers to 
evaluate environmental impact of mining copper-nickel) and also con-
ducting research into market economics, comparative mining regulation 
and programs, etc. 
DNR-M collects information on the resource potential of state lands, 
water-elevation readings of streams in mining areas to determine state 
ownership and analyzes drill cores submitted periodically by mining 
companies; it also determines mineral ownership on lands offered for 
mining (title search is done for iron ore and taconite lands, but 
county records are used for copper-nickel lands). 
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DNR-M-2 
Regulation 
DNR-M-6 DNR-M gives out various permits for mining the ores on state land, 
including permits and leases to prospect and mine; it will issue 
mineland reclamation permits for all mining on private and public 
lands. 
DNR-M-7 DNR-M has enforcement powers for terms of leases and permits. 
DNR-M-8 DNR-M mining plant inspectors monitor almost all mines/plants using 
state ore to determine royalty figures; they will also check compliance 
with permit conditions. 
Planning 
DNR-M is participating in SPA's Copper-Nickel Study. 
DNR-M-9 DNR-M is writing an overall plan for mining rate and level on the 
Mesabi Range. 
Co-ordination 
DNR-M checks with other DNR divisions to see that mining leases are 
compatible with their plans for state lands. 
DNR-M-10 DNR uses water quality information of PCA and FS, and co-ordinates 
its information informally with PCA, FS, BOM, USGS and the counties. 
Review 
DNR-M-11 Counties must send DNR-M, for mineral potential appraisal, lists of 
tax-forfeit land to be sold. DNR-M§ comments are only advisory. 
(The state retains mineral rights on all state-owned or administered 
lands even after they are sold.) 
The state executive council must approve any prospecting or mining 
leases and permits. 
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DNR-sm. 
NAME: Shoreland Management Unit (DNR-sm) 
Division of Waters, Soils and Minerals 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
TYPE: state; executive department division 
ORIGIN: created in 1969; originally combined with the Floodplain Management 
Unit 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes, Section 105.485 and Chapters 361, 368, as amended 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: technical assistance to and review of county shoreland 
management programs; implementation of water surface use zoning and municipal 
shoreland management programs 
Administration 
Staff: three 
Budget: for fiscal year 1973, approximately $51,000 
Budget Source: state general revenue 
DNR-sm,-1 
DNR-sm• -2 
DNR-sm· -3 
DNR-sm -4 
DNR-str .-5 
Activities 
Policy 
DNR-sm. has rules and regulations for shoreland development 
standards to be included in county ordinances; it is promulgating 
them for municipal shoreland standards. It is working on rules 
for water craft use regulation on surface waters to be included in 
any such local ordinances passed. 
DNR-sm has priorities for its ordinance assistance to counties 
and municipalities: amount of shoreland and interest. 
Administration 
DNR-sm provides technical assistance to counties and municipalities 
as they prepare the required shoreland ordinances; it has written 
numerous explanatory materials. It will also assist the local units 
in the optional water surface use zoning program. 
Research, Information 
DNR-sm devised a lake classification system in 1971 that is the 
basis for the variable shoreland development standards; MLMIS' 
predecessor assisted. It also collects information on local 
programs as described in DNR-sm -7. 
Regulation 
DNR-sm can adopt shoreland ordinances for counties and municipali-
ties that have not met the deadlines. DNR-sm~ chose to develop 
compliance schedules with tardy counties rather than use this 
power. 
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DNR-sm -8 
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Co-ordination 
DNR-sm maintains close informal relationships with DNR-fp, DNR-w 
and DNR-bpl, and exchanges information with PCA, DOH and SPA. It 
also maintains informal relations with county programs, generally 
through county requests for information. It has participated in 
interagency task forces and work groups and also co-ordinated an 
inhouse study team on water surface use. 
Review 
DNR-sm must approve county and municipal shoreland ordinances 
before adoption. All seven Arrowhead county ordinances were 
approved; municipal review will begin soon. It will review any 
water surface use zoning passed after rules promulgation. It also 
reviews applications for and decisions on variances and conditional 
use permits that must be sent by the counties. Submission is 
haphazard and DNR-sm-. has no real method to assess the information. 
DNR-sm reviews inhouse permits, plans affecting shoreland condi-
tions, etc. 
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DNR-w 
NAME: Waters Section, excluding the Shoreland Management and Floodplain 
Management Units (DNR-w) 
Division of Waters, Soils and Minerals 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
TYPE: state; executive department division 
ORIGIN: included in the original Department of Conservation in 1931 
AUTHORITY: (Minnesota Statutes, Chapters 104-105) 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: regulation of the public waters of the state and dam 
and control structures, co-ordination and conduction of hydrologic studies 
Administration 
Staff: 42 in St. Paul (including DNR-fp, DNR-sm) 
Budget: for fiscal year 1974, approximately $1 million 
Budget Source: state general revenues, Natural Resources Fund [for the biennium, 
$310,000: watershed studies ($150,000, matching funds with USGS); groundwater 
studies ($50,000 matching funds with local areas, USGS); Melrose dam reconstruc-
tion ($100,000 given directly to Melrose); Clearwater Lake Recreation Area 
($10,000).] 
DNR-w-1 
DNR-w-2 
DNR-w-3 
DNR-w-4 
DNR-w-5 
Activities 
Policy 
DNR-w does not have rules and regulations outlining permit criteria. 
Administration 
DNR-w maintains and repairs state-owned dams; Aitkin (11), Itasca 
(14 1/2) and St. Louis (14 1/2) counties all have such dams. 
DNR-w administers grant programs to local governmental units 
clearance and maintenance and dam repair and reconstruction. 
local units must provide certain funding. 
Research, Information 
for stream 
The 
DNR-w provides matching funds to USGS for watershed studies and 25% 
of the funds to USGS for local groundwater studies. The 39 watershed 
studies were to be the basis for watershed plans, but DNR-w has been 
unable to begin the plans due to lack of staff. 
DNR-w collects extensive hydrologic and topographic information for 
lakes and streams with management problems; a number of these lake 
and stream surveys are conducted yearly. It also collects information 
on water appropriation (submitted under permit conditions), lake 
levels and dam locations. 
Regulation 
DNR-w issues permits for the appropriation of waters, for working 
in the beds of public waters, for bridges and utility crossings, for 
the construction of dams/control structures, and for the underground 
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DNR-w-7 
DNR-w-8 
DNR-w-9 
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DNR-w-2 
storage of gas. The permits generally include specific conditions 
that must be met for the permit to remain valid; self-monitoring 
requirements and obtaining permits from other agencies are two such 
conditions. It also regulates lake levels. 
DNR-w has enforcement powers for its permits and their conditions. 
DNR-w spot-checks potential violations; some permits require self-
monitoring. 
Co-ordination 
DNR-w is the liason between USGS and local governmental units in 
USGS' matching-fund information collection program. It has formal 
agreements with COE (information exchange) and DOHi. 
DNR-w co-operates with COE, DNR-f&w, USFW, SCS, and the U.S. 
Department of the Interior to co-ordinate studies; it also co-operates 
with PCA-wq and DOH in exchanging advice on permit decisions. It 
also has informal relations with many agencies needing water 
information. 
Review 
DNR-w reviews, for connnent, river basin commission plans, WRB 
petitions for the establishment of new watershed districts as required, 
environmental impact statements, plans and projects affecting the 
public waters, permits and rules and regulations from other agencies, 
and, at the governor's referral, COE projects. 
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DNR-wild 
NAME: Wildlife Section (DNR-wild) 
Division of Fish and Wildlife 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
TYPE: state; executive department division 
ORIGIN: included in the original Department of Conservation in 1931 
AUTHORITY: (Minnesota Statutes 97-102 for Division) 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: management of state resident wildlife, including 
habitat improvement, management of wildlife areas and regulation of hunting 
seasons and limits 
Administration 
Staff: 8 in St. Paul; in Arrowhead Region, 8 wildlife managers, 1 regional 
manager and 1 secretary 
Budget: for the 1973-1974 biennium, approximately $3 1/2 million 
Budget Source: federal surcharge origins and ammunition (administered by U. S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service), state hunting license moneys, state Natural 
Resources Fund ($25,000) 
Field Offices: located throughout the Arrowhead Region 
DNR-wild-1 
DNR-wild-2 
DNR-wild-3 
DNR-wild-4 
DNR-wild-5 
DNR-wild-6 
, Activities 
Policy 
DNR-wild has rules and regulations for use of state wildlife 
refuges and hunting-trapping seasons and limits. 
Administration 
DNR-wild manages wildlife (primarily deer), undertakes wildlife 
habitat improvement on federal, state and county land (provision 
of food and cover), and manages wildlife areas (develop, maintain). 
DNR-wild gives some technical assistance, particularly for habitat 
improvement, in the Arrowhead Region. 
Research, Information 
DNR-wild conducts a waterfowl inventory for wetlands and farmlands; 
monitors deer population, location, and fitness; and collects 
hunter data. 
Co-ordination 
DNR-wild has working agreements/relations with DOHi, S&WCD, FS, and 
USFW (DNR-wild and USFW co-operatively manage some USFW areas). 
DNR-wild works with any agency needing wildlife information, including 
FS, SCS, ASCS, DOHi, COE, watershed districts, etc. 
Review 
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DOH 
NAME: Minnesota Department of Health (DOH) 
TYPE: state; executive department 
ORIGIN: established in 1872 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 144 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: prevention of health hazards (particularly those 
water-borne) through regulation of water supplies, eating and lodging establish-
ments, etc. 
DOH-1 
DOH-2 
DOH-3 
DOH-4 
DOH-5 
DOH-6 
DOH-7 
DOH-8 
DOH-9 
DOH-1O 
DOH-11 
DOH-12 
Activities 
Policy 
DOH has rules and regulations for water supplies and for operation of 
eating, drinking and lodging restaurants, proposed rules for water-
well drilling and recommended rules for individual sanitary systems. 
Administration 
DOH has a training program for water works operators. 
Research, Information 
DOH labs conduct health-related research. 
DOH is sent well water information by well=drillers which also goes 
to DNR and MGS; it monitors ground water supply and quality by 
analyzing these log books. It also monitors public water supplies. 
Regulation 
DOH licenses or certifies waterworks operators, plumbers and well-
drillers. It also licenses food and lodging establishments and 
trailer parks. 
DOH has enforcement powers for license/permit/plan violations and for 
health emergencies. 
DOH conducts special investigations for license violators and monitors 
some license holders. 
Co-ordination 
DOH provides laboratory facilities for PCA. 
DOH is represented on EQC and other task forces, work groups, etc. 
DOH maintains informal relations with many agencies, particularly for 
exchange of information. 
Review 
DOH must approve plans for public and semi-public water supplies, 
swimming pools and flouridation, and semi-public sewage disposal and 
sewer plans, It now reviews plans for new food and lodging establishments. 
DOH reviews many plans, etc., for comment. 
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DOHi 
NAME: Minnesota Highway Department (DOHi) 
TYPE: state; executive department 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes, Chapters 161 and others 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: administration of federal-state-aid program for local 
highway construction; determination of location of new state highways 
Administration 
Field Offices: Under Highway Action Plan procedures, the district engineer in 
the Duluth district is responsible primarily for the road design, location and 
construction plans, maintenance and repair of district roads, and writing needed 
Environmental Impact Statements. -
DOHi-1 
DOHi-2 
DOHi-3 
DOHi-4 
DOHi-5 
Activities 
Policy 
DOHi has rules and regulations covering road signs, road design, 
drivers licenses, etc.; it has formulas for allocating state aid. 
Administration 
DOHi writes the Environmental Impact Statements on all federal aid 
highways for FHWA_. 
DOHi lets contracts for state road construction and maintains 
existing state roads. 
DOHi administers the state-aid program for local highway construction 
and inspects construction. Allocation of the state trust fund money, 
from gas and motor vehical registration ~axes, is governed by the 
Constitution: 62% - state; 29% - counties; 9% - cities. A recent 
amendment allowed the legislature to reallocate 5% of the total; 
currently, it is divided among trunk highways (70%) and maintenance 
of state roads given to local units (21% - counties, 9% - cities). 
DOHi also administers the federal-aid highway program - 90% financing 
of interstate freeways and 70% financing of state and local roads 
($23-28 million for the latter program this year); these trust funds 
come from federal car-related taxes. 
Research and Information 
DOHi has done the "norshor" study on the environmental characteristics 
of the North Shore of Lake Superior and a study on potential use of 
Highway 61 from Duluth to the Canadian border. It also does the 
needs studies upon which the state-aid allocations to cities and 
counties are based. 
DOHi collects traffic flow information. 
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D0Hi-2 
Regulation 
D0Hi gives certain permits fbr use of highway land,entrance, etc., 
and enforces permit requirements. 
Planning 
D0Hi has a 20 year "backbone plan" of state road building priorities 
and a Highway Action Plan that outlines procedures to be followed 
in determining a "Year 2000" highway plan. 
D0Hi does path selection, location and construction guides for each 
new state road. 
Co-ordination 
DOHi is organizing a Statewide Technical Advisory Council of 8 state 
agencies and representatives from each regional development commission 
(RDCs) for the "Year 2000" planning. 
D0Hi is the liason between the local governmental units and the FHWA. 
D0Hi contacts counties in its review of location plans and also 
through consultation on county needs. 
D0Hi has participated in SPA's copper-nickel study and Voyageur 
Park periphery planning and with other agencies needing highway in-
formation. 
Review 
D0Hi reviews the road location plans of local governmental units 
before releasing state-aid funds involved. 
FWHA reviews plans for state, federal-aid highways and also D0Hi's 
program. 
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EDA 
NAME: Economic Development Administration (EDA)1 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
TYPE: federal; executive department division 
ORIGIN: established September 1, 1965 
AUTHORITY: federal laws 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: provision of funds for programs to promote economic 
rehabilitation of depressed areas, including public works, research, business 
loans, etc. 
EDA-1 
EDA-2 
EDA-3 
EDA-4 
Activities 
Policy 
EDA has guidelines for its funding activities. 
Administration 
EDA can fund almost anything related to economic development. This 
includes loans and grants for public works (roads, sewers, wastewater 
treatment plants, etc.), business loans, grants to development 
organizations, etc. It also includes grants for research related to 
economic development. The Duluth office funds a wide range of 
activities, $5-6 million for fiscal year 1974 alone. 
EDA also offers technical assistance to organizations and communities 
for economic development activities. 
Review 
EDA reviews use of grants. 
1 The Duluth office serves the seven Arrowhead counties in Minnesota, 12 
counties in northwestern Wisconsin and 22 counties in northern Minnesota. 
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NAME: Air Quality Division (EPA-aq) 
Environmental Protection Agency 
TYPE: federal; independent agency division 
ORIGIN: created by Reorganization Plan #3 in 1971, which brouth together 
several existing environmental programs into EPA 
AUTHORITY: federal laws 
EPA-aq 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: regulate air quality by setting national standards, 
conducting research and collecting information, and giving matching grants to 
the states to conduct air pollution control programs 
Administration (Minnesota-Wisconsin district) 
Staff: one 
Budget Source: federal allocations 
Field Offices: The district office is in Minneapolis; the regional office is 
in Chicago. 
Activities 
Policy 
EPA-aq-1 EPA-aq establishes national air quality and emission standards, sets 
some deadlines for air pollution reduction, establishes pollutant 
priorities for each federal air quality region and sets performance 
standards for PCA-aq. 
Administration 
EPA-aq-2 EPA-aq gives 3:1 matching funds to state and local air pollution 
control agencies, including PCA and St. Louis County. 
EPA-aq-3 EPA-aq gives technical assistance (advice and information by the 
Chicago and other offices and calibration/inspection of monitoring 
equipment by the district office). 
Research, Information 
EPA-aq-4 EPA-aq conducts a great deal of research on air quality, particularly 
at Research Triangle Park, North Carolina; it has studied the asbestos 
emissions from the Reserve Mining Plant in Silver Bay. 
EPA-aq-5 EPA-aq collects information from PCA-aq on emission data and on ambient 
air quality for inclusion in its National Air Sampling Network; it 
also monitors ambient air quality in the National Air Surveillance 
Network, which has a Duluth sampling station. 
Regulation 
EPA-aq-6 EPA-aq has enforcement powers for standard violations and emergency 
situations; it will step in if PCA-aq or St. Louis County fail to 
act. (It did so once in a Koochiching County problem.) 
EPA-aq-7 
EPA-aq-8 
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EPA-aq-2 
Co-ordination 
EPA-aq works with PCA-aq and St. Louis County. 
Review 
EPA-aq reviews the programs of PCA-aq and St. Louis County, including 
the Implementation Plan; failure to meet deadlines, enforce standards 
or complete other EPA-aq required steps are grounds for suspension 
of EPA~aq grants. 
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EPA-wq 
NAME: Water Quality Division (EPA~wq) 
Environmental Protection Agency 
TYPE: federal; independent agency division 
ORIGIN: established in December, 1970, when several agencies were included 
in one agency 
AUTHORITY: federal laws 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: establish national effluent and water quality standards, 
enforce standards, review Minnesota program 
Administration 
Staff: Minnesota-Wisconsin district office (Minneapolis): 16; National Water 
Quality Laboratory (Duluth): 97 
Budget: District office: $400,000 for fiscal year 1975; National Water Quality 
Laboratory: $2.4 million for fiscal year 1974 
Budget Sources: federal general revenues 
Field Offices: The district office is in Minneapolis; the regional office is 
in Chicago. 
EPA-wq-1 
EPA-wq-2 
EPA-wq-3 
EPA-wq-4 
EPA-wq-5 
EPA-wq-6 
Activities 
Policy 
EPA-wq has set national effluent standards for each individual 
class and other point sources, pretreatment standards for industries 
and water quality standards. It has guidelines on the degree of 
treatment possible for discharges. 
EPA-wq has written Water Strategy, which is to show how the legal 
treatment level deadlines will be met. 
Administration 
EPA-wq gives annual financial grants to state programs, $750,000 to 
PCA this year; the grants are contingent upon good state performance. 
It also funds demonstration projects (as in the Nemadji River Project) 
and research done by other agencies (ARDC, COE, LSCen, etc.). Its 
sewage treatment plant construction grants are handled by PCA-wq, 
but EPA-wq approves PCA-wq's allocation priorities and inspects plant 
construction. 
EPA-wq gives technical assistance to PCA and other agencies needing 
specialized information: 
Research, Information 
EPA's research centers, including the National Water Quality Labor-
atory in Duluth, conduct extensive research on water-related topics. 
EPA-wq has STORET, a computer retrieval system housing water 
information. 
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EPA-wq-2 
Regulation 
EPA-wq turned over its National Pollution Discharge Elimination 
System permit program to PCA-wq on July 1, 1974. 
EPA-wq-7 EPA-wq maintains latent enforcement powers for violations of 
effluent and water quality standards. 
EPA-wq-8 EPA-wq's program of compliance monitoring (surprise investigations) 
will be its major emphasis next year. 
Co-ordination 
EPA-wq-9 EPA-wq maintains informal relations with DNR especially, and also 
with DOH, SPA, COE, SCS, etc. 
Review 
EPA-wq-1O EPA-wq reviews PCA's program closely; it approves PCA's standards, 
priorities for construction grants, etc., and can overrule PCA 
permit decisions, etc. 
EPA-wq-11 EPA-wq reviews plans for federal agency water resources programs 
and installations, primarily through the environmental impact 
statement review. It also reviews statements for other projects 
using federal funds. 
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EQC 
NAME: Environmental Quality Council (EQC) 
TYPE: state; independent agency 
ORIGIN: established by the 1973 Minnesota legislature 
AUTHORITY: Laws of Minnesota, Chapters 342 (Enabling Act), 412 (Environmental 
Policy Act), 413 (Subdivided Lands Act), 591 (Power Plant Siting Act), 752 
(Critical Areas Act) 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: administration of Critical Areas and Environmental 
Impact Statement programs, provision of forum for discussion/decision on 
inter-departmental environmental problems. 
Administration 
Membership of Council: Permanent members of the EQC are the directors of the 
State Planning Agency and the Pollution Control Agency; the commissioners of 
natural resources, agriculture and highways; the executive officer of the 
Deaprtment of Health; a representative of the governor's office, the chairman 
of the Citizens Advisory Committee and three other members of the Citizens 
Advisory Committee appointed by the governor. The latter four receive per diem 
salary and expenses. 
Staff: executive director, SPA furnishes major staff time: 8 (soon) at least 
part-time; member agencies furnish staff needed to complete their EQC respon-
sibilities. 
Budget: $100,000 for fiscal year 1974 plus $250,000 supplement for Early 
Notice System and Environmental Impact Statement program for the 1973-1975 
biennium. 
Budget Source: state general revenue 
EQC-1 
EQC-2 
EQC-3 
EQC-4 
Activities 
Policy 
EQC promulgated rules and regulations.for the critical areas program; 
criteria for designation of critical areas are being discussed by the 
Critical Areas Task Force. It promulgated rules and regulations for 
the Environmental Impact Statement program; these are being contested. 
An inter-agency work group (member agencies and citizens) assisted. 
EQC will determine the environmental standards to be met in Comm's 
Subdivided Lands Registration; a preliminary list has been established. 
EQC can take on inter-departmental environmental issues and set a 
unified policy on them as well as settle conflicts between rules and 
regulations of different agencies; the latter power has not been used. 
Administration 
EQC advises the governor on environmental matters (SPA-EQC staff write 
his annual Environmental Assessment and message), assists Comm in 
setting environmental standards in the Subdivided Land Act and will aid 
the RDCs and local agencies in Critical Areas Management Plans. 
EQC-5 
EQC-6 
EQC-7 
EQC-8 
EQC-9 
EQC-10 
EQC-11 
EQC-12 
EQC-13 
EQC-14 
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Research, Information 
EQC staff is studying critical areas programs in other states; no 
procedures have been set for identification/inventory of critical 
areas. 
EQC-2 
EQC is developing an early notice system on applications for environ-
mental permits; the second pilot will be run in 1974. EQC, with 
CmMnf, will identify and study land use problems and policy conflicts, 
and report on them to the governor next fall. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Planning I 
EQC's power to undertake long-range environmental planning has not been 
used yet. 
EQC will do critical areas management plans if requested by RCDs or the 
local agencies involved. 
Regulation 
EQC can require modifications in public projects covered by Environmental 
Impact Statements if they do not meet state policy requirements. 
EQC stands on inter-departmental issues are binding for the agencies. 
Co-ordination 
EQC can co-ordinate agency programs informally during discussion of 
environmental issues and formally through EQC decisions. 
EQC is to co-operate with RDCs as needed; ARDC has reviewed EQC's 
rules and regulations and criteria, etc. 
EQC works with many agencies to carry out its programs. 
Review 
EQC reviews state environmental impact statements and assessments on 
projects potentially affecting the environment; at least four state-
ments and assessments concern Arrowhead Region projects to date. 
EQC powers to review prospective legislation and current state agency 
programs and rules and regulations will be used to advise the legisla-
ture and the governor. 
EQC's Highway Action Plan Task Force reviews and advises the Highway 
Department on its Highway Plan. 
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FHA 
NAME: Farmers Home Administration-(FHA) 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
TYPE: federal; executive department division 
AUTHORITY: federal laws 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: provides financial and management assistance for 
rural areas for purposes of conservation, pollution control, recreation, etc. 
Administration 
Staff: in Duluth office (Carlton, Cook, Lake, South St. Louis), 3 
Budget Source: congressional allocations from federal revenue 
FHA-1 
FHA-2 
Activities 
Policy 
FHA has established priorities for loans; some of these provisions are 
included in enabling legislation. 
Administration 
FHA provides technical assistance to loan applicants and others, as 
requested, primarily through the local offices. 
FHA provides loans in rural areas to various entities: 
a. farm-operating loans (farmers); for improvement of forest 
lands, establishment of non-farm enterprises such as 
recreation, conservation, etc. 
b. irrigation and drainage loans (public agencies or non-profit 
corporations); to devleop community drainage, irrigation and 
other soil and water conservation and use facilities. 
c. resource conservation and development loans (public agencies 
or non-profit corporations in RC&D areas); to conserve and 
develop natural resources in RC&D areas. 
d. soil and water conservation loans (land holder); to finance 
measures for land and water development, forestation, drainage, 
irrigation, etc. 
e. recreation enterprise loans (public agencies or non-profit 
corporations); to develop recreation areas. 
f. cormnunity facility loans (public agencies or non-profit corpor-
ations); to construct water and waste disposal systems and other 
community facilities. 
g. business and industrial loans (legal entities); for control or 
abatement of industrial pollution, etc. The Duluth office has 
primarily given loans for improvement of sewage treatment 
plants; no farmer conservation loans have been given in this 
area. 
FHA provides other financial assistance. In 1970, it financed an ARDC 
comprehensive water and sewer plan for the region; this was required 
before water and sewer loans could be made to area communities. 
FHA-3 
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FHA receives technical assistance from SCS in evaluation of loan 
applications. (Loan applicants need not be state district co-
operators.) 
FHA-2 
FHA regulations require applicants for home mortages in designated 
flood hazard areas to have flood insurance. 
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FHWA 
NAME: Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
TYPE: federal; executive department division 
AUTHORITY: federal laws 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: allocate federal trust funds for federal aid state and 
local highways; set criteria and rules and regulations for use of federal-aid 
funds 
FHWA-1 
FHWA-2 
FHWA-3 
FHWA-4 
Activities 
Policy 
FHWA sets criteria, rules and regulations for use of federal-aid 
funds, etc. 
Administration 
FHWA administers the federal-aid highway program of financial assis-
tance to the states for highway construction and federal aid to urban 
areas. 
Co-ordination 
DOHi is FWHA's liason with local governmental units. 
Review 
FHWA reviews location and other plans of state governmental units 
before releasing federal-aid funds involved. It also reviews DOHi's 
program; if DOHi does not follow FHWA rules, FHWA can suspend federal-
aid funds. 
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FS 
NAME: Forest Service (FS) 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
TYPE: federal; executive department division 
ORIGIN: created by an Act of February 1, 1905 
AUTHORITY: federal law 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: management of federal lands in the Chippewa and 
Superior National Forests; provision of technical assistance to state and 
local forestors. 
Administration (Superior National Forest) 
Staff: 120 full time, 120 sununer only 
Budget: approximately $3 million in fiscal year 1974 
Budget Source: federal allocations 
Field Offices: 8 staffed ranger districts in Superior National Forest. (The 
office of the Chippewa National Forest is in Cass Lake. The St. Paul Forest 
Service office handles the state and local forest program. The North Central 
Forest Experiment Station is also in St. Paul.) 
FS-1 
FS-2 
FS-3 
FS-4 
FS-5 
FS-6 
FS-7 
Activities 
Policy 
FS has rules and regulations for timber sales, recreational use of the 
land, etc. 
Administration 
FS management programs in the national forests include fire and pest 
control, enhancement of wildlife habitat and watersheds, maintenance 
of campgrounds and other recreational activities, land leasing for 
summer homes, timber management, conduction of timber sales, and 
maintenance of dams on its lands. 
FS will oversee any mining permits given out on national forest lands. 
FS prepares EIS for all designated projects; an environmental assessment 
of copper-nickel mining will begin in July, 1974. 
FS gives financial assistance to DNR's fire and pest control programs, 
etc. 
FS also works with state and private forestors to promote forest 
management. 
Research, Information 
FS conducts research at the North Central Forest Experiment Station, 
·St.Paul. More than 150 studies are currently underway. 
FS collects information on timber, recreation use and mining potential 
in the national forest. Intensive monitoring of copper-nickel mining 
sites will begin shortly. 
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FS-2 
Regulation 
FS must approve any mining; it also grants gravel and sand permits, right 
of ways permits, etc. 
FS enforces rules and regulations, conditions of leases, federal laws, 
etc. 
Planning 
Long range plans have been developed for the BWCA Wilderness Area 
(draft), bridges (5 year), roads (underway), recreation, etc. 
Short range timber plans are developed by the rangers. 
Co-ordination 
FS works with DNR and counties in pest and fire control programs and 
complies with SPA's A-95 procedures; it also works with state and local 
programs to promote sound forestry management. 
FS works informally with DNR in wildlife habitat development (DNR is 
responsible for wildlife~ FS does habitat). 
Review 
Draft plans, etc., receive public hearings and are circulated for 
comment, but actual review is internal. 
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GLBC 
NAME: Great Lakes Basin Commission (GLBC) 
TYPE: federal-state; regional co-ordinating agency 
ORIGIN: created by Executive Order on April 20, 1967; organized in June, 1967 
AUTHORITY: federal law 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: development of framework study on water and related 
land resources; co-ordination of water resources planning of member agencies 
in Basin area. 
Administration 
Membership of Commission: The Commission is composed of the highest ranking 
regional personnel from the federal Departments of Agriculture; Army; Connnerce; 
Health, Education and Welfare; Housing and Urban Development; Interior; Justice; 
Transportationjand State; the Envirorunental Protection Agency and the Federal 
Power Commission; it also includes state representatives from Illinois, Michigan, 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, New York, Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania. 
Staff: 16. Member agencies also donate staff time for committee work, etc. 
Budget: for fiscal year 1974, $572,400 
Budget Source: member state funds - $208,000; member federal agency funds -
$205,000; remainder from federal parent Water Resources Council and EPA contract 
to help International Joint Commission on Great Lakes pollution. Member agencies 
donate staff time on Task Forces, etc. 
Field Office: The Commission office is in Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
GLBC-1 
GLBC-2 
GLBC-3 
Activities 
Research, Information 
GLBC was contracted by EPA to do a study on "Great Lakes Pollution 
from Land Use Activities". GLBC will soon begin the Great Lakes 
Environmental Program Study, a Level B plan ·that will collect water 
quality and other data to be used in an ecological model of the Great 
Lakes, and the second step of the federal Water Resources Council's 
National Assessment of land and water problems in its region. (see 
UMRBC-2) 
Planning 
GLBC just completed a level A framework study of water and related 
land resources in the Great Lakes Basin. The staff wrote the alternate 
futures projections and the overview, while member agencies (mostly 
federal) wrote the appendices The study identifies problems and 
recommends certain solutions. 
GLBC will soon begin GLEPS (see UMRBC-2). It is also legally committed 
to do a comprehensive water and related land plan for the Great Lakes 
Basin in the future. 
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GLBC-2 
Co-ordination 
GLBC co-ordinates completion of Level A study segments by member 
agencies. 
GLBC co-ordinates water and related land planning among member agencies, 
through the joint Level A and Level B studies and through joint 
consideration of co-ordination problems in resource areas; the latter 
includes topics of coastal zone management, shoreland damage reduction 
and lake levels. 
Review 
GLBC must annually review plans of member agencies to gauge their affect 
on the comprehensive Basin plan. 
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GLC 
NAME: Great Lakes Commission (GLC) 
TYPE: interstate; legislative body 
ORIGIN: created by interstate compact in 1955 and consented to by Congress 
in 1968 
AUTHORITY: Interstate Compact 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: facilitate interstate agreement on Great Lakes issues; 
lobby in Congress for desired programs 
Administration 
Membership of the Connnission: Three to five commissioners represent each of the 
eight member states: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, New York, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania and Wisconsin. Minnesota has five commissioners, each selecting 
one advisor from state government. 
Staff: 4-5 
Budget: for fiscal 1974, approximately $104,000. The Minnesota delegation 
also has $12,000 for travel expenses, etc. 
Budget Source: equal contributions from member states 
Field Office: The Commission office is in Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
GLC-1 
GLC-2 
GLC-3· 
Activities 
Policy 
GLC provides a forum where states can come to agreement on Great 
Lakes issues. 
Administration 
GLC members testify and lobby in Congress for desired programs. 
GLC has five committees to discuss Great Lakes issues: Seaway, 
Navigation and Commerce (extension of shipping season, opening Great 
Lakes maritime office, absence of American flagships on Great Lakes, 
etc.); Fisheries and Wildlife (lamprey control, fish hatcheries, 
introduction of new species, etc.); Water Resources (water level of 
Great Lakes, shore erosion, etc.); Environmental Quality Control 
(collection systems and treatment levels in member States, dredging, 
etc.); and Shoreline Use and Recreation (shore erosion, Great Lakes 
water level, shoreland zoning in member states, etc.). 
Co-ordination 
GLC maintains informal relations with GLBC, UGLC, International 
Joint Commission, etc. 
Review 
The Minnesota delegation submits a yearly report to the governor, the 
legislature and the Congressional delegation. 
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GovVNP 
NAME: Governor's Voyageurs National Park Management Coilllilittee (GovVNP) 
TYPE: state; governor-appointed co-ordinating committee 
ORIGIN: appointed by Governor Wendell Anderson in September, 1971 
AUTHORITY: letter establishing committee 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: to co-ordinate and integrate the state's efforts 
regarding the periphery area around Voyageurs National Park 
Administration 
Membership of conunittee: The committee membership includes the heads of the 
Departments of Health, Highways, Natural Resources, Administration and Economic 
Development; the Pollution Control Agency and the State Planning Agency. 
Staff: Supplied by the member agencies. SPA has assigned one full-time staff 
person to co-ordinate activities and administer the funds allocated for specific 
periphery matters by the 1973 legislature (see SPA-epl). 
GovVNP-1 
GovVNP-2 
Gov-VNP-3 
GovVNP-4 
Activities 
Policy 
The GovVNP is currently determining state policy for the Voyageurs 
Park periphery area through conunittee discussion of agency plans, 
including those of DNR, DOHi and ARDC. 
Administration 
The Technical Conunittee of the GovVNP (representatives from each agency) 
has been assisting the local agencies with technical aspects of their 
planning/code activities for the Voyageurs Park periphery area. 
Research, Information 
SPA, tinder the auspices of GovVNP, prepared a report ("Toward a Plan 
for.the Perimeter of Voyageurs National Park") sunnnarizing infor-
mation on the area needed to make the necessary decisions. 
Co-ordination 
GovVNP is to co-ordinate federal, state, and local activities in the 
periphery area. It has held a meeting on Dec. 1, 1973, with federal 
and local agencies to discuss the status of agency activities in the 
periphery area and the policy governing these activities. Numerous 
other inter-agency meetings have also been held, particularly between 
the Technical Coilllilittee and the local agencies (St. Louis and Koochi-
ching Counties, ARDC).' 
One SPA staff member is in charge of co-ordinating these activities 
and assisting the local agencies (see SPA-epl-1). 
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NAME: Head of the Lakes Council of Governments (HOTL-COG) 1 
TYPE: local; voluntary association of local governments 
ORIGIN: established in March, 1968 
HOTL-COG 
AUTHORITY: association agreement; federal laws applying to area-wide review 
agencies 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: conduct planning and review for metropolitan area, 
provide technical assistance to member agencies 
Administration 
Membership of HOTL-COG Assembly: Members are elected officials from partici-
pating units of government. The cities of Duluth and Superior (Wis); St. Louis 
and Douglas (Wis) Counties; Villages of Proctor, Superior and Oliver; Townships 
of Parkland, Canosia, Duluth, Herman, Lakewood, Midway, Rice Lake; and the 
School Districts are eligible to join. 
Staff: contracted from the city of Duluth: executive secretary and four 
planners; Duluth and HOTL-COG share clerical and graphics personnel 
Budget: approximately $100,000-$125,000 for fiscal year 1974 
Budget Source: mostly federal grant programs (HUD, DOT, FHA), and special 
federal studies; dues paid by member agencies (mill levy set at annual convention) 
Activities 
Policy 
HOTL-COG-1 HOTL-COG sets advisory policy on area issues. 
Administration 
HOTL-COG-2 HOTL-COG will administer urban transit funds from the highway trust 
fund for the Duluth area. 
HOTL-COG-3 HOTL-COG gives technical assistance to member agencies, providing 
information and helping with planning; a current project is 
assisting in development of comprehensive plans required by WLSSD 
of localities inside WLSSD boundaries. 
Research, Information 
HOTL-COG-4 HOTL-COG conducts research (~g. various transportation studies) and 
~ollects information on transit, land use, etc. It is conducting 
contract research for WLSSD's portion of the Western Lake Superior 
Basin Water Quality Plan and assisting with Phase I of the COE 
Urban Studies Program. 
Planning 
HOTL-COG-5 HOTL-COG is doing transit planning (1973 Master Transit Plan) and 
open space planning (HUD "701" program); it completed an Urban 
Growth and Policies Plan in 1972. 
1 HOTL-COG encompasses the Metropolitan Area of Duluth-Superior, including the 
cities of Duluth and Superior (Wis); the Villages of Proctor, Oliver (Wis) 
and Superior (Wis); and the Townships of Duluth, Lakewood, Rice Lake, Canosia, 
Grand Lake, Herman, Midway and Parkland (Wis). 
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HOTL-COG-2 
Co-ordination 
HOTL-COG is the liason among its member agencies. 
HOTL-COG interacts with SPA in its A-95 Clearinghouse Review 
capacity and with those agencies contracting it for research. 
Review 
HOTL-COG reviews A-95 projects in metropolitan Duluth requiring 
federal funding or approval for consistencies with area policies 
and plans; its review is advisory and often includes alternate/ 
improving comments. 
HOTL-COG reviews WLSSD proposals for the Western Lake Superior 
Basin Water Quality Plan. 
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HUD 
NAME: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 
TYPE: federal; executive department 
ORIGIN: created by Congress in 1965 
AUTHORITY: federal law 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: provision of funds for public facilities and compre-
hensive planning 
HUD-1 
HUD-2 
HUD-3 
HUD-4 
HUD-5 
Activities 
Policy 
HUD sets priorities for loans and grants. 
Administration 
HUD administers the National Flood Insurance Program, which requires 
floodplain controls before flood-prevalent areas can receive flood 
insurance. Itasca County and the City of Cook are enrolled as of 
October, 1973. 
HUD has made available grants for: 
a. comprehensive planning, inter-governmental co-ordination, etc. 
("701" program). All seven counties have used 701 funds for 
their comprehensive plans and ARDC has also used these funds. 
(see cty, ARDC). 
b. planning and financing of water and sewer projects and other 
connnunity facilities ("702" program). 
c. open space projects in urban areas. These grants are often 
contigent upon existence of a regional plan. HUD programs 
b. and c. have not received funding recently; a. funds have 
been curtailed. 
Research 
HUD directs the flood plain delineation studies needed to develop 
flood plain management plans for areas applying for the National 
Flood Insurance Program. 
Regulation 
HUD regulates subdivisions of 50 lots or more that are sold in inter-
state connnerce or by mail. 
Co-ordination 
SCS and USGS do the actual flood plain delineation studies for HUD. 
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IPC 
NAME: Interstate Policy Corrnnitte'e 
TYPE: local; advisory group required under grant contract 
ORIGIN: required in terms of 1972 Environmental Protection Agency grant 
AUTHORITY: grant terms 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: to advise the grant recipients (ARDC and the comparable 
Wisconsin RDC) on the Western Lake Superior Drainage Basin Plan for water 
quality management 
Administration 
Membership of Committee: Minnesota representatives come from the St. Louis 
County Board, City of Duluth, Western Lake Superior Sanitary District, Head of 
the Lakes Council of Governments, Duluth Port Authority, Cloquet-Carlton County, 
ARDC and citizens from the North Shore and Iron Range. 
Staff: provided by the Water Quality Management Planning Team, an interagency 
staff group 
IPC-1 
IPC-2 
IPC-3 
Activities 
Policy 
IPC discusses policy on issues confronted in the water quality basin 
plan for the Western Lake Superior Drainage Basin area. 
Co-ordination 
IPC is assisting in the problem definition phase of COE's Urban 
Studies project. 
Review 
IPC reviews and comments on activities of Plan participants as well as 
on the Plan itself. (see WQ Team) 
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IRRR 
NAME: Minnesota Department of Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation (IRRR) 
TYPE: state; executive department 
ORIGIN: created by the 1941 legislature; the connnission was established in 
1943 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes 298.22, as amended by 1973 Laws of Minnesota, 
Chapter 613. 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: development of programs, including provision of funds, 
to promote the mining industry, agriculture and forest development, tourism, etc. 
in counties distressed due to removal of natural resources. 
Administration 
Membership of commission: Three members of the commission are state senators, 
appointed by the Senate Connnittee on Committees, and three are state representa-
tives, appointed by the Speaker of the House; they serve two year terms. The 
seventh member is the Commissioner of Natural Resources. 
Staff: 26; 5 supporting personnel, 21 foresters and engineers 
Budget: for fiscal year 1974, approximately $1.4 million 
Budget Source: 5% of the occupation tax on natural ores and taconite and 1¢/ton 
taconite production tax; returns from loans and contracts 
Field Office: Hibbing (forestry and special projects divisions) 
IRRR-1 
IRRR-2 
IRRR-3 
IRRR-4 
Activities 
Administration 
IRRR provides funds for: 
a. research, including the copper-nickel mineral potential 
study (MGS) 
b. business loans, promotion of tourism, recreation, etc. 
for these counties 
IRRR provides technical assistance for county management of tax-forfeit 
lands - in co-operation with DNR, appraising timber and conducting 
timber sales, etc.; it also partially funds foresters to work with the 
county land commissioner in Aitkin, Itasca, Lake and St. Louis counties. 
Research, Information 
IRRR conducts research in the use of peat for sewage treatment (pilot 
projects in Marcelle, Norway Beach) and heat; and for wild rice culti-
vation (embryo project). 
IRRR collects information on land ownership (updated ownership maps 
for Aitkin: Lake, Itasca and St. Louis Counties were recently 
printed), timber inventory and tax-forfeit land status. 
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Planning I 
IRRR is initiating planning for tourist activities in northern Minnesota. 
IRRR-5 
Co-ordination 
IRRR co-ordinates closely with DNR-f, DNR-1 and the counties; ARDC has 
asked its help on occasion. IRRR uses SPA materials. I 
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LSCen 
NAME: Lake Superior Basin Studies Center (LSCen) 
TYPE: state; educational institution division 
ORIGIN: created by the 1973 legislature with an appropriation to the 
University of Minnesota - Duluth 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: implementation of research, education and public service 
programs related to Lake Superior and its basin 
Administration 
Budget: for fiscal year 1974, approximately $275,000 
Budget Source: $100,000 legislative appropriation to the University of 
Minnesota/Duluth, the remainder from research projects funded by other agencies 
LSCen-1 
LSCen-2 
LSCen-3 
LSCen-4 
LSCen-5 
Activities 
Policy 
Priorities for LSCen research were established during conference and 
workshop on December 14, 1973. 
Administration 
LSCen provided technical assistance to COE in its dredge disposal, 
shipping and urban studies programs. 
Research, Information 
LSCen is, as of February, 1974, conducting the following research: 
1. water transport study on Western Lake Superior using ERTS 
satellite information; $21,812 COE contract 
2. program related to potential solutions to asbestos-like 
particles in regional water supplies; $100,000 EPA grant and 
matching sum donated by local EPA field office 
3. economic impact of alternative operation of Reserve Mining 
Company; $25,000 U. S. Economic Development Administration, 
$8,000 - ARDC, LSCen matching funds $4,914 
4. navigation and shipping study $23,000 COE grant 
5. development of bibliographic index system for materials 
relating to Western Lake Superior and its basin $2,500 
LSCen is developing a bibliographic index system for Lake Superior-
related materials and a library of Lake Superior basin maps. 
Co-ordination 
LSCen has established co-operative agreements with MRC, EPA's National 
Water Quality Laboratory (information exchange seminars), various 
colleges and universities also studying Lake Superior to co-ordinate 
current and future programs, and other research institutions studying 
Lake Superior. 
LSCen maintains informal relationships with other agencies, including 
those for whom it is conducting research. 
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MESA 
NAME: Mining Enforcement and Safety Administration (MESA) 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
TYPE: federal; executive department division 
ORIGIN: removed from the Bureau of Mines on May 1, 1973, to become separate 
division 
AUTHORITY: federal laws 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: enforcement of safety standards in all mining and 
milling operations 
Administration (Duluth Subdistrict: Minnesota, 
Wisconsin and Michigan) 
Staff: Duluth: 11 inspectors, 7 other; 11 in three field offices 
Budget: approximately $800,000 for fiscal year 1974 
Budget Source: federal allocations 
Field Offices: Mankato (Mn), Madison (Wis), Lansing (Mich) 
MESA-1 
MESA-2 
Activities 
Policy 
The Interior Department has promulgated mining safety rules and 
regulations. 
Regulation 
MESA enforces safety standards for mining (above ground mining, yearly 
inspections; underground mining, quarterly inspections) and milling 
operations. 
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NAME: Minnesota Geological Survey (MGS) 
TYPE: state; semi-independent agency 
MGS 
ORIGIN: created in 1911 and placed under the administrative control of the 
board of regents of the University of Minnesota 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: collection of information on geologic features of the 
state, including mineral potential in the Arrowhead Development Region 
Administration 
Staff: 10 1/2: 1 director, 6 1/2 professional geologists, 1 draftsman, 
2 secretaries 
Budget: fiscal year 1974, approximately $250,000 
Budget Source: special appropriation from state general revenue ($120,000), 
contracts from other agencies (BOM, IRRR, SPA, Rochester-Olmstead Council of 
Governments - $98,000), supplemental funds from the University of Minnesota 
($26,000) 
Field Office: University of Minnesota at Duluth 
MGS-1 
MGS-2 
Activities 
Policy 
MGS has set long-range priorities for its activities. 
Research, Information 
MGS will be mapping copper-nickel resources on tax-forfeit lands in 
Northeast Minnesota for DNR; this study is now being defined. It is 
currently analyzing core samples from northern Minnesota for BOM. 
MGS has, in the past, done major research and mapping on the minerals 
and bedrock in the Arrowhead Development Region. 
Co-ordination 
MGS maintains informal relations with DNR-WSM, SPA, USGS, PCA and 
DOHealth, particularly for information exchange. 
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MLMIS 
NAME: Minnesota Land Management Information System Study (MLMIS) 
Center for Urban and Regional Affairs (CURA) 
University of Minnesota 
TYPE: state; educational facility division 
ORIGIN: created in 1971 by CURA, replacing the Lakeshore Development Study 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: acquisition and interpretation of land suitability 
data for the State Planning Agency's land use planning effort 
Administration 
Staff: five full-time, 20 part-time 
Budget: for fiscal year 1974, over $100,000 
Budget Source: contracts (State Planning Agency, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 
and Department of Administration Information Resources Development fund) 
MLMIS-1 
MLMIS-2 
MLMIS-3 
MLMIS-4 
MLMIS-5 
Activities 
Administration 
CURA assisted, technically and financially, in setting up ARDC's 
information system; it also partially funded the ARDC update of the 
1970 lakeshore development study. 
MLMIS gives a great deal of technical assistance to other agencies 
in the use of its research methods and data, including DNR-bpl, 
DNR-smu, SPA, EQC, Comm, etc. 
Research, Information 
MLMIS is conducting the research and information acquisition and 
analysis for SPA-epl's land-use planning effort; it will determine 
land use suitability (for recreation, preservation, subdivisions, 
commercial forestry, etc.) by 40-acre parcel. Data elements include 
environmental, cultural and accessibility factors. Land use and 
land cover classifications will also be produced. 
Other MLMIS research includes an institutional analysis of the 
Arrowhead Region, legal controls studies, and natural watershed 
delineation; it is merging the 1970 Lakeshore Development Study 
with the MLMIS system. It will assist with the SPA-d copper-
nickel study in the near future. 
Co-ordination 
MLMIS works with other agencies that are sources and/or users of its 
data. 
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MRC 
NAME: Minnesota Resources Commission (MRC) 
TYPE: state; joint legislative committee 
ORIGIN: established in 1963, given new powers in 1967 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: recommend allocation of Natural Resources Fund moneys 
for natural resource programs 
Administration 
Membership of Commission: seven members are state senators appointed by the 
Senate Committee on Connnittees and seven are State Representatives appointed 
by the Speaker of the House. They receive expenses. 
Staff: one secretary and one consultant; a full-time director was recently 
hired. MRC hires additional staff and consultants as needed. 
Budget: for fiscal year 1974, approximately $85,000 
Budget Source: legislative appropriations ($150,000), U.S. Bureau of Outdoor 
Recreation receipts ($10,000), unspent balance of last biennium. 
MRC-1 
MRC-2 
MRC-3 
MRC-4 
MRC-5 
Activities 
Policy 
MRC will be setting new long-range priorities when its current 
priorities are achieved this summer. 
Administration 
MRC recommends the allocation of the Natural Resources Fund moneys for 
programs not previously or adequately financed by other sources. The 
Natural Resources Fund comes from a tax on cigarettes and from it 
nearly $20 million was appropriated for the current biennium. It has 
been used for all aspects of natural resources programs, including 
topographic mapping, recreational grants-in-aid to local communities, 
state land acquisition (forests, parks, spawning grounds, wildlife 
refuges, etc.), limnological research, building planning expertise in 
various state agencies, hydrographic studies, the Lakeshore Development 
Study, tree planting, the Iron Range Interpretive Program, water 
resources planning, etc. It derives its recommendations from legis-
lative directives, agency proposals and commission study. 
Research, Information 
MRC does research as directed by the Legislature, in 1973 to study 
payment in lieu of taxes and simplification of statutes. It also 
reviews and studies problems in the natural resources; it has identified 
the lack of co-ordination and planning and worked to c_orrect these 
deficiencies. 
Co-ordination 
MRC works with natural resource agencies in its funding capacity. 
Review 
MRC reviews the projects funded, agency programs and plans as it 
determines funding levels, etc. 
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munic 
NAME: municipalities (munic) 
TYPE: local; subdivision of the state 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes, Chapters 410-472; 475-477A; etc. 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: provision of public services to residents (fire, water, 
police, waste treatment, roads, etc.), administration of land use controls 
Administration 
Membership of Board: Municipalities may use several forms of government. 
Budget Source: tax levy on municipal property, fees, special assessments against 
benefitted property, state and federal payments, etc. 
munic-1 
munic-2 
munic-3 
munic-4 
munic-5 
Activities 
Policy 
Municipalities may adopt zoning ordinances; sanitary, building and 
subdivision regulations; and other public controls for the purposes 
of flood control, shoreland management, recreation, forestry, water 
surface use, conservation, etc. Municipalities must zone for 
shoreland management by July 1, 1975, or shortly thereafter, and 
for flood plain management when notified by DNR-fp that sufficient 
information exists; these ordinances must contain state-wide 
standards set by DNR-fp and DNR-sm. It is not known how many 
municipalities have passed zoning ordinances. The City of Cook has the 
only flood plain ordinance listed in DNR-fp files. 
Administration 
The municipality administers any zoning ordinances and other land 
use controls. 
Municipalities can undertake flood control projects and improvements; 
the City of Aitkin has had one such project done by COE.Municipalities 
identified by DNR-fp as being prone to flood hazards must apply for 
the HUD national flood insurance program within a certain time; the 
City of Cook is currently enrolled. 
Municipalities have broad powers to provide public services to 
residents, enabling them to construct and maintain water works, sewers, 
sewage treatment plants, etc. They also plan and construct roads 
using federal and state highway funds, fire and police protection, 
etc. They can acquire land for recreation purposes and conduct 
recreation programs. 
Municipalities can accept donations of land to be managed on forestry 
principles. They may also buy such land or obtain it by condemnation, 
but DNR-f must approve the land selection and management plans. These 
municipalities have such forests: Little Fork and Big Falls (Koochi-
ching County), Moose Lake (Carlton County), Deer River and Nashwauk 
(Itasca County), and Tower and Aurora (St. Louis County); as of 1969, 
they contain just over 8,000 acres (DNR-f files). 
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munic-2 
Research, Information 
Municipalities can condµct research as needed, including contracting 
for studies. Floodplain delineation studies, soil surveys, hydro-
logic surveys, etc. are typically contracted out. 
Municipal records contain information on land use, ownership and 
value, the shoreland and floodplain management programs, land use 
control programs, etc. 
Regulation 
Municipalities give permits required by their land use control 
programs, typically including land use variances and conditional 
uses, construction, individual sanitary systems, wells and zoning 
change permits. 
Municipalities have enforcement powers for their land use controls 
programs, even those zoning ordinances enacted by DNR-fp and DNR-sm, 
for use of municipal lands, etc. 
Municipalities undertake special investigations to detect violations. 
Planning 
A long-range comprehensive plan must be the basis for any zoning 
ordinance. In addition, emergency flood control structures must 
be included in a long-range plan. ARDC has completed a 20-year 
Water and Sewer plan for municipalities under 5000 for FHA grant 
requirements. Municipalities must do management plans for areas 
designated as Critical Areas or ask for ARDC of EQC help; a 
compliance schedule was set.in the law. 
Co-ordination 
Municipalities can zone two miles outside their boundaries if that 
area is not already zoned. 
Municipalities can contract with their counties to provide municipal 
services for them. 
Municipalities get technical assistance from a wide variety of agencies, 
including PCA, DOH, DNR-sm, DNR-fp, DNR-f, DOHi, ARDC, etc. 
Review 
Numerous municipal programs are reviewed by other agencies: flood 
plain and shoreland ordinances and other information by DNR-fp and 
DNR-sm, federal and state-aid roads by DOHi, water works by DOH, 
sewage plants by PCA/EPA, forests by DNR-f, etc. 
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Nat'l PS 
NAME: National Park Service (Nat'l PS) 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
TYPE: federal; executive department division 
ORIGIN: established by an Act of Congress in August 25, 1916 
AUTHORITY: federal laws 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: policy, planning, management and enforcement responsi-
bilities in the national parks and monuments (Voyageurs National Park and the 
Grand Portage National Monument in the Arrowhead Region) 
Administration 
Staff: Land Acquisition Office (Duluth) - 12 
Field Offices: International Falls (management of Voyageurs National Park), 
Duluth (land acquisition office) 
Nat'l PS-1 
Nat'l PS-2 
Nat'l PS-3 
Nat'l PS-4 
Nat'l PS-5 
Activities 
Policy 
Nat'l PS is currently setting policy for management of the 
Voyageurs National Park, guided by the statement of the federal 
law authorizing it. 
Administration 
Nat'l PS will manage the Voyageurs National Park, developing the 
area and administering the management plan. Current development 
is at a low level. Nat'l PS is currently preparing an environmental 
impact statement for the park. 
Administration 
Nat'l PS acquires land and maintains records for land acquisition 
in the national parks and monuments. Since Congress has not 
allocated funds for Voyageurs Park development, the Duluth office 
is being closed shortly; active projects will be transferred to 
another office. 
Research, Information 
Nat'l PS contracted with the University to conduct eco-systems 
studies that will form the basis for an environmental impact 
statement for park development; the studies were used to evaluate 
the management plan. 
Regulation 
Nat'l PS will enforce park rules and regulations. 
Planning 
Nat'l PS is now developing a management plan for the Voyageurs 
National Park. The effort is substantially federal, although 
state and local opinions are being solicited. 
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Nat'l PS-2 
Co-ordination 
The Nat'l PS has participated in some aspects of the periphery 
area planning, including the December 1, 1973, conference; the 
Park Management plan was also discussed here. 
Informal relations exist with state and local agencies involved 
in periphery areas, particularly with DAdmin in land acquisition 
and exchange. 
Review 
State agencies will review, for comment only, the management 
plans. 
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NOAA 
NAME: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
TYPE: federal; executive department division 
AUTHORITY: federal laws 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: administration of grant program for coastal zone 
management; collection of information on weather, stream flow and fishes; con-
duction of fisheries research 
Administration 
Field Offices: The National Weather Service has on office in Minneapolis. The 
Office of Coastal Zone Management is located in Rockville, Maryland. 
NOAA-1 
NOAA-2 
NOAA-3 
NOAA-4 
NOAA-5 
Activities 
Policy 
NOAA has guidelines for the coastal zone management grants. 
Administration 
NOAA administers a grant program for coastal zone management planning 
(three-year grants) and the subsequent implementation. SPA has applied 
for planning funds for the Northshore of Lake Superior. ARDC is to 
be subcontracted; DOH, DOHi, DNR, WRC, EQC, PCA and the Department of 
Economic Development will be consulted. 
Research, Information . 
NOAA conducts broad-based fish and ecological research. 
NOAA collects data on weather and stream flow, commercial fishing, etc. 
Review 
NOAA reviews coastal-zone management grant applications and will 
review state performance. 
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ORCD 
NAME: Onanegozie Resource Conservation and Development Project (ORCD) 
TYPE: regional; multi-county project 
ORIGIN: established in 1967 following approval by the governor and the U.S. 
Secretary of Agriculture. Aitkin County now is a member and the remaining six 
counties in the Arrowhead Region have applied for admission. 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: co-ordination of state and federal agencies to ensure 
that desired activities are accomplished; these include conservation, wildlife 
management, recreation and forestry activities. 
Administration 
Membership of Board: multi-county steering committee 
Sponsors: the county boards and the soil and water conservation district 
supervisors of each county 
Budget Source: federal, state and local funds for resource conservation and 
development project activities 
ORCD-1 
ORCD-2 
ORCD-3 
ORCD-4 
ORCD-5 
Activities 
Administration 
ORCD gives technical assistance to local groups desiring project measures 
to fulfill the plan objectives (improvement of land use, forestry use, 
tourist and recreation facilities, etc.). Major projects have included 
soil erosion control and the encouragement of woodland and recreation 
projects; the Nemadji River project, to prevent siltation of the 
Duluth harbor, has been submitted for EPA funding. It sponsors the projects. 
Planning 
RC&D's must prepare a long-range plan. Onanegozie's was completed in 
May, 1968; it contains long-range objectives and criteria for projects 
as will as important information on the area. 
RC&D projects use short-range plans. 
Co-ordination 
ORCD works with state and federal agencies to see that local projects 
are accomplished. Assistance has come from SCS, FS, FHA, ASCS, HUD, 
DNR, SPA, PCA, U.S. Interior Department, etc. 
SWC districts and county ~oards, as RC&D project sponsors, are closely 
involved. 
SCS provides one project co-ordinator for each project. 
Review 
RC&D sponsors and the steering committee must approve project applications. 
SPA reviews RC&D project applications each year; its disapproval can 
result in changes in the project, particularly flood control projects. 
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PCA-aq 
NAME: Air Quality Division (PCA-aq) 
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 
TYPE: state; independent agency division 
ORIGIN: established in January, 1969 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 116 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: regulate air quality and air emissions by setting 
standards, giving permits, enforcing standards and permit conditions and 
collecting information 
Administration 
Membership of Pollution Control Agency: see PCA-wq 
Staff: 32 authorized state positions+ five federal assignees (state-paid), 
about five part-time positions 
Budget: for fiscal year 1974, $700,000 
Budget Source: federal (EPA) funds: $425,000; remainder from state general 
revenues 
Field Offices: PCA has a regional office in Duluth 
PCA-aq-1 
PCA-aq-2 
PCA-aq-3 
PCA-aq-4 
PCA-aq-5 
PCA-aq-6 
Activities 
Policy 
PCA-aq has recently revised and added to its rules and regulations 
containing air quality and emission standards; it must meet EPA-aq 
set standards. It also has criteria for granting of permits. 
Administration 
PCA-aq gives technical assistance to local governments with air 
quality programs, including St. Louis County, and potential permit-
holders. 
Research, Information 
PCA-aq collects information on emissions through surveys of permit-
holders and ambient air quality through the monitoring stations of 
the Ambient Air Monitoring System; the data is also given to EPA-aq. 
Regulation 
PCA-aq gives installation permits (new sources) and operating 
permits (continuing sources); permits must be renewed every five years. 
PCA-aq has enforcement powers for permit and standard violations; 
penalties were raised in the 1973 legislative session. 
PCA-aq conducts special investigations for potential standard and 
permit violations; it can require self-monitoring. 
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PCA-aq-2 
Planning 
PCA-aq has an Implementation Plan to show how it will meet the 
requirements of the 1972 Clean Air Act; this was required by EPA. 
The St. Louis County program was included in this plan. 
Co-ordination 
PCA-aq receives recommendations from SPA and regional development 
commissions, including ARDC, on installation permits for major 
emission sources. 
DOH does the laboratory work for PCA-aq. 
PCA-aq is the liason between EPA-aq and the local governmental 
units with air quality programs. 
Review 
PCA-aq reviews plans for emission sources requiring installation 
permits; it can require plan alteration to avoid air quality 
problems. 
PCA-aq reviews the air quality programs of local governmental units, 
including St. Louis County. It can reverse the local unit's 
decisions. 
EPA-aq reviews PCA-aq's program. 
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NAME: Division of Water Quality (PCA-wq) 
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 
TYPE: state; independent agency division 
ORIGIN: established in July, 1967 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes, Chapters 115 and 116 
PCA-wq 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: regulation of state water quality through standard-
settin& permit, and enforcement activities; administration of federal and state 
grant programs for waste water treatment facilities 
Administration 
Membership of Pollution Control Agency: The nine board members are appointed 
by the governor, with the advice and consent of the Senate, for staggered four-
year terms. One member must represent agricultural interests. 
Staff: 72 state-authorized plus 36 funded by the Environmental Protection 
Agency to implement the National Water Quality Act of 1972; PCA-wq also has 
several part-time trainees and shares 31 Duluth office employees with other 
divisions. 
Budget: for fiscal year 1974, approximately $2 million 
Budget Source: state general revenues; Environmental Protection Agency ($750,000 
+ contract for studies on the Northshore) 
Field Offices: PCA maintains a regional office in Duluth 
Activities 
Policy 
PCA-wq-1 PCA-wq sets standards for water quality and discharges; it has 
recently redone the quality classifications for rivers and included 
the National Discharge Elimination System in the rules and regulations. 
It is working on septic tank standards. It also has wastewater 
facilities operator certification regulations. 
PCWA-wq-2 PCA-wq has set priorities for the federal and state construction 
grant programs for wastewater treatment facilities (WPC 34). 
Administration 
PCA-wq-3 PCA-wq conducts a wastewater facilities operators training and 
certification program. 
PCA-wq-4 PCA-wq administers both the federal (EPA) and the state construction 
grant programs. The federal program permits 75% federal funding for 
municipal or other publically owned wastewater treatment facilities. 
The state program will permit 15% funding of these projects, making 
the total grant 90%. The federal program funds this year are $64 
million. PCA-wq reviews plans and inspects construction of grant-
funded facilities. 
PCA-wq-5 PCA-wq gives technical assistance to municipalities and industries 
for treatment plant design, and to FHA and HUD on their public 
facilities grants. 
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PCA-wq-2 
Research, Information -
PCA-wq-6 PCA-wq monitors water quality at certain areas, which change as 
effluent conditions change. One site is the copper-nickel 
exploratory prospecting area. PCA-wq worked with FS, DNR and SPA 
on this. It is sent effluent information by municipal and industrial 
wastewater plants. It is currently setting up a computerized water 
quality information system. 
Regulation 
PCA-wq-7 PCA-wq gives permits for sewer extensions and for construction and 
operation of disposal systems and liquid storage facilities. It 
certifies wastewater treatment facility operators, dredging projects 
and disposal, and compliance with PCA regulations for federal permits. 
It is now conducting the National Pollution Discharge Elimination 
System permit program for all discharges for EPA. 
PCA-wq-8 PCA-wq has enforcement powers for permit and standard violations and 
emergency situations. It can order the installation of treatment 
levels or plants, but it has not done so in the Arrowhead Region. 
PCA-wq-9 PCA-wq spot-checks potential problems and inspects the large municipal 
plants yearly. It undertakes special investigations, as needed. The 
NPDS permits require self-monitoring. 
Planning 
PCA-wq-10 PCA-wq is developing water quality management plans for 9 of the 10 
major state river basins; EPA funds these plans, which are tied to 
continuance of federal construction grant money. These plans will 
be based on plans for component river segments (now completed) which 
identify segments with effluent or other water quality problems. 
ARDC is doing the Lake Superior Basin plan. It also submits a long 
range program/plan to EPA. 
Co-ordination 
PCA-wq-11 PCA-wq contracts with DOH for laboratory and analytic services. 
PCA-wq-12 PCA-wq works closely with EPA. It also exchanges permit advice with 
DNR; works with other agencies in matters affecting them (eg. copper-
nickel site monitoring - FS, DNR, SPA; septic tank regulations -
counties, DNR, DOH); and exchanges information with other agencies. 
Review 
PCA-wq-13 PCA-wq approves plans for wastewater disposal facilities and sew~rs; 
sanitary districts are'treated like municipalities. It will review 
ARDC's Lake Superior water quality management plan. 
PCA-wq-14 PCA-wq reviews, for comment, environmental impact statements/assess-
ments, projects affecting water quality, various plans, etc. 
EPA reviews the PCA program. 
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Port 
NAME: Seaway Port Authority of Duluth (Port) 1 
TYPE: local; public corporation 
ORIGIN: organized in 1929 and reorganized in 1955 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes, Sections 458.09-458.19, 458.50-458.60 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: develop and promote waterborne commerce through the 
Port of Duluth 
Administration 
Membership of Board of Commissioners: There are seven commissioners, three 
appointed by Duluth, two by St. Louis County and two by the Governor. They 
serve six year terms without pay. 
Staff: 15 in office; contracting management agency for Clure Marine Facility 
employs over 500 people at times 
Budget: for year ending March 31, 1974, over $1.5 million for operating 
expenses 
Budget Source: marine facility revenue~ $50,000 legislative appropriation for 
promotion activities 
Port-1 
Port-2 
Port-3 
Activities 
Administration 
Port operates the Clure Marine Terminal Facility in the Duluth Harbor 
(by contract to a management agency). 
Port promotes trade through the Port of Duluth. It also has 
industrial development activities: it has an industrial park (now 
leasing) and people to promote industrial settlement in Duluth; it 
also can float loans for enlargement/renovation of Duluth industries. 
Research, Information 
GULRC has funded a bilge disposal study for Port to be done by a 
private contractor. 
Regulation 
Port sets charges and conducts rules for Clure Terminal and private 
terminals; it has not checked on private activities, yet. 
Planning 
UGLRC funded a long range harbor study/plan by a private contractor. 
Port might adopt portions of the plan. 
1 The Port District comprises the territory inside the city limits of Duluth. 
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NAME: Red Lake Watershed District (RLWD) 
TYPE: local; subdivision of the State; special purpose district 
ORIGIN: established as the Red Lake Drainage and Conservancy District on 
February 13, 1920; authorized to function as a watershed district by an Order 
of the Ninth Judicial District Court dated January 25, 1969 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 112 (The Watershed Act) 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: construction of bridge and road projects, wild rice 
management, etc. 
Administration 
Membership of Board: The board of managers has seven members, each appointed 
by the boards of the member counties for a term of three years. The managers 
receive~ diem salaries and expenses. 
Budget: for fiscal year 1973, approximately $15,000 
Budget Source: The watershed district levies taxes on the assessed valuation 
of the member counties. Project costs are assessed against benefitted projects; 
federal funds may be used in the projects. 
RLWD-1 
RLWD-2 
RLWD-3 
RLWD-4 
Activities 
Policy 
The district may write rules and regulations for its activities, this 
includes limited authority to regulate use and development of flood-
plain and open space areas. 
Administration 
RLWD does projects - construction, maintenance, etc. - to accomplish 
the purposes of the district. Projects are initiated by petition or, 
in certain cases, by resolution of the board. RLWD projects have 
included maintenance of dredged areas and maintenance of three COE 
projects. RLWD has powers of eminent domain and taxation. 
Planning 
RLWD adopted its last overall plan in October, 1971. It contains 
general information, district objectives and proposed activities. 
Co-ordination 
RLWD maintains informal relations with COE, SCS, DNR, PCA, DOHi, and 
the ten counties that comprise it. 
Review 
RLWD routinely reviews applications for certain DNR permits and road 
plans for its member counties and DOHi. 
RLWD submits, for review and connnent, engineering reports for proposed 
projects and preliminary plans for federally - and state-funded 
projects to DNR and WRB; DNR reviews its overall plan. WRB, DNR, PCA, 
and DOH are sent copies of orders authorizing projects. 
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scs 
NAME: Soil Conservation Service (SCS) 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
TYPE: federal; executive department division 
ORIGIN: created by the federal Soil Conservation Act of 1935 
AUTHORITY: federal laws 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: provision of technical assistance for soil-related 
activities; conduction of soil surveys and portions of the river basin studies 
Administration 
Staff: 48 in the St. Paul state office; 13 in the Duluth area office and field 
offices. 
Budget: for fiscal year 1973 operations in Minnesota: $5,551,428, including 
$3,507,862 for conservation operations; $482,133 for resource conservation and 
development projects; and $191,087 for river basin studies 
Budget Source: state and local funds (in fiscal year 1973, $432,304 and $971,858 
respectively), federal allocations 
Field Offices: The state office is in St. Paul, the area office is in Duluth. 
SCS-1 
SCS-2 
Activities 
Policy 
SCS' Soil and Water Conservation Needs Inventory identifies general 
priorities for SCS efforts. 
Administration 
SCS provides technical assistance to: 
a. SWC districts. SWCd co-operators receive assistance in 
accord with SWCd plans for soil and water conservation, 
wildlife management, forestry, recreation, wild rice 
development, etc. In the Arrowhead, only minor amounts 
are spent in Cook and Lake counties. Detailed soil surveys 
account for much of the high amounts spent in St. Louis, 
Koochiching, Itasca and Carlton counties, although Carlton 
also has recreation assistance activity and Koochiching 
also has some drainage and wildlife management assistance. 
b. RCD projects (see ORDC). SCS provides administrative lead-
ership for RCD projects, assigning one full-time project 
co-ordinator to each and giving other technical assistance. 
Aitkin County belongs to the Onanegozie Project, and the 
other six Arrowhead counties have petitioned to join it •. 
c. FHA. SCS collects information to help FHA evaluate loan 
applications and then helps the loan recipient in their 
projects. 
d. ASCS' Rural Environmental Conservation Program participants. 
e. P. L. 566 Watershed projects (none in Arrowhead Region). 
f. others, as requested, including mining companies on revege-
tating taconite mine and refuse areas. 
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SCS-2 
Research, Information 
SCS offices in other states conduct conservation-related research. 
Its area offices conduct detailed comprehensive soil surveys of the 
state on a county basis for specific areas under contract (SPA for 
Voyageur's National Park periphery, Duluth, ARDC for special region 
map), and for individual farms as part of SCS' technical assistance 
program. SCS delineates floodplain areas for most of HUD's flood-
plain insurance studies an4as possible, for other municipalities, 
etc (none in Arrowhead, yet), 
SCS inventories land use and conservation problems in its Conservation 
Needs Inventory, conducted about every five years. It recently 
inventoried the erosion level of all Minnesota roads except those in 
municipalities. 
Planning 
SCS has departmental leadership for participating in the Level A 
(framework studies - complete for state), Level B (more specific 
studies) and Level C (implementation) river basin studies. 
SCS helps develop plans for small areas, as for SWCd co-operators, as 
part of its technical assistance program. 
Co-ordination 
SCS helps co-ordinate RCD project activities and dealings with other 
agencies. It maintains memorandums of understanding with RCD projects 
.and SWC districts, to which it provides extensive technical assistance. 
SCS works closely with SWCC, DNR and PCA and occasionally with other 
agencies on an informal basis, primarily for information exchange. 
SPA reviews projects falling under A-95 procedures yearly. 
Review 
SCS district conservationists approve all practices for ASCS' RECP 
program, except for the Forest Incentive Program and the pollution 
control measures. 
SCS reviews, for comment, various plans, environmental impact state-
ments, etc. - nearly 700 in 1973. 
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SPA 
NAME: (Minnesota) State Planning Agency (SPA) 
TYPE: state; independent agency 
ORIGIN: created by the 1965 Legislature 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes, Sections 4.10-4.25 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: review, co-ordinate and harmonize planning being done 
by state agencies; administer Bureau of Outdoor Recreation and state recreation 
grants; review federal funding requests through A-95 procedures 
SPA-1 
SPA-2 
SPA-3 
SPA-4 
SPA-5 
SPA-6 
SPA-7 
SPA-8 
Administration 
Activities (other than listed for SPA-epl 
and SPA-dpl) 
SPA administers BOR Land and Water Conservation (LAWCON) grants to 
local governmental units for acquisition and development of outdoor 
recreation facilities, as delegated by DNR-bpl. It sets criteria, 
reviews preliminary proposals and writes the federal application 
form. Nearly $8.7 million in LAWCON funds have been spent since 1965. 
It also administers the state grant program for these facilities, as 
delegated by DAdmin; these can fund up to 25% of the LAWCON-funded 
projects or may be used separately. 
SPA - Office of Local and Urban Affairs and other divisions give 
technical assistance to the SPA's development regions and advise the 
governor on various matters; they also assist local governmental 
units in locating federal grant programs. 
Research, Information 
SPA - Office of Local and Urban Affairs is directed to collect 
information on federal grant-in-aid programs and rural and urban data 
and data needs, and give such information to the local governmental 
units, the governor and the Legislature. 
Planning 
SPA is given general long range planning authority; this has been used 
rarely. 
Co-ordination 
SPA is given general co-ordination powers for planning done by state 
agencies. 
SPA has housed the Interdepartmental Task Force of Transportation; the 
governor appoints the representatives. The Task Force was to study 
transportation needs, devise transportation plans for the future for 
all modes of transportation, co-ordinate transportation, etc. 
Review 
SPA acts as the state clearinghouse for the applications for certain 
federal aid programs under federal Budget Circular A-95 procedures. 
SPA reviews, for comment if is desires, these applications. ARDC and 
HOTL-COG act as regional clearinghouses. 
SPA has general review powers for comment on long range planning and 
programs conducted by other state agencies. 
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NAME: Division of Development Planning (SPA-dpl) 
(Minnesota) State Planning Agency 
TYPE: state; independent agency division 
ORIGIN: established in July, 1973 
SPA-dpl 
AUTHORITY: 1973 Laws of Minnesota, Chapter 741 (Commission on Minnesota's 
Future) and other responsibilities delegated to it by the State Planning Agency 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: provide staff assistance to the Commission on 
Minnesota's Future; direct study on copper-nickel mining questions; and other 
responsibilities 
Administration 
Staff: copper-nickel study: one fulltime, two part-time; Commission assistance: 
four at least part-time 
Budget: copper-nickel study ($100,000 total); it receives no funds for staff 
assistance to the Commission 
Budget Source: State Natural Resources Fund (copper-nickel study); state 
general revenues 
Activities 
Research, Information 
SPA-dpl-1 SPA-dpl is directi~g the study examining aspects of the copper-
nickel mining question. Involved are DNR-m (mine site study on 
environmental needs / effects of mine site), SPA-d (socio-economic 
impact of copper-nickel mining in northern Minnesota), MLMIS 
(geologic potential, etc.), University of Minnesota professors 
(vegetation, smelter technology/impact), and a private consultant 
(monitoring system). It will make a final report for the infor-
mation of the Legislature in its 1975 session. 
Co-ordination 
SPA-dpl-2 SPA-dpl is co-ordinating the copper-nickel study contractors and 
working with others with interests in the copper-nickel mining 
question (DOHi, PCA, etc.). 
SPA-dpl-3 SPA-d provides staff assistance for CMnF. 
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SPA-epl 
NAME: Division of Environmental Planning (SPA-epl) 
(Minnesota) State Planning Agency 
TYPE: state; independent agency division 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes, Sections 4.10-4.25, as delegated 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: direct land use planning and Voyageurs National Park 
Periphery management efforts; co-ordinate with environmental planning and 
management efforts of other agencies 
Administration 
Staff: 27 authorized positions 
Budget: for fiscal year 1974, $976,000 
Budget Source: Environmental Quality Council funds for staff support, state 
general revenues for power plant siting activities (to be reimbursed by the 
utility companies) and other duties, state Natural Resources Fund ($190,000 -
land use planning, $75,000 total - Voyageurs National Park Periphery Plan) 
SPA-epl-1 
SPA-epl-2 
SPA-epl-3 
Activities 
Policy 
SPA-epl sets priorities for the topographic mapping of the state by 
USGS with DAd funds. 
Administration 
SPA-epl administers the funds for the Voyageurs National Park 
periphery activities: $40,000 area soil survey contract with SCS, 
and $60,000 assistance to help Koochiching and St. Louis counties 
devise and implement suitable land use controls in the area; it 
also administers the $1.1 million matching funds given to DAd for 
USGS topographic mapping, the $50,000 for soils work by the University 
of Minnesota (to which it added $55,000 of the land use planning money), 
and the $50,000 for mapping by MGS (to which it added $16,000 of the 
land use planning money). SPA-epl oversees the ARDC contract to do 
the Voyageurs National Park Periphery plan; the funds came from its 
$75,000 allocation for the plan. 
Research, Information 
SPA-epl directs the research for the land use planning effort. This 
includes the data acquisition and interpretation being done by MLMIS 
(the Arrowhead Region is the first priority - data entry is complete, 
analysis underway) and the development of a system for measuring 
land use priorities (with MLMIS and the regional development commis-
sions). Essentially a five-year process, the land use effort 
stresses standardization of data; it will also test this method of 
data acquisition and analysis. 
Planning 
SPA-epl's land use planning efforts will be useable for land use 
planning by agencies with decision powers. 
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SPA-epl-2 
SPA-epl has applied for a NOAA grant to develop a Coastal Zone 
Management plan for the north shore of Lake Superior; it would 
supply one-third of the total funds. SPA-epl would develop the 
plan with ARDC assistance (by contract for about 40% of the total 
funds). The plan would take three years, after which it is anti-
cipated that NOAA implementation funds would be available. 
Co-ordination 
SPA-epl co-ordinates the land use planning efforts and the Voyageur's 
National Park Periphery Planning activities (see GovVNP Connn). 
SPA-epl furnishes staff support for EQC. 
SPA-epl maintains co-ordination and input with other environmental 
programs, including the long-range water resources planning of DNR-
bpl, DNR-smu, SNR-fpu and EQC programs, SPA-dpl's copper-nickel 
studies, CmMnF activities, DNR-others' Wild and Scenic Rivers 
program, and PCA's solid waste program. 
Review 
SPA-epl reviews the progress of the contracts it has with other 
agencies. 
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swcc 
NAME: State Soil and Water Conservation Commission (SWCC) 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
TYPE: state; executive department division 
ORIGIN: established as an independent commission in 1937 by the Soil Conser-
vation Districts Law; included as part of DNR by the 1971 Legislature. 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 40 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: establishment and co-ordination of soil and water 
conservation districts 
Administration 
Membership of Commission: The commission has four ex-officio members: the 
director of the Agricultural Extension Service and the dean of the Institute of 
Agriculture, both from the University of Minnesota, the director of the Pollution 
Control Agency, and the Commissioner of Agriculture. The other five members 
are appointed by the Governor from a list of elected representatives of the 
S&WC districts recommended by the State Association of Soil and Water Conservation 
District Superviso~s. They serve five year terms and receive per diem salaries 
and expenses. 
Staff: five: executive secretary, SCS representative (liason with districts), 
three secretaries, field man (Emergency Employment Act funds - temporary) 
Budget: $265,000 in fiscal year 1973 
Budget Source: state general revenue 
SWCC-1 
SWCC-2 
SWCC-3 
SWCC-4 
SWCC-5 
Activities 
Policy 
SWCC establishes priorities for distribution of funds to SWCC districts; 
these include workload programs and size of district. 
Administration 
S&WCC establishes, terminates and hears annexation proposals for SWC 
districts, if petitioned by local landowners. It approves changes of 
office location, district supervisor apportionment, district name and 
pay for district supervisors. Nominations for SWC district super-
visors must be filed with S&WCC. 92 SWC districts cover the state; 
St. Louis, Winona and Ottertail Counties each have two districts. 
S&WCC allocated funds to the SWC districts. Funding varied from 
$1000-$3000 in fiscal year 1973. 
S&WCC assists the SWC districts in carrying out their programs, as 
requested. 
Co-ordination 
S&WCC is directed to co-ordinate SWC district activities and facilitate 
information exchange among them. It does so primarily through main-
taining close, informal relations with the SWC districts - many 
meetings, etc. (The districts themselves have a newsletter.) 
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swcc-2 
S&WCC is directed to se~ure the assistance and co-operation of federal 
and state agencies for work in the districts. S&WCC does this through 
regular contacts with SCS and information exchange with SPA, PCA, FHA 
and EPA. (The districts set their own priorities in work with SCS.) 
It "works with" rc&d projects, primarily through SWC district 
activities. 
Review 
S&WCC may request rules, regulations, orders, and other information 
from the S&WC districts; it does request a yearly summary of activities 
(no established form) and minutes of district meetings. It has no real 
power over the districts. 
DNR can review and determine S&WCC activities; it has not done so, for 
the merger is too new for real co-ordination of S&WCC and DNR activities. 
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SWCd 
NAME: Soil and Water Conservation Districts (SWCd) 
TYPE: local; subdivision of the state; special purpose districts 
ORIGIN: established by State Soil and Water Conservation Commission: Aitkin 
County (1937), Carlton County (1961), Cook County (1969), Itasca County (1964), 
Koochiching County (1953), Lake County (1965), North St. Louis County (1950), 
South St. Louis County (1963). 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 40 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: promote and assist projects for prevention of soil 
erosion and water pollution (mostly), land resource planning, flood prevention 
and control, recreation, forest improvement, wildlife habitat, etc. 
Administration 
Membership of District Board of Supervisors: The board of supervisors has five 
members, each nominated by petition of local voters and elected in the general 
election. They serve six-year terms and receive compensation determined by the 
State Soil and Water Conservation Commission and expenses. 
Budget Source: allocations from the State Soil and Water Conservation Commission 
and the county board; the latter levies taxes to provide the district funds and 
also to assess properties benefitted by any district projects. 
SWCd-1 
SWCd-2 
SWCd-3 
Activities 
Policy 
SWC districts determine priorities for technical assistance from 
SCS and other agencies; they do so by approving project requests 
and then negotiating with SCS or another agency. 
Administration 
SWC districts approve project requests for conservation assistance. 
These include projects for flood control; prevention of soil erosion 
and water pollution; preservation of wildlife; forestland and 
recreation development, etc. The projects are initiated by the 
owner-occupier of the land, who pays most of the costs. SCS personnel 
provide the technical assistance for most of thes individual projects, 
although ASCS cost-sharing programs are also available. The SWC 
districts also order and distribute trees from DNR for district co-
operators. 
SWC districts give minor technical assistance to local groups and 
citizens. 
Research 
SWC districts may undertake surveys and research, the latter only 
in co-operation with a federal or state agency. 
SWC districts assist in SCS' Conservation Needs Inventory; the inven-
tory pinpoints problems, based on soil survey data, that need correcting. 
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SWCd-2 
Planning 
Each SWC district has a five-year comprehensive plan that sets 
objectives for its activities. 
Site plans are done for most district projects. 
Co-ordination 
The SWC districts co-ordinate federal help with local needs by 
"assigning" help to approved projects. Its plan sets general 
guidelines for such help. 
The county attorney serves as counsel to the SWC district, which is 
also dependent upon the county board for any enforcement, eminent 
domain powers and taxation/allocation of funding. 
Each SWC district maintains memorandums of understanding with federal 
and state agencies for provision of technical assistance. SCS 
assigns district conservationists and others to work in each district. 
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twn 
NAME: townships (twn) 
TYPE OF AGENCY: local; governmental subdivision 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 365-368 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: maintenance of township roads; certain townships have 
powers to zone and provide fire and police protection and water and sewage 
disposal systems. 
Administration 
Membership of Board of Supervisors: Three supervisors are chosen in the general 
election to serve three year terms; they receive per diem expenses and may be 
salaried. Other elected township officers are the town clerk, town treasurer, 
justices of the peace and constables. 
Budget Source: tax levy on township property, fees, assessments on property 
benefitted by township works of improvement, etc. (The county does the actual 
collection of taxes and assessments.) 
Activities 
Policy 
twn-1 Certain townships may adopt zoning ordinances and building regulations for 
purposes of recreation, forestry, shoreland conservation, flood control, 
etc. These standards must be as restrictive as the county standards. 1 
Administration 
twn-2 Townships can accept and manage lands for forestry purposes; it can buy 
land for this if DNR approves the selection and management plan. 
twn-3 Certain townships can provide fire, police and water main service, if so 
authorized by the electors. Townships can construct township roads. 
They can purchase land for recreation purposes and spend money for 
recreation purposes. 
twn-4 
twn-5 
Certain 
sewers. 
systems 
townships can erect and operate wastewater and sewage plants and 
The townships of Breitung, Stuntz and Thompson (WLSSD) have sewer 
and waste water treatment plants. 
Regulation 
Townships must provide 
building regulations. 
Planning 
for the enforcement of any zoning ordinances and 
They can issue permits. 
Comprehensive plans must be the basis for zoning ordinances adopted under 
Minnesota Statutes, Section 366.10. 
Co-ordination 
A township can contract with a city in the township for maintenance and 
operation of sewer and wastewater facilities it possesses. 
Review 
DNR must approve forestland acquisition and management. 
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UGLRC 
NAME: Upper Great Lakes Regional Connnission (UGLRC) 
TYPE: federal-state; regional body 
ORIGIN: organized on April 11, 1967 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: provision of grants to foster economic development 
Administration 
Membership of Connnission: the four members are the Governors of Wisconsin, 
Minnesota and Michigan and the federal co-chairman, who is appointed by the 
President. Each governor names an alternate. 
Staff: nine in the three state offices and four in Washington, D. C. 
Budget: for fiscal year 1974, approximately $9 million. 
Budget Source: federal revenues; the $35,500 allocation from each state has not 
been used. 
Field Offices: one office in each state. Minnesota's is in Duluth. 
Activities 
Administration 
UGLRC-1 UGLRC gives grants for public facilities, demonstration projects and 
research; generally, these grants are supplemental. Grants have been 
us~d for transportation studies and facilities, industrial parks 
including water, sewer, road services for them, state parks and local 
recreation areas (state parks include Split Rock, Tower-Soudan, Jay 
Cooke, Gooseberry Falls, etc.), tourism studies, water pollution 
research and demonstration projects, lake-related research, mineral 
and timber research, agriculture demonstration projects, lamprey con-
trol, recreation studies, etc. It also funds the Northern Minnesota 
Small Business Development Center and Northern Minnesota Tourism 
Center, which give extensive technical assistance to small business 
and resorts, respectively. 
Research, Information 
UGLRC funds many research projects of other agencies. 
Planning 
UGLRC-2 UGLRC is following a five year economic development plan/program done 
in 1970; the plan has been amended to reflect lowered funding and new 
conditions. 
Co-ordination 
UGLRC-3 UGLRC works closely with EDA, ARDC, SPA, DNR, and PCA primarily for 
information needed for grant application evaluation. It checks with 
AR.DC and SPA to see that funded projects are consistent with their 
overall plans. 
Review 
GULRC-4 UGLRC reviews use of grants. 
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UMRBC 
NAME: Upper Mississippi River Basin Commission (UMRBC) 
TYPE: federal-state; regional co-ordinating agency 
ORIGIN: established in late 1971 by Executive Order; the Souris-Red-Rainy 
River Basin Commission area was included in July 1, 1973. 
AUTHORITY: federal law 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: co-ordination of water resources planning of member 
agencies in Basin area 
Administration 
Membership of Commission: The Commission is composed of the highest ranking 
regional personnel from the federal Departments of Agriculture; Army; Commerce; 
Health, Education and Welfare; Housing and Urban Development; Interior;and 
Transportation; the Environmental Protection Agency, the Atomic Energy Commission 
and the Federal Power Commission. It also includes state representatives from 
Illinois, Minnesota, Missouri, (Iowa) and Wisconsin. The former Souris-Red-Rainy 
River Basin Commission area has a standing committee of the governors of North 
Dakota and Minnesota. 
Staff: eight. Member agencies also donate staff time for committee work, etc. 
Budget: fiscal year 1974, approximately $300,000 + $48,000 (regional office in 
Fargo, North Dakota). 
Budget Source: funds from member states are matched by federal funds. 
Field Office: The Commission is headquartered in Minneapolis and has a regional 
office in Fargo, North Dakota. 
UMRBC-1 
UMRBC-2 
UMRBC-3 
Activities 
Policy 
UMRBC recommends priorities for further study in the Basin area. 
Research, Information 
UMRBC research is conducted by member agencies; its staff can under-
take research. 
UMRBC will soon begin the National Assessment Program, an identification 
and assessment of the severity and impact of land and water problems in 
its Basin area. The national program is assigned to the federal Water 
Resources Council, which will undertake the initial identification and 
final national evaluation. 
Regulation 
Federal agencies can be required to follow UMRBC decisions/plan recom-
mendations, because UMRBC's executive director is the highest ranking 
federal officer in the Basin area; states need not. 
Planning 
UMRBC is committed to complete a comprehensive, co-ordinated joint 
plan for water and related land resources for the Basin area sometime 
in the future. A Level A framework study of the area, co-ordinated 
by COE, was conducted prior to UMRBC's formation. 
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UMRBC-2 
Co-ordination 
UMRBC co-ordinates water and related land planning among member 
agencies through Commission discussion and through joint consideration 
of co-ordination problems in resource areas; the staff devises strate-
gies to help resolve the difficulties. Transportation was one such 
topic; background information has been collected. 
UMRBC exchanges information with GLBC. 
Review 
UMRBC has reviewed the Upper Mississippi River Comprehensive Basin 
Study co-ordinated by COE (1972) and the Framework Study done by the 
Souris-Red-Rainy River Basin Commission (1973), publicized them and 
considered how to use them. 
UMRBC reviews the plans of member agencies as part of its responsibility 
to co-ordinate planning, as needed. 
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unorg 
NAME: unorganized territory 
TYPE OF AGENCY: local 
AUTHORITY: state law 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: activities in unorganized townships are undertaken 
by the county 
unorg-1 
Activities 
Co-ordination 
County boards may appoint justices of the peace and constables in 
certain unorganized territory within their boundaries. They can 
levy taxes in unorganized territory for road and bridge purposes. 
They can also provide fire and police protection and water main 
construction for the unorganized territory inside its boundaries. 
The county board does not need additional authority from the 
electors in the unorganized territory. 
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USFW 
NAME: Fish and Wildlife Service (USFW) 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
TYPE: federal; executive department division 
ORIGIN: created on June 30, 1940 
AUTHORITY: federal laws 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: provision of financial and technical assistance on 
wildlife and fish matters; management of national wildlife refuges; conduction 
of wildlife and fish research. 
Administration 
Staff: St. Paul six-state regional office - 100+; Minnesota area office and 
field staff - 72. 
Budget: regional operating budget, fiscal year 1974 - $4-5 million 
Budget Source: federal allocations and contracts (Great Lakes Fishery Commission 
--sea lamprey control, Army Corps of Engineers - permit and environmental impact 
statement review and monitoring, Environmental Protection Agency - research on 
effects of pollutants on game and fish, and other federal agencies) 
Field Offices: Minnesota area office (review and monitor federal environmental 
impact statements, plans and permits); Wetlands Acquisitions Office, Fergus Falls; 
fish hatchery, New London; wildlife refuge ofices, including the Rice Lake Wild-
life Refuge in Aitkin County; technical assistance office in Bemidji (gives 
fish and wildlife assistance to other federal agencies); federal game wardens, 
including one in Duluth. 
USFW-1 
USFW-2 
USFW-3 
USFW-4 
Activities 
Policy 
USF&W has regulations for migratory birds (it sets the range from 
which the state select their seasons and bag limits), interstate 
movement of illegally taken fish and wildlife, and importation of 
animals. It will also be setting policy for its endangered species 
program. 
Administration 
USF&W acquires, develops and manages national wildlife refuges, in-
cluding the Rice Lake Wildlife Refuge in Aitkin County; produces and 
stocks fish on Indian reservations and other federal lands; and conducts 
programs for control of the spread of sea lampreys in the Great Lakes 
and wildlife damage. I~ also is defining an endangered species program. 
USF&W administers Pittman-Robertson and Dingell-Johnson Act funds which 
are apportioned to the states (including Minnesota's DNR) for their 
hunting and fishing programs. It also administers an~dromous fishery 
funds to the states; DNR used its for northshore stream improvement, 
the French Lake fish hatchery, etc. 
USF&W gives technical assistance to other federal agencies, particul-
arly the. Indian reservations; it is the biological arm of the federal 
government. 
USFW-5 
USFW-6 
USFW-7 
USFW-8 
USFW-9 
USFW-1O 
USFW-11 
USFW-12 
USFW-13 
USFW-14 
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USFW-2 
Research, Information 
USF&W conducts extensive research on the distribution of habitat 
requirements and effects of pollutants on fish and wildlife. Sea 
lamprey and eastern timber wolf activity and the effect of taconite 
tailings on fish are current topics. 
USF&W monitors certain federal projects, including installations 
holding COE discharge permits, for effects on fish and wildlife. It 
also conducts a hunter survey every five years and wildlife inventories 
at the national refuges. 
Regulation 
USF&W gives permits for imported animals and special use of refuge.lands. 
USF&W enforces laws and regulations on migratory birds, transport of 
illegally taken game and fish across state lines and import of 
animals; the federal game wardens guide these activities. It also 
enforces regulations on refuges. 
USF&W investigates developments for potential adverse impact on game 
and fish. In particular, it monitors COE-permitted installations for 
compliance with permit conditions and new installations to notify COE 
of permit infractions. 
Planning 
USF&W divisions do their _own long range planning. 
Co-ordination 
USF&W co-ordinates its programs with DNR-fish and DNR-wildlife; they 
both co-operatively manage some game refuges and have written agree-
ments for some activities, including fish-stocking. USF&W is 
contracted by other agencies to conduct research and other programs. 
USF&W works with many agencies in its technical assistance program. 
Review 
USF&W also reviews DNR use of its federal grant funds (Pittman-
Robertson, Dingell-Johnson and Anadromous Fishery) and DNR's 
management plans for endangered species. 
USF&W reviews federal environmental impact statements, COE permit 
applications and COE projects, DOT and DOHi projects, etc., as required 
by law. 
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USGS 
NAME: United States Geological Survey (USGS) 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
TYPE: federal; executive department division 
ORIGIN: established on March 3, 1879 
AUTHORITY: federal laws 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: collection and dissemination of information on water 
and mineral resources, topology and geology 
Administration 
Staff: 32: Water Resources State Office; 10: subdistrict office 
Budget: slightly more than $1 million in fiscal year 1974; this includes state 
and local funds for co-operative studies 
Budget Source: federal general revenues and state and local payments for co-
operative studies 
Field Offices: The Water Resources Division has a state office in St. Paul and 
a subdistrict office in Grand Rapids; the Divisions of Topography, Conservation 
and Geology do not have offices in Minnesota 
USGS-1 
USGS-2 
USGS-3 
USGS-4 
USGS-5 
USGS-6 
Activities 
Administration 
USGS provides 50% funding for the hydrologic studies it does in cooper-
ation with state and local entities. 
Research, Information 
USGS does hydrologic and geologic studies and surveys, some as requested 
by federal, state and local entities; one such requested study was the 
hydrologic study on the Iron Range for IRRR. It also does floodplain 
delineation studies for HUD (none in Arrowhead yet). It is completing 
the studies of the 39 watersheds in the state for DNR. 
USGS prepares topographic, geologic, and hydrologic maps; the watershed 
maps were partially funded by DNR-w (see USGS-2) and the topographic 
mapping by special appropriations by the Legislature. 
USGS classifies federal lands as to mineral potential; the Greenstone 
Belt in northern Minnesota is currently being evaluated. 
USGS monitors the water quality and water quantity of surface- and 
ground-waters at locations throughout the state, including the 
Arrowhead Region. 
Co-ordination 
USGS co-operates with its study partners and exchanges information with 
numerous agencies. 
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WLSSD 
NAME: Western Lake Superior Sanitary District (WLSSD) 
TYPE: local; subdivision of the State; special purpose district 
ORIGIN: created by the 1971 Legislature 
AUTHORITY: 1971 Laws of Minnesota, Chapter 654; etc. 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: operation of District wastewater treatment plants; 
monitoring of area water quality 
Administration 
Membership of WLSSD Board: Four members are appointed by Duluth, three by 
Cloquet, one by Carlton County municipalities and townships and one by St. Louis 
County municipalities and townships. 
Staff: 17 in office; 27 operating personnel 
Budget: for fiscal year 1974, approximately $8.5 million (primarily for 
construction and design activities) 
Budget Source: bonds, PCA/EPA planning/design grants, small tax levy on 
communities outside sewered areas, bills to communities using District treatment 
plants 
WLSSD-1 
WLSSD-2 
WLSSD-3 
WLSSD-4 
WLSSD-5 
Activities 
Administration 
WLSSD maintains and operates 9 wastewater treatment plants inside 
District boundaries; it will soon build one $61 million plant to 
replace these plants. It also inspects new sewer construction. 
WLSSD gives technical assistance to industries and local governmental 
units on state, federal and regional water quality requirements, 
implementation procedures for the requirements and federal/state 
grant applications. It helps the local units prepare the comprehen-
sive plans required by WLSSD and assists unsewered District areas 
with pollution problems. 
Research, Information 
WLSSD is conducting research for the COE Urban Studies Program and 
also doing lake and stream studies. 
WLSSD collects information on land and stream biology, monitors 23 
sites for water quality and quantity and monitors small public 
discharge systems and certain PCA-permit holders. 
Regulation 
WLSSD must approve new sewer extensions (see WLSSD-8 for co-operative 
work with PCA). 
WLSSD generally informs PCA of standard/permit violations and warns 
the violator, although it does not fine violators. 
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WLSSD-10 
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WLSSD-2 
WLSSD checks the discharges of 3-4 PCA permit holders and investi-
gates violations of standards in the District • 
Planning 
WLSSD, in completing the metropolitan Duluth portion of the EPA-
funded Western Lake Superior Water Quality Management Plan, will 
have a comprehensive plan for its activities. (H0TL-C0G was sub-
contracted for some plan activities). 
WLSSD construction plans are long range in that the buildings, etc'l 
last for 30-50 years, requiring long range predictions of need and 
District activities. 
Co-ordination 
PCA and WLSSD have made arrangements to route PCA permit information 
to WLSSD and include WLSSD in review and comment on PCA permit 
applications in the District. 
WLSSD works with PCA, ARDC, H0TLC0G and the local government units 
in its technical assistance, planning and regulatory activities. 
Review 
WLSSD accepts the comprehensive plans written by the local govern-
mental units in the District. 
WLSSD reviews, for comments, various PCA permits. 
PCA has legal review powers over WLSSD activities; it can reverse 
WLSSD decisions. 
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WQTeam 
NAME: Water Quality Management Planning Team {WQTeam) 
TYPE: local; inter-governmental co-ordinating/planning group 
ORIGIN: created in early 1973 by the Arrowhead Regional Development Commission, 
its Wisconsin counterpart, and Western Lake Superior Sanitary District 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: preparation of water quality management plan for 
Western Lake Superior Basin (EPA grant), co-ordination of participating agencies 
Administration 
Staff: provided by the three agencies doing the planning: Arrowhead Regional 
Development Commission, its Wisconsin counterpart and Western Lake Superior 
Sanitary District 
Budget Source: Environmental Protection Agency grant, local matching funds 
WQ-Team-1 
WQ-Team-2 
WQ-Team-3 
Activities 
Administration 
WQ-Team provides technical assistance to IPC for the water quality 
management plan for the Western Lake Superior Basin. 
Research, Information 
WQ-Team, ARDC, HOTL-COG, WLSSD, and private consultants have conducted 
research and collected information needed to complete the plan; over 
30 technical background reports on water quality topics are involved. 
Planning 
WQ-Team is preparing the long range water quality management plan 
for the Western Lake Superior Basin; an EPA grant is partially 
funding the $800,000 two year study due in June, 1974. 
Co-ordination 
WQ-Team co-ordinates the agencies participating in plan preparation. 
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WRB 
NAME: Water Resources Board (WRB) 
TYPE: state; independent agency 
ORIGIN: created by the 1955 Watershed Act 
AUTHORITY: Minnesota Statutes, Chapters 112 and 105 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: establishment of watershed districts and resolve 
water conflicts 
Administration 
Membership of Board: The board has five members, each required to be know-
ledgeable of Minnesota watershed conditions and problems; they are appointed by 
the Governor for six-year terms and confirmed by the Senate. They receive per 
diem salaries and expenses. 
Staff: two; the WRB may call upon other state agencies to make special reports 
and to assign personnel temporarily to the WRB. 
Budget: approximately $50,000, fiscal year 1973; all spent on watershed 
related activities. 
Budget Source: state general revenues 
WRB-1 
WRB-2 
Activities 
Policy 
WRB can recommend the proper course of action for a state agency in 
cases where state water policy is inconsistent or the agency's application 
of the policy is in question. Certain agency decisions on water conser-
vation, water pollution, drainage, soil conservation, forest management, 
municipal plannin& etc, are included. WRB intervention must be 
requested by a petition of intervention or a referral from district 
court. Its decisions are evidence in the trial of the agency action, 
but do not necessarily bind the court. This power has been used less 
than ten times. 
WRB has not issued criteria for watershed district establishment. 
Administration 
WRB establishes watershed districts, terminates them and defines and 
fixes the boundaries. Thirty-three districts have been established. 
One, the Red Lake Watershed District (see RLWD), contains portions of 
Itasca and Koochiching counties. 
·WRB provides some technical assistance to the watershed districts, 
primarily administrative. 
Research 
WRB can conduct special studies for its activities. 
Regulation 
WRB water policy decisions are primarily advisory. WRB has no sub-
stantial power over watershed districts. 
WRB-3 
WRB-4 
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WRB-2 
Co-ordination 
WRB has written a handbook for watershed managers; otherwise, it 
provides minimal co-ordiantion among the districts. WRB does not 
maintain regular contact with other federal, state and local agencies. 
Review 
WRB reviews for comment the biennial overall plans of the watershed 
districts, petitions to change the plans, project plans for district 
activities and federally-funded projects. (It hears appeals by parties 
aggrieved by district activities in certain cases.) 
WRB reviews state agency actions as it decides questions on water 
policies; this power has been used very little (see WRB-1). 
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WRC 
NAME: Water Resources Council (WRC) 
TYPE: state; co-ordinating body 
ORIGIN: created by the Governor in November, 1973 
AUTHORITY: Executive Order #71 
MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: co-operate with DNR's water resources planning, 
including preparation of the alternate futures water resources plan 
Administration 
Membership of Council: The Council includes the Departments of Health, Agricul-
ture, Economic Development, Highways and Natural Resources; the Pollution Control 
Agency, State Planning Agency and the governor's office. 
Staff and Budget: donated by member agencies, particularly DNR. 
WRC-1 
WRC-2 
WRC-3 
WRC-4 
WRC-5 
Activities 
Policy 
WR.C's River Basin Commission Committee advises Minnesota representatives 
on Basin Commission matters affecting the state. 
WRC can set policy on inter-departmental issues; it is not known if 
non-unanimous stands must be followed by member agencies. 
Administration 
WR.C's Regional Planning Committee (not formed yet) will assist R.DC's 
when the state water resources alternate futures plan is completed. 
Research, Information 
WRC is helping DNR develop a centralized water resources information 
system; currently it is inventorying systems used by state agencies 
(see DNR-bpl-5). 
Planning 
WR.C's State Planning Committee is helping develop the state water 
resources alternate futures plan with DNR-bpl. 
Co-ordination 
WRC member agencies discuss interdepartmental issues. WRC itself 
co-ordinates DNR's water activities with member agencies. 
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